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BDCP/California WaterFix Comments
P.O. BOX 1919
Sacramento, CA 95812
SUBJECT: Partially Recirculated Draft Environmental Impact Report and Supplemental
Environmental Impact Statement for the Bay Delta Conservation Plan and the California WaterFix

Draft

To Whom It May Concern:
The City of Redding (Redding) appreciates the opportunity to provide comments on the Partially
Recirculated Draft Environmental Impact Report (RDEIR) and Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (SDEIS) for the Bay Delta Conservation Plan's (BDCP} California WaterFix. Redding provided
comments on the BDCP Draft Environmental Impact Report and Draft Environmental Impact Statement.
These comments were not adequately, if at all, addressed in the RDEIR/SDEIS. Consequently, our
primary concerns must be reiterated herein.
Redding is located at the northern end of the Sacramento Valley, just below Shasta Dam, and enjoys
many benefits from the Sacramento River. As a Settlement Contractor, nearly half of Redding's
domestic water supply comes from the Sacramento River through its municipally-owned water utility.
Additionally, Redding's municipally-owned electric utility receives nearly 8 percent of the hydroelectric
output from the Central Valley Project (CVP) which equals ·on average approximately 30 percent of
Redding's annual power supply. Federal hydropower from the CVP is the most cost-effective,
renewable1 and carbon-free resource currently in Redding's power supply portfolio. Any efforts that
may affect Redding's water supply reliability or hydroelectric supply are of significant concern to
Redding and its residents.
Redding's primary concerns with the RDEIR/SDE!S are related to the water and power supply impacts
and overall cost of the project. Specifically:
1. Direct and indirect impacts to upstream water rights have not been evaluatedi
2. The costs and cost allocations to CVP contractors have not been adequately addressed;
3. The cumulative impacts of the BDCP and other proposed projects (such as the raising of Shasta
Dam or the State Water Resources Control Board's proposed Flow Criteria) have not been
contemplated; and
4. Other alternatives, such as smaller conveyance systems and additional storage, are not fully
considered.
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Redding supports further exploration of these issues in the development of a Final BDCP and associated
Final Environmental Impact Report and Environmental Impact Statement, and requests that other
conveyance alternatives and additional storage be given significant consideration.
Redding supports efforts to stabilize the ecological habitat in the Delta, secure water rights, and improve
water supply reliability throughout the State. Redding is appreciative of the opportunity to be involved
in this process given the significant impact the BDCP could have on our community.
Sincerely,

Mayor
c:

Public Works Director
Assistant Public Works Director Mclain

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Attachments:

McCollum, Stephanie <smccollum@ci.redding.ca.us>
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 9:31AM
BDCPcomments
Comments for the Bay Delta Conservation Plan/California WaterFix Partially Recirculated
Draft Environmental Impact Report/Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact
Statement
102715L-BDCP-CA_WaterFix_Comments.pdf

Please accept the attached letter regarding the comments on the Partially Recirculated Draft Environmental Impact
Report and Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact Statement for the Bay Delta Conservation Plan's California
WaterFix.

Stephanie McCollum
Executive Assistant
City of Redding Public Works- Engineering
777 Cypress Avenue
Redding, CA 96001
(530) 225-4511
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From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

tony ruggirello <tony6004@hotmail.com>
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 12:06 PM
BDCPcomments
Delta Tunnels

I would like to state my opposition to the proposed tunnels project. I have lived in the
central valley for over 50 years. We are the bread basket of the nation and are growing at a
rate unequaled in the rest of the state. There has to be a better way to do this. Perhaps bring
water down from the pacific northwest which receives much rain and snow yearly or from the
Rockies. Don't rob us of water we need.

Tony Ruggirello
Kristi Reiman

RECIRC2302.

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Douglas E Williams <doug@weldengineers.com>
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 10:16 AM
BDCPcomments
BDCP/WaterFix Comments I RDEIR/SDEIS

The new alternatives described in the revised documents do not address the underlying purpose and intent
California water law. The intent is to correct conditions for endangered and threatened aquatic species and
improve water supply reliability. Although the revised document may "improve" these conditions, the
comparison is against the untenable existing condition and the extremely expensive new tunnels and
conveyance system delineated in the earlier draft.
1. No money should be spent 'improving' the North-to-South water conveyance system until water resources in
the south are more fully utilized. For example, water effluent from sewage treatment plants should be reused
directly, not dumped into the ocean. This technology is already in use elsewhere and would drastically reduce
the need for water conveyed from the north.
2. The costs of water from the North-to-South aqueducts should reflect the need to implement facilities that
will make Southern California more water independent. The current price to end users does not fully embody
the value of the resource, nor does it encourage alternatives such as desalination plants and water recycling.
3. If California can afford the cost of alternatives such as 4A, then it can afford the cost of implementing all
available technology to maximize the use of supplied water, including water recycling and desalination plants.
4. Implementing the conveyance systems delineated in the PJJEIRISDEIS should be delayed until a significant
improvement in the water use rate has occurred. The recycling of effluent from water treatment plants is far
more cost-effective and efficient than new tunnels, etc.
5. If the southern part of the state becomes more water independent, e.g., by reusing treated water, installing
desalination plants, etc., the need for expensive new tunnels and water conveyance facilities will be less, as will
the stress on endangered and threatened aquatic species.
This effort should be made to correct the real problem, not to try to fix a broken system.

Douglas & Louise Williams
721 Ocean Ave.
Richmond, CA 94801
510.235.9353
Fax: 510.232.9546
doug@weldengineers.com
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From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Pat Borison < pborison@yahoo.com >
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 12:05 PM
BDCPcomments
Delta Tunnels/California WaterFix

Re: Delta Tunnels/California WaterFix (Alternative 4A)
I grew up in Southern California, have been boating on San Francisco Bay and the Delta for 49 years
and have lived on the Delta for 15 years. I believe I can understand water issues from several
perspectives and empathize with many throughout the state.
I oppose the proposed tunnel project and the undemocratic way the process is being carried out.
This project will destroy the Delta and produce NO new water.

•
•
•

A project this big and expensive deserves a public vote and better public input.
Comments made by the public are not posted for the public to see.
Hearings have been one way, with no public input, just sit and listen, yet the public is ultimately on the
hook for the cost of the project.
Better alternatives are available.

Cost effectiveness
• The EIR has failed to adequately analyze cost effectiveness for a project estimated to cost $15 to $50
billion.
• It does not accurately describe the amount of water available and the cost of that water.
• The amount of water the Delta needs to be viable must first be determined before the project can be
considered.
• Water will be expensive. What happens if private water contractors, who have promised to pay for the
project, fail to pay, as history shows they may. If they default, what recourse do ratepayers and
taxpayer have?
• The project described in the EIR is not financially feasible and does not make financial sense to those
paying for the tunnels. Continuing to focus on Alternative 4A simply diverts resources from
consideration of better solutions.
Scare tactics/ earthquake impact
• Scare tactics are being used to raise unwarranted concerns about earthquake threats.
• If needed, levees could be reinforced for a fraction of the tunnel cost.
• What impact will 10-14 years of pile driving have on levees if they are so fragile?

•

•
•
•

Boating and recreation
The physical and economic impact on boating and recreation has not been carefully considered,
particularly the impact on boating, fishing, waterskiing, etc. during the 10-14-year construction phase.
Water quality and quantity
Changes in water quality, quantity and levels caused by the tunnels have not been adequately
explored.
Two forty-foot wide tunnels have the capacity to divert up to half the flow of the Sacramento River.
Toxic algae bloom is already a threat on the Sacramento River and near Big Break in Oakley. Any
reduction in water flow could raise additional threats.

•
•

•
•

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

The tunnels will not solve California's water problems. They will produce no new water.
If water now flowing through the Delta is reduced, reduction of water flow threatens to increase
salinity, resulting contamination to crops.
Economic impact
The economic impact on taxpayers and on ratepayers , who ultimately will pay for the limited but
expensive water carried by the tunnels, has not been adequately analyzed.
The economic impact on Delta farmers and businesses has not been adequately studied. Plans have
already been announced to acquire as many as 300 farms in the Delta. What will happen when
farmland is contaminated by increased salinity?
The tunnel plan will decimate the Delta's $5.2 billion annual agricultural economy and destroy family
farms dating back to the 1850s.
When salinity ruins Delta farmland, who will be standing by to convert that land into more housing?

There are better alternative solutions
Alternative solutions have not been seriously considered. Focus should be on boosting regional selfsufficiency across the state.
Los Angeles, for example, should first repair its aging water main system to prevent more major leaks
and wasted water.
California WaterFix ignores technology that could solve our water shortages in a way beneficial to all,
including desalination, reuse, recycling and better storage during wet years.
The future is not as predictable as some think: El Nino may bring more water to So Cal than North,
making tunnels an even less viable solution to drought
Water "Fix"
The process as presented under WaterFix is compromised at the outset. For years this was always to
be a dual plan, with twin goals of water sustainability and environmental protections. Suddenly, the
environmental part has been dropped. Were we misled to all along? Why are we to trust promises
now?
VVhat safe guards are there to prevent maximum use of the tunnels' capacity and diverting up to half
of the river flow?
This plan benefits a few corporate growers who wish to farm marginal land in the western San
Joaquin Valley at the expense of multi-generation Delta farmers.
The EIR comment period is not yet ended, yet permits are being taken and plans made, as if it is a
done deal .... (the "Fix")
To quote our Congressman: "The tunnels are a repackaging of old ideas that waste billions of dollars
and threaten the way of life for an entire region without creating a single new drop of water.

"We should be using our resources to fund innovative, forward-thinking solutions that create
new water and take pressure off the Delta by boosting regional self-sufficiency across the
state."

Delta WaterFix letter 10-25-15.docx
Pat Borison
2225 Cypress Point
Discovery Bay CA
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From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jeff Cuzzi <jcuzzi@sbcglobal.net>
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 10:30 AM
BDCPcomments
No Delta Tunnels

This is not the solution to California's water problems. We were just in Southern CA for a week, Pasadena and Santa
Barbara mostly. Not a dead lawn did we see. People down there just do not get it. Dead lawns are everywhere in the Bay
Area. We CARE about water and we care about the delta. Same with big agriculture. Hype about almonds aside, most of
the Ag water goes to beef, most of that for "forage". There is about ten times the protein mass per pound of water in
nuts as there is in beef. I do eat beef, but we can all eat less AND it can be grown elsewhere than in a drought state. If
we must worry about jobs, worry about fishermen and tourism too. Let's get smart with new thinking (groundwater
replenishment and storage; incentives to restructure Ag inCA} rather than more of the same old "ship the water to the
southland" nonsense. That time has come and gone. The southland has to learn to live the way everyone else does, with
respect for their limits.
Jeff Cuzzi
1906 Farndon Avenue
Los Altos
CA 94024
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From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Lee Mitchell <lee_e_mitchell@yahoo.com>
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 10:14 AM
BDCPcomments; senator@feinstein.senate.gov; senator@boxer.senate.gov;
Sam@friendsoffarr.org; info@kamalaharris.org
Oppose the Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix (Alternative 4A)

I oppose the Delta Tunnel plan. This plan will impact California is three vital areas. Due to this, the state
should find alternative means to address the water needs of Southern California.

Environmentally, the current project has not addressed the impact on wildlife and the surrounding landscape.
Removing fresh water from the delta will influence migratory fish species and the current mammal and bird
population that currently use the environs. The lack of freshwater means greater saltwater intrusion and its
terrible consequences.
Public health could be impacted with further depletions of fresh water from the delta as the freshwater table
is reduced by pumping the water south. Saltwater intrusion means less potable water for domestic and
commercial use. Agriculturally, Delta farmers may not have the water resources they need for farming.
The economic cost of the tunnels has not been adequately reviewed. There are other viable alternatives to
improve water availability via recycling and groundwater recharging projects. They will be cheaper than the
current proposal and help Southern California become more self-sustaining water wise. Retiring farmland in
the San Joaquin Valley will reduce the need for water especially for agricultural products being grown for
export. Also, the dike system in the delta is in need of repair and with the tunnel potentially taking money
away from this need we delay vital earthquake preparedness.
The EIR/EIS have not adequately addressed these concerns and why oppose the tunnels.
Respectfully submitted
Lee Mitchell
Seaside, CA.
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From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Catherine Fox <cevansfox@msn.com>
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 10:24 AM
BDCPcomments
Catherine Fox
Proposed Tunnels

As a resident of Berkeley CA, and someone who values the environmental health of San Francisco Bay and Estuary, I
oppose the construction of the proposed Twin Tunnels. I prefer sustainable alternatives that will cost much less, have
proven success (groundwater recharge, enhanced water conservation measures, recycling) and will not further harm the
Delta's environment.
Please do not issue permits for the Twin Tunnels.
Catherine Fox
cevansfox@msn.com
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From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Cathy&Jack <jacekyak@pacbell.net>
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 10:49 AM
BDCPcomments
proposed CA water tunnels - abandon the plan

Dear Sir or Madame:
I am writing this email to strongly urge you to abandon the plan to construct water tunnels to move fresh water from
the Sacramento River out of its normal watercourse- reject all4 alternatives of the RDEIR/SDEIS. I believe that the San
Francisco Bay and associated Delta need the freshwater flows to maintain a healthy ecosystem, and prevent saltwater
from creeping east into the estuary. I think that the proposed $10+ billion expense of constructing the tunnels would be
better spent by investing in programs that promote conservation:
1. groundwater recharge and storm water capture
2. urban conservation projects (low flow devices and grey water use)
3. agricultural improvements (use of drip irrigation, growing more annual type crops- NOT almonds)
4. updating and revising water allocation laws/rights.
This would also be a more natural solution California's water issues. As the past has proven, Nature always wins in the
end.
Please reconsider the decision to spend this tremendous amount of money on a single construction project. The voters
rejected the Peripheral Canal proposal in 1982- this plan is merely a rehash of that failed solution. Let the rivers flow
naturally.
Jacek Kasprzycki
1725 Versailles Ave.
Alameda, CA 94501

RECIRC2308.

Martin Heatlie < martin.heatlie@gmail.com >
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 10:03 AM
BDCPcomments
Tunnels

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

27 October 2015

To:

BDCP Comments
P.O. Box 1919
Sacramento, CA 95812

From: Martin C. Heatlie
P.O. Box 278
Wheatland, CA 95692
( 530) 633-9334

1) I believe there is agreement that Southern California (SoCal) needs more fresh\rvater.

2) I think there is agreement that taking freshwater from the Delta, no matter how it is taken, is bad
for the Delta.

The sane solution for both problems would be to build desalination plants in SoCal.
The $25 B planned for the tunnels would build a lot of desalination plants.
Leave the Delta alone!

The EIR is flawed because the map of the "Legal Delta" does not include the Suisun Marsh.

The term "Legal Delta" is both absurd and arrogant.

Every marsh east of the Golden Gate will be affected by removing fresh water from the Delta.

The animation for the tunnel project intakes shows settling basins for silt. What is the plan for
disposing of the silt? If the silt can be removed from freshwater, surely salt can be removed from
seawater.

The plan is a huge boondoggle. It will benefit special interests at planet Earth's expense.

Spend the $258 on desalination plants. There is an inexhaustible supply of seawater.

Sincerely,
Martin Heatlie

RECIRC2309.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

jrosasj@yahoo.com
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 11:25 AM
BDCPcomments
This project is just another water

grab of Northern California water by Southern California interests .They don't like the quality of the delta water they
get presently so they want to bypass the delta and take it directly from the Sacramento River. Projects like these claim to
be saving the delta but do just the opposite. this project will encourage more farmers in the south valley to plant
orchards where they have no business doing so. I am totally against this project.
John F Rosasco

Sent from my iPhone

RECIRC2310.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dorothea Nolan <dornolan@gmail.com>
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 11:57 AM
BDCPcomments
Save the Delta, Stop the Tunnels

Do not build the Tunnels taking water from the Sacramento River.
Stop waiving clean water standards.
Protect native fish, preserve the estuaries.
Invest in projects that promote groundwater recharge, storm water capture, water recycling and urban conservation.
Thank you,
Dorothea CopeckNolan
2905 Sunset Terrace
San Mateo, CA 94403

650 868-7257

RECIRC2311.

Martha Totaro Against Delta Tunnels

October 27, 2015

As a 43-year Rocklin resident and California voter with four grandchildren growing up in the Sacramento
area, I strongly oppose building the Delta Tunnels "WaterFix" project. The more I have learned about it
over the past few years, the more I am convinced it is A FRIGHTFULLY EXPENSIVE ATIEMPT TO SOLVE
ONE PROBLEM BY CREATING COUNTLESS OTHER PROBLEMS. And I fear those other problems will be
unfixable at any price, leading to severe environmental and economic decline in the Sacramento Delta
and the San Francisco Bay regions if even more river water is diverted away from their already fragile
ecosystems. Further, this project would trample the rights of many Delta property owners, could
negatively impact future funding for other important projects in our state, and would purposely
circumvent state and federal environmental protection requirements.
As a voter, I also feel disenfranchised in a way that smacks of subterfuge by the agencies promoting this
project and by our Governor, whose environmental policies I generally support and applaud.
Our complex water needs in California have become even more complicated in these long years of
drought and with predictions that Northern California may never again have the rainfalls and Sierra
snow packs that we took for "normal" in the past.
Being a science major long ago in college and a life-long conservationist, I understand the valid concerns
about rising ocean levels and increasing salt water incursions into the Delta and San Francisco Bay. All
the more reason to allow rivers to flow unimpeded into those regions. I also understand the need to
supply California farms with adequate fresh irrigation. But one can still witness wasteful practices in
fields, with jets of water shooting over crops at mid-day. Tunnel funding could be better used to
subsidize more efficient agricultural methods statewide and new water storage facilities in Southern
California, among other things.
"The Times They Are A-Changin"' sang Dylan- and so are our weather patterns- and so must our water
policies. We need to meet our state's newest water challenges in the spirit of "a Work in Progress," and
never expect that any single project will solve them as a "Fait Accompli." I believe this "WaterFix"
project is too simplistic to address the complex and changing realities we face here. We need much
smarter, multi-faceted, long-term remedies for water storage and management and conservation.
The majority of Californians have shown they are willing and able to use water more efficiently in their
homes and gardens, once they get clear direction. Please bring us all on board as part of the solution.
Please at least postpone the tunnel project and explore the alternative solutions proposed by other
water management and environmental experts.
I write in generalities for the sake of brevity, believing that common sense outweighs 48,000 pages of
contradictory EIR data and a million hours of self-serving study and rhetoric. Finally, I write to you for
the sake of my own grandchildren and for all who will make California their home after I am gone.
Martha Locke Totaro

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

m/mtotaro < mjtotaro@earthlink.net>
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 11:45 AM
BDCPcomments
M. Totaro Opposes Delta Tunnels
Martha Totaro Against Delta Tunnels.docx

Please include the attached letter in the record of public comments regarding the Delta Tunnels "WaterFix" Project.
Thank you,
Martha Locke Totaro
(916) 624-2797

5503 Butane Way
Rocklin, CA 95677

RECIRC2312.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Michael Seaman <michaeljseaman@gmail.com>
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 11:35 AM
BDCPcomments
Comments on revised EIR/EIS for Delta Tunnels/California Water Fix
Seaman_DeltaTunnelsComments10272015.docx

Our comments on the subject EIR/EIS are attached. The Delta Tunnels project is terribly flawed. The EIR/EIS needs
significant revision.
There are cost-effective, less environmentally-destructive alternatives to the preconceived Tunnels/California Water Fix
project that should be considered.
Michael and Suzanne Seaman

Michael Seaman
Arden Arcade CA 95825
Energy efficiency 1st in the loading order.
Take a ski or snowboard lesson from a Pro.
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RECIRC2313.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Jan Klevan <jklevan@sanjoaquinusa.org >
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 9:51AM
BDCPcomments
Governor's Delta plan
Jan Klevan.vcf

The plan is flawed. It is financially and environmentally irresponsible and is only his golden idol legacy.
It must be stopped! It will ruin the delta!

Like us on Facebook! http://www.facebook.com/pages/San-Joaquin-Partnership-San-Joaquin-Countv-

RECIRC2314.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Janet <mymsladybug@msn.com>
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 10:12 AM
BDCPcomments
Against the Tunnels

Please record my opinion -I do not approve of the Delta Tunnels. It will negatively impact the San Joaquin
Delta with its fragile eco-system. Farmers especially will be negatively impacted. Please do not approve this
legislation. Thank you.
Janet Baiocchi
Manteca Ca

lvf~

La4Ybufr

RECIRC2315.

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Barry Ulrich <bwulrich@icloud.com>
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 9:17AM
BDCPcomments
Delta tunnels

I am opposed to the tunnel plan to remove water from the delta. That water is needed for the balance of San Francisco
Bay. The health of the bay is already challenged and must be protected.

Barry Ulrich

RECIRC2316.

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Karen Miller <karenmillercrs@gmail.com>
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 10:03 AM
BDCPcomments
Delta tunnels

Importance:

High

I strongly oppose the Delta tunnels that are being proposed as I did the Peripheral Canal back in 1982. Fresh water needs
to be delivered to the Bay to keep it healthy. Please do not let this degradation of our precious resource occur.
Regards,

KAREN MILLER
karenmillercrs@gmail.com
www.karenmillercrs.com

This email has been checked for viruses by Avast antivirus software.
https://www.avast.com/antivirus

RECIRC2317.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Jean Godwin <larry_godwin@icloud.com>
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 10:04 AM
BDCPcomments
Delta tunnels

To Whom It May Concern,
I agree with Mr. Gary Bobker, Program Director For The Bay Institute. Two 40' tunnels dug under the delta would be
devastating to the health of the many species of fish and other wild life. I can't imagine the destruction this would cause
during construction, and then later during operation! This is another Peripheral Canal that would take more water from
the Delta while damaging the fragile ecosystem. I feel farmers should have a reliable source of water for their crops and
livestock, but not at the price of our delta.
Larry Godwin
Sent from my iPad

RECIRC2318.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

kkmiller75@comcast.net
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 10:05 AM
BDCPcomments
Delta Tunnels

I strongly oppose the Delta tunnels being proposed. We have other better ways to conserve water to
supply the farmers and others which we have proved during this drought. Please do not let this
happen as it will end up destroying the Bay.
Thank you.
Keith Miller

RECIRC2319.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Clive Endress <endress.clive@gmail.com>
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 10:21 AM
BDCPcomments
Delta Tunnels

Please protect our Bay Delta Estuary; do not ship more water away from it. Do not build the proposed
tunnels.
The Environmental document for this project needs to be revised to adequately address biological, and social
impacts to the entire bay area and delta ecosystem, and to preserve this incredibly scenic and sensitive area for
generations to come.
Thank you for your attention to this.
Clive and Ada Endress
9 Gilbert St.
San Rafael, Ca.
94901

RECIRC2320.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Robert Penzenstadler < penzy94566@gmail.com>
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 12:03 PM
BDCPcomments
Delta Tunnels

The Delta Tunnels must be opposed as a water grab by Southern CA that will do irreparable harm to the Delta and the
four million residence. The lack of sufficient water flowing through the Delta will harm the wildlife and the Ecosystem,
if the tunnels are dug.
Spending $15 million, which will grow to $25 million before completion, and not give the state additional water
resources is a poor way to spend our, the tax payers, money. History shows what S. CA has done to other areas
supplying water to them, by ruining their Ecosystems, and sucking the regions dry. So to believe them when they state
the amount of water taken by the tunnels won't be more than presently taken is a joke. They will have the capability to
take up to 50% more water and will do so if needed.
STOP THE TUNNELS NOW! Don't let Moonbeam and his cronies steal our water.
R Penzenstadler
2476 Belle Glade Ln.
Manteca, CA 95336
209-624-3702

RECIRC2321.

235 East Weber Avenue • P.O. Bo:< 1461 • Stockton, CA 95201
Phone (209) 465-5883 • Fax (209) 465-3956

DIRECTORS

COUNSEL

George Biagi, Jr.
Rudy Mussi
Edward Zuckem1an

Dante John Nomeflfni
Dante John Nomellini. Jr

October 26,2015

BDCPCommentsra)icfi.com
Re:

BDCP/Califomia Water Fix
RDEIR/SDEIS
DJN Sr. Part One - Exhibits 9-1 and 10-1

Attached are Exhibits 9-1 and 10-1 to Part One of our comments. Exhibits previously submitted
are referenced and incorporated but not resubmitted.
Very truly yours,

Dane John Nomellini, Sr.
Manager and Co-Counsel

N·otes from Metropolitan's Special Committee on the Bay-Delta: An update on the status...
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Categories: Maven's Minutes
by fviaven

May 29, 2014

"We are tantalizing close to a draft Implementing Agreement at this point in
time," Director Cowin told Committee members.
At the May 27th meeting of Metropolitan Water District's Special
Committee on the Bay-Delta, Metropolitan staff briefed the
comments that Metropolitan wiii be submitting on the Bay Delta
Conservation Plan as well as the BDCP's Design and Construction
Enterprise. At the end of the meeting, DWR Director Mark Cowin
gave a brief update on a number of issues, including the longawaited Implementation Agreement.
EXHIBIT 9-l

http://mavensnotebook.com/20 14/05/29/notes-from-metropolitans-special-committee-on-th... 7/19/2014

Notes from Metropolitan's Special Committee on the Bay-Delta: An update on the status...
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Metropolitan comments on the Bay Delta Conservation Plan's
environmental documents
Steve Arakawa, Manager of Bay-Delta Initiatives, began by reminding that back in
2007, the Board adopted the Delta Action Plan Framework and Delta conveyance
criteria that established the direction that staff has been following. In 2008, the Board
adopted Delta governance principles, and in 2009, as the Delta Reform Act was taking
shape, the board weighed in on that as well, he said. The board has also been involved
in funding and cost sharing agreements, beginning in 2006 through 2011.
Robert Horton from the legal department then briefly reviewed the basics of the
environmental documents, explaining that the California Environmental Quality Act

(9E:QA) and the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) were designed to be fulldisclosure statutes. "Both state and federal law require that the action agencies and the

responsible agencies such as Metropolitan disclose all the potentially significant
impacts of a project, look at a range of alternatives and mitigation for any significant
impacts, and then give the public and other responsible agencies an opportunity to
comment on the document," he said. "Then the agencies that are adopting the
document or certifying it will have to then respond to those comments." He noted that
the draft document went out in December of 2013, and the public comment period will
be closing on June 13.
Under the state law, G.E:Qf\., if there is feasible mitigation, you're required to adopt it, he
said. "The agency that approves the project will have to adopt it, and any agency
responsible for implementing it would be required to implement it," he said. "On the

federal side, although federal agencies aren't by statute required to adopt feasible
mitigation, the co-federal lead agencies in this case have adopted regulations that
pretty much require that if they don't adopt feasible mitigation, they would have to
explain why."
The BDCP is notoriously long and the environmental documents notoriously even
longer, in part because the impacts of 15 different project alternatives were analyzed,
he said. The document also contains two baselines: A .G.E:9A. existing conditions
baseline, which is set at 2009 when the Notice of Preparation was issued, and a NEPA
future conditions baseline, which looks at the impacts of the project plus climate change
and sea level rise in 2060, he explained. "So you not only have 15 project alternatives

and a no-action alternative, but you have two baselines that you're comparing," he said.
"This has to be one of the most studied projects in history."
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"Metropolitan's role is going to be as an applicant for the Endangered Species Act and
Natural Community Conservation Planning Act permits, and the SWP is part of our
critical water supply," said Mr. Horton. "Metropolitan has adopted policies to achieve a
comprehensive fix for the Delta that gives long term, 50 year regulatory stability, and so
in light of those objectives, and Metropoltian's role in the process and because it will
have to rely on this document as well, it's crafting comments to ensure that the project
is implementable, supportable, and that the the 9~9/YNEPA document is defendable
in the face of litigation, and that it will meet the needs for Metropolitan and it's member
agencies in terms of both supply and cost. . .. We want to make sure that that
accurately represents the best science and policy available."
Steve Arakawa then described the areas of comment that will be included in the
comment letter from Metropolitan. He also noted they are working jointly with other
state and federal water contractors in coordinating the review and comments and so to
the degree appropriate, Metropolitan will be providing support to the letters of other
contracting entities in those specific detailed comments.
The comments will address the importance of a reliable supply to Metropolitan's service
area, the role that the State Water Project serves, and the investments that have been
made, not only in the State Water Project system, but in our own distribution system
and our local resources that count on S\/VP supplies, he said. The comment letter will
also say that alternative four provides the best balance between water supply reliability
and environmental protection, and that this option best contributes to the state's
1?9~9'::1?.11 99.~1~ of water supply reliability and ecosystem restoration, he said.
"Other areas of comment include the fact that in many ways, there was a conservative
approach used in identifying impacts, or so-called worst case impacts, and so when
looking at all of the analysis, it provided that kind of disclosure which we believe helps
support the decision making capability of the document," Mr. Arakawa said.
The comments will also address the fact that a reliable water supply contributes to
sound economic situation in the state of California, not only in the areas of water
supply, but for the state overall, he said. "The state's analysis indicates that the project
.orovides for the .orotection of about a million .,iobs over the next several .,vears while the
permit is in place, so protection of jobs, but also provides a contribution to jobs through
development of the project itself," he said. "When looking at the overall costs and
benefits of the project, the project has a significant net benefit of up to about 5 billion,
when looking at both the costs and benefits derived from the project."
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"It's imporlant for Metropolitan to contribute to the record that's being established
through this EIR process to make sure that Metropolitan's needs and objectives are
being met, and expressed in the comment letters, and also to make sure that adequate
information is provided to the administrative record in all of these various areas to
supporl the decision making that will occur out into the future," said Mr. Arakawa.
So in terms of the next steps, there is the Implementing Agreement and the Cost
Allocations which are still pending, he said.

"We expect to see a draft of the Implementation Agreement out for public comment
relatively shorlly, probably within a week or so," said General Manager Jeff Kightlinger,
noting that they will be reviewing it at the next Committee meeting. "The cost allocation
will come furlher down the road, probably in the fall time frame, and all of those would
be before you have the Record of Decision and the Notice of Determination, which
would probably be in the spring of 2015."

BDCP Design and Construction Enterprise
Program Manager Randall Neudeck then discussed the BDCP's Design and
Construction Enterprise. The intent of the DWR staff memo was to try to set out some
initial efforts for effective implementation of the BDCP, he said. It includes two offices:
the first is really an interim office outlined in the BDCP Chapter 7 that will deal with
conservation measures 2 through 22, including habitat restoration, other stressors,
~g?pf.iy~ l!.l~r.!~9~'!l.~l!t, monitoring, research and other elements, and the other office is

the Design and Construction Enterprise for 99r1~~r:Y?tiC?Il ryt~c:~~~r~ 1, or the
conveyance improvement activities, he said. He noted that the Design & Construction
Enterprise office has a defined termination date, terminating after the construction of
the conveyance facilities is completed.
The intent of the Design and Construction Enterprise is not only to implement the
design and construction, but really to be a separate organizatfon within DWR, he said.
He then presented a slide of an organizational chart, and described the chain of
command. The program director is responsible for the design and construction
elements and for staffing decisions. The Program Advisory Group is a set of technical
experts who can make recommendations to the program director related to
engineering, construction methods, and other issues. The program director and his
office reports to a project management board, which will include a DWR representative
and public water agency representatives from the CVP and the SWP. They will make
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recommendations up to the DWR Director, which will have final decision on the design
and construction activities.
Mr. Neudeck said that the public water agencies are looking at forming themselves
under a JPA, with the goal to make recommendations to DWR director who will have
final authority, and to be a part of the program management board.
"What we saw as the intent of the memo were the initial efforts to help organize this into
an effective organization- two different organizations under DWR," said Mr. Neudeck.

Director Mark Cowin addresses the Committee
"This has been a challenging year as you all know for California water," began DWR
Director Mark Cowin. "One of the secondary effects of this drought emergency has
been that the state and federal agencies that are working on the BDCP have had to
divert a lot of attention to managing the drought emergency, and so frankly we have not
had the capacity to make the kind of progress we would have like to have made
otherwise in advancing the BDCP. Nonetheless, I do think we have made significant
progress in a number of different areas that we know is going to be essential before we
can get to essentially a go or no-go decision on this project."
"We talked a little bit about the Implementing Agreement and that's an area that I'm
extremely pleased in the progress that we've made in the last month or two in closing
,-,..f f.J,I""\. finrv.l"\.rini"'V inr'>ltif*l.il""
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defining the contributions and limits of obligations of the different parties that will
partner in implementing the project, so f think we've had some good meeting of the
minds between the state and federal agencies and state and federal water contractors,"
he said. "We are tantalizing close to a draft implementing agreement at this point in
time, and assuming we can close out just a couple of lingering issues, I do expect that
we will be able to post a draft Implementing Agreement within the week, so that's good
progress."
"Another issue that we know we have to make progress on, BDCP or no, is the
extension of the State Water Project water supply contracts, and again I think we've
made good progress this year on that front," he said. "We now have an agreement on
terms that will be used to develop the draft amendment itself, and also be used for the
9J:~_QA compliance that we'll have to go through before we can get to signing those
contract extensions, but I think that's an important element in all of this and we've made
good progress on that front."
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"A third leg of the stool is this Design and Construction Enterprise," he said."/ have
personally heard for a long period of time from both state and federal contractors about
the importance of defining a governance structure for implementing, not only BDCP
itself, but specifically Delta conveyance improvements in a way that provides for
accountability and transparency, and involves the state and federal water contracting
agencies in appropriate way and in partnership with the state. We've knocked our
heads against this for quite awhile, at least 18 months or longer, we worked on
developing the principles that you see before us today."
"To my mind, it's a good balance towards two goals of providing for accountability to
ratepayers as represented by state and federal water contracting agencies, and also to
provide for transparency and accountability to the public in general, and in particular,
the public that would be most directly affected by implementation of these conveyance
facilities," Director Cowin said.

"So just on the ratepayers side, I think the proposed organization provides for a
significant role for the state and federal water contracting agencies, it provides for
efficient management a structure with clear lines of authority and accountability, we
have always jointly held that as a number one principle in this," he said. "We want
decision makers that are able to move quickly and keep this project on track, given its
financial implications for all of us. Then finally, the structure does provide for
opportunities for participation by experts from both state and federal water contracting
agencies, DWR and the private sector in a way that will allow us to bring the best talent
to the project and provide for a very efficient process."
"On the public side of the equation, I think this organization importantly maintains
DWR's ultimate authority as defined by statute to construct and operate the SWP while
still providing for an appropriate role from state and federal water contracting agencies
to advise and consent on important decisions," he said. "Importantly, this structure
provides for using the DWR's contracting authority and also our land acquisition
processes which are extremely important to the members of the public that will be
affected by Delta conveyance in particular."

"So I want to underscore something that Randall said up front," he said. "This DCE is
temporary in nature and limited in scope. It is intentionally designed to provide for
design and construction of the facilities associated with the BDCP. After construction is
complete, this organization will go away. The broader Bay Delta Conservation Plan
management will be done through the Bay Delta Conservation Plan implementation
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office that is defined with dozens of those 42,000 pages within the BDCP document
itself, in great detail."
"I think this approach can serve as a model for how we interact between DWR and
SWP contractors and federal contractors in the future on other projects. We've gone to
great length to look at how other big infrastructure projects have been managed when
there are numbers of different partners involved and hopefully we've captured some of
the lessons learned in some of these principles we've put forward," he said. "So to my
mind, it's innovation on governance that's equal to the innovation on BDCP will provide
for State Water Project operations moving forward in equal measure."
"So that's what I wanted to say about the DCE," he said. "The memo that I put out to all
staff as Randall indicated, really is just our first steps as an organization to prepare
ourselves for implementation of this project so we're taking our existing resources and
starting to move them into an organization that can engage both with the DCE and
ultimately with the implementation office for BDCP as well."

Discussion highlights
Director Steiner asks if the federal contractors were working on their portion and
playing nice with each other and us ... ?
Cowin: Yes, everybody's been playing nice, so maybe a little bit of stress brings people
together. The USBR has not been a participant in this parlicu/ar efforl. They see their
role somewhat differently, so this is primarily a partnership between DWR representing
the state of CA plus the federal water contractors on one side and the state water
project contractors on the other.
Director Lewinger: Can you give us a little bit of insight as to why the BOR views their
role differently than DWR and why they are not part of this governance structure?
Cowin: Probably not ... it might be best to ask the BOR to give their answer to that
question. I think the primary reason is that we have envisioned this facility as being
state-owned; so Reclamation of course will need to have agreements with us to utilize
the faciiity, but because they are not going to own it, that puts them in a different
standing in terms of its design and construction.
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Aconex Notification (Delta Habitat) <noreply@aconex.com >
Thursday, April 23, 2015 5:05 PM
Valles,Sergio E
HGCPM-TRN-000114: DCE Decisions and Actions 4-21-15 I Materials for 4-28-15

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Dear Sergio,

Project: Delta Habitat

Type: Transmittal
Mail Number: HGCPM-TRN-000114

To: Gordon Enas, Department of Water Resources
Dawn Bertoiani, Hallmark Group
Chuck Gardner, Hallmark Group

Ms Julie Spezia, JA Spezia Constllting
John Bednarski. Metropolitan Water District

Sergio Valles, Metropolitan Water District
Richard Weish, United States Bureau of Reclaimation

Jim Watson, VINVD
From: J Al'.1\ian, Hailrnark Group

Sent: 4/23i15 5 04:54 PM PDT (GMT -07 00)
Reason: Issued for Information
Status: N/A
Subject: OCE Decisions and Actions 4-21-15/ Materials for 4-28-15
Uploaded Documents

Document No;

Title

Status

AGD-00027

DCE.20t50428

Information Only

MN-00027

DC.E AI 20150428

Information Only

Yqur document.register has been eutomaticaffy updated with these revisions.
This is an automatic notification from Aconex .

Aconex

This email is autumaticaliy generated by Aconex.
If you would like to turn off ern<:il messages, log into Aeon ex and edit your 'Notifications" user pre-femnces.
If you need as~dstance pleas~; contaci our helpdesk at the following numbers :

· 1 888 5 ;!,C()NEX
int: 1 888 5 ACONEX

EXHIBIT 10-1
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The Aconex Team
This emarl and any attachments are confidential, subJect to copyright and may be privileged. No confidentrality or privilege is lost by an erroneous transmission. If
you have re-ceived this email in error, piease let us know by reply email and delete or destroy this email and all copies. If you are not !he intended recipient of this
em:lii you must rwt dissemir1ate, copy m us~ tiH~ !nfcnrn":Jtion in it
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From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:

Subject:

Dawn Bertolani <dbertolani@hgcpm.com >
Friday, May 15, 2015 11:58 AM
'Cowin, Mark@DWR' (Mark.Cowin@water.ca.gov); 'Laura.K.Moon@water.ca.gov'; Beau
Goldie (bgoldie@valleywater.org); dan.nelson@sldmwa.org; Kightlinger,Jeffrey; Jill
Duerig; Jim Beck Qbeck@kcwa.com); Birmingham, Thomas
jfiedler@valleywater.org; Patterson,Roger K; (bwalthall@kcwa.com); Jim Watson
Qwatson@westlandswater.org)
Exhibits Have Been Sent

Hello,
Per our discussion at this morning's Leadership Group Meeting, three of the Draft DCE Agreement Exhibits have been
sent via Aconex. You should have received an email from Aconex with the link to the documents.
Please let me know if you have any issues.
Thanks,
Dawn

Dawn Bertolani
(916) 708-0639
To send me a file click here.
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1.0

PROJECT OVERVIEW

This Acquisition Management Plan (Plan} was developed as a consultation document for the
proposed Design and Construction Enterprise (DCE) which will oversee all aspects ofthe design
and construction of the new Conservation Measure 1 (CMl} water facilities of the pending Bay
Delta Conservation Plan (BDCP). DCE will also administer and implement the property acquisition
program. The Plan is limited in scope and focuses on the "CEQA Preferred Alternative:
Alternative 4-Dual Conveyance with Modified Pipeline/TunneJ.~p~ Intakes 2, 3, and 5"
(Alternative 4). Under Alternative 4, water would primarily~[t~nveyed from the north Delta to
the south Delta through pipelines/tunnels. This plan

al~q~ffi~6~1;19sses the electrical (utility)

plan~;JJ~hel b~.f~~J.&rpachine and other key
See ~igur~ i.1 showing Aft,~rnative 4.

alignment that will power the Intake Pumping
facilities along the conveyance alignment.

,{:f.::·::.·:··:

1.1

·:::::~tt~t~:~.

Purpose

The primary objective of this Plan is to establish a framework t~Facquiring aTitt~~1,property rights
needed to construct and maintain t~t~:l project.

lt~i~¢tiv~s a general ove~lg~ of the
Acquisition Management Team structJt~~fftfl~pgcific pr~~e~yacquisition processes. It outlines
what needs to be done and how to accofttplish'\'f)-ffip),tVever, ~~¢t?iled schedule, budget, policiesand-procedures manual,aryq~!eJfing plan'Will be d;~~iq@~fl in t~~fgture as the project moves
forward.

If the

1.2 Scope
BDCPi~~'li?PrPY~d, CMl~iH:SparlSQjt!Jj~s an~traverse four counties:

Joaquin,rt8~tr~'E'8~f.~j~~pAiadt~~"!',

The

Sacramento, San

tM~ptpj~itwill impact hundreds of public and

privateiVp'o/ned propertTg~~jpng th~~!jgnment. 'fhe types of right of way to be acquired from
each prop~~V,_;will depend ~Aith~ size~6.~§hape of the property and the type of proposed

offd~~ properties ~~g portidh~bf others will be needed for the project. There will
acquisitio~~~~g permanepteasements obtained for long-term operational facilities.
Temporary easeme~f§j~~[mit~;~[~d licenses will be obtained for construction related property
facility. All
be fee

uses. To minimize long~t~l,~u(f~ce impacts to properties, permanent subsurface easements

will be acquired for stretch~~i'bt deep tunnels.

For acquisition planning purposes, the conveyance and utility alignments will be divided into
northern, central, and southern regions. The regions will be further segmented into seven (7)
manageable acquisition focus areas to be worked by 7 corresponding multidiscipline focus area
teams, see Section 5 Work Plan for a more detailed explanation. These divisions will make the
acquisitions, personnel, and activities easier to track and control. All property transactions and
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their status or stage of acquisition will be tracked via Geographic Information System (GIS) and
project management software.

1.3

Acquisition Methodology and Approach (Process)

All acquisitions will be carried out in accordance with state and federal laws and the policies and
procedures adopted by DCE under the auspices of the California Department of Water Resources
(DWR). The primary steps of the acquisition process are: 1) Project Requirements; 2) Rights of
Entry; 3} Environmental Site Assessment; 4) Appraisals; 5)

to Purchase; 6) Relocation

Advisory and Assistance; 7) Eminent Domain; and 8) Right of \Jw~::tv+'rr•,ect Certification. The
details of which are outlined in Section 4 of this Plan.

the process will be applied to

each property either during acquisition project develoorfl~lit
~;••n·IAmers

each property owner. The objective shall be to
necessary rights through negotiated settlemenita~!reem1e
reached, acquisition will be achieved through· . · . · ·•· · ·

to acquire the
ment can be

roces~Fas

prescribed by law.

lnh:>t:i~•n

Every effort shall be given to reasona .

assistance to

ize the number

property owners and/or their tena
·•

of interactions and disruptions to prop·4~ftJ(O\!fQ!~rs,
communicate all rights needed fori

. monitoring of the project.

The goal is to ~al:ml~~~mlf~ill:yJ,l!.W!~~~~\11 ~~~~[.!g]~ where practical. All
ou•u·t:·,·e. ·• •·? . · .• . .. terms and answer any

"'·•.a.·v"''"~'>' atedfo~us area team and each property

questions. Therefore, · · ·.
therein will be assigned o ..· ·.· ...

primary point of contact. Other members of

m<Wt®t~!;tt;he pr.c)!.>i'Hib/l'JWnt§ifb1lt
regf¢lb~ffi~ld c~6ralh~tpr.

the team
and

\ktit~.out first coordinating with the team lead

process from planning (pre-acquisition) to

implementatia~(~fquisition a~~posses • •··

. The acquisition timeline is often tied to the design

schedule and typibil!hrcompleteg~rior to the commencement of each construction phase. To
assure success for orllt~~~

critical to start

pos~e~slon of properties necessary to construct the project, it is

plannin~~cl~g~~etic activities as soon as possible during the !;tudy and

preliminary design phases.rorl,aintain the planned critical path of the project, some activities
may be "fast tracked" or performed early or in parallel with other activities. A detailed
acquisition time line with milestones is provided in Section 5 of the Plan and will be further
developed based on the actual design and construction schedules as they are established.

1.4

Project Requirements

Prior to the start of acquisitions, DWR/DCE must:
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Establish regional staff offices or public information centers to handle the number of
persons, farms, and businesses that will be impacted or displaced by the project. Every
effort should be made to establish effective communication and smooth transition
between staff and impacted residents. It is recommended that at least one public
information center be established in each of the northern, central, and southern project
areas. Office hours should be scheduled to accommodate persons unable to visit the
office during normal business hours.

•

Develop acquisition work teams consisting of a team lead and key personnel with
expertise in the core areas of Appraisals, Negotiations, Relpcations, and Title. These teams
should be ready to proceed upon receipt of maps anq l~g~l descriptions from R/W
Engineering. There will be one work team assign£:>.g!g~~ch focus area. They will obtain all
rights needed for the conveyance and utilities witbihthaffocus area.

•

Obtain title reports; surface and
and
rights research; and
control surveys. This will aid in the ideg:rffi~iion of surface ari~.~~Jbsurface ownerships
and the acquisition areas.
·'\-'>

•

Terminate Williamson Act Contracts:
is
alignment location requireml!.~t~4nder the vJ\Hi~i1!~~hAct, however, iththst still notify
the California Department ofCqns~t\iWtion and th~~Psal public agency its intended
acquisition of properties curreritly~ria~e~ricultur~fet§.$.erve (Ag Preserve) contracts.
This is a coordinated effort betw~~q;the ~gli¢r; OC::E, D~8~~Qient of Conservation, and the

subsurfaq~/~11; ;~s,

~jij~@l

DCE~~~.ti!.r.t of.p~R, exem~~¥~g!T:lcertain

~~~~n~n~~i::.~~~~~'!!~i~st:r~:~}~t!~;~;~)~~Z,~~~;:~~~ii~~·a~!l ::;ica~~~~~:i~ions and

production. rh~:t~fore corit~,::ts on thos~~p~cific prop~hies will need to be terminated.
Establish

signato~~~thorl~~;~~qmanne~~b-which title will be held .

•
•

"

•

d~~~lop standa~d~~bns t~~t;g~tablish·~~~~~tent internal and external lines of

c;rrii#Mnication, do~d~~nt
achi~V~'ble milestones. /

ap~ti::l¥?1 paths, clear roles and

responsibilities, schedule and

•''

Establis~ ~i$(;l!Jate budge~. Prepare a cost study to establish ranges of land values and

anticipated l:ri:iij~~ction

c.hs.i:.k.

policy~h~ijp;~~dures,

Establish
and, as appropriate, localized delegation of authority to
the Property Acquis'ltlbn Manager up to a certain limit as determined by the DCE Program
Manager and the governance body.

1.5

References for Acquisition and Eminent Domain Authority

The following statutes were referenced in the development of this plan:
•

Government Code § 7260-7277

•

Code of Civil Procedure§ 1230.010-1273.050
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Water Code § 250- 260 (DWR authority)

•

Government Code§ 51291(b), 51293 and 51295

•

California Uniform Relocation Assistance and Real Property Acquisition Guidelines
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PROJECT ORGANIZATION AND STAFFING

2.1

Organizational Structure

The chart below (Figure 2.1} shows key personnel within the Property Acquisition work unit. The
unit has an organizational structure with a manager, focus area leads, and specialist staff and
consultants. All personnel and consultants will work together and understand that their
deliverable is part of a whole and that others depend on them to deliver high quality information
and work products that will ensure project success. All personne{must be sufficiently mobilized
to focus on completing their specialized part of the

acquisjtib~ process.

Figure 2.1 Organization Chart

Planning &
Administration

Appraisal
(Senior & Associate
Staff)
111

Acquisition, Escrow &
Eminent Domain
(Senior & Associate
Staff)

Relocation & Property
Management
(Senior & Associate
Staff)

The Focus Area Team will be repeated for each Focus Area.
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Functional Descriptions (External)

·The work of each focus area team will depend on various deliverables and input from outside
organizations that provide direct support to the acquisition function. Although these outside
organizations have other duties within DCE, below are descriptions of their input to the
acquisition process.

2.2.1 Outreach and Field Coordination
Provide CMl project information to property owners and stakel)plders. They will also share
relevant property owner information to acquisition staff to I?Ri~~~\mderstanding and keep
communication open throughout the entire process. FieJq. tb~tdinators will help schedule and
coordinate consultant visits to the field and act as liais¢h~~t;;J~QDCE and the public. There
should be one field coordinator per alignment regiq.O{.+
"q\~t

2.2.2 R/W Engineering · /
Manages and performs all land surveying, title, ~rid§JS/LIS activ.ities in supp():H.; ofthe overall
project goals under the direction of a. (;;31ifornia lic~ri§~~laod~uKteyor. Para;;;B~mt to this is

support of the planning, legal, engin~~ti~~i\~rwironmerib~lig~otechnical, arche;!'~gical,
biological, acquisition, appraisal, and icirt~tfdtl~~~qphases ;ft~~project. Additionally, staff will
be called upon to establish and manage ~qq~ult~;Rt~~m~racts ~sijeJI as establish and review

~;;~~~:s~~;~:~:~:~;t~ff~:~~~~t~;~:t:~fr~+t~~:ti~~·~'~;~~~••:~giBeering will provide maps and
2.3
Below are d¢sg[i~~~QQ§pfth~f~lldldfig@ij{f~t~ffth~tare directly under Property Acquisition
Manage.~¢~1:·~-~--~h~WHi&nthe 6fg~oJzatio~~ldh~h't; . \~····~igure 2.1.

<;

p;~,~~cy ~~&ij!~ition.~anager

·L ,2.3.1
Manage workfl~~/.set objecti~e~;,and m6Kttor progress to acquire all land and rights necessary
to construct the tdityt;yance and ~ssociated facilities.
Focus Area

~:£~~s:Mao~~~ all property related matters within the assigned focus area.

Work with seni~rit~fft#set goals to meet overall property acquisition obj"ectives, budget,
resources, and schedcirr Focus Area Leads report directly to the Property Acquisition
Manager.
Senior Staff- Help manage the day-to-day activities of associate staff and consultants
within their functional specialty to provide quality deliverables as scheduled. Senior staff
report directly to Focus Area Lead.
Associate Staff- Provide technical reviews of consultant deliverables; and perform special
assignments related to their functional specialty. Associate staff will report to Focus Area
Lead and work closely with senior staff and consultants.
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2.3.2 Project Planning and Administration
Staff will report to a lead principal and the lead principal will report directly to the Property
Acquisition Manager. Project planning members will prepare acquisition strategy and project
plans, maintain acquisition schedules, and perform contract administration. Administration staff
will track financials, documents, correspondence and property information. They will also help
track property acquisition status; run parcel acquisition reports; update databases; prepare
correspondence; track and report real estate related expenditures to DCE's financial controls
team.
Staff~

•
•
"
•
•

Principal (Lead)
Contract Administrator
Budget Coordinator
Database/GIS Specialist
Administrative Support

2.3.3 Appraisals
Staff will exercise reasonable diligeng~ ip obtaining c6ktt~ffe(:ti~e appraisals
consultants. They will prepare align~~ht¢.q~t~tudies. Eh~~r{: all appraisals contain minimum

Ensur~~U~~~,~~Ftls are c~Mpt~ted in accordance with state law
and the Uniform Standard~_pfprofession~l~ppr~i~~~h<'l<::ti~e aridtpT Uniform Appraisal
Standards for Federal ~ha~B~~I$ition, if a~ptitabl§; ;itaffwillpri~~rily act as review appraisers
and administer appr~;i~~(~ontra~i§ij ~efer to ~~Pti~tls for a ll~t6f specialties that will be used for
standards for public acquisition.

this project.

>;,~~~A Acq~i~iiion,'i"~~~ow and Eminent Domain Coordination
Environmental Slt~~ssessment~: for purposes of this plan, Environmental Site Assessments will
be coordinated

und~~Ptpperty p,ifquisition function.

All environmental site assessments will be

conducted by environrT1~~t.ill~·Pi'~~~ssionals as defined by 40 CFR 312 § 312.10. The consultant
must have specific

qualific~tih~s based on education, training, and experience to assess

properties of the nature, history, and setting of each site. Staff will coordinate with
environmental consultant for site specific environmental site assessments (ESA). ESA reports wilt
be given to appraiser and acquisition agent for their use.
"

Fee Acquisitions- ESA's are ordered on each property considered for fee acquisition as
part of due diligence. They involve evaluating or investigating the property prior to
signing the purchase agreement or closing the escrow.
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Easements, leases and licenses- ESA's are ordered for all permanent easements. It is
rare to order ESA's for temporary construction and lay down areas; only an inspection and
photos of the property will be taken prior to the property's use to establish the condition
to which the property must be returned when construction is complete.
Acquisition: Staff and consultants will interface with property owners. Make first written offer
to acquire the property as soon as practicable after receipt of approved appraisal. Such offer
shallt?e based on just compensation in accordance with Government Code§ 7267.2 (b) for the
full amount so established. Meet with each owner to inform him/her of the proposed
construction project and make reasonable efforts to discuss witht.hem the offer to purchase the
property based on the appraisal.
.
·. ·.·.·.
'

immediat~~~~ffaQt?

•

Notify Property Acquisition Manager
discovered during property
owner interviews. Property Acquisition Ma'}9ggt:Xi11 eV~lg~te and give full consideration
to those items prior to continuing negotiat~~~t
\

E

Acquire additional Entry Permits to
surveys, and appraisals.

•

facf~~~f~~ctivities such a~~~g!peering investigations,
i >.

Work with GIS to track the st9;us of acquisitl6$pff~~~~Ksements,

Escrow Coordination: Reputable,

and~@~rv permits .

loc~~t~i~£R!Y1Panies \\1\il§~~sed for both title r~;earch and

escrows. Title research and escrow for ~~bhif&b~?fi!:Ion willb~~rformed by a single title company.
The escrow coordinator will examine the

~~~¢utedA~(¢ernent ~~#~:tfhase and Sale and Joint

Escrow Instructions to q~'¢tffii~*fspecial

in~th.Jctioqsh~~¢1;)~~n ad~d by the Legal Department
i~~9~ed bv th~/'i8r~\!!M~nt. rk~~:scrow coordinator will verify that
all parties have signed th~f!greemeq~ Addition~llYJ~II associated documentation required to
consummate tOO~fqnsacti~ri~:vstb~]~\ii~WJ=d fo~~~curacy and completeness. The complete
Agreem~.r~t::~f\;~G~ffti~~~i~D~ s~lgt~.dd;'J·~i~t::::~~ffi~::~~:.:J.Jl~~fUttions~ togethei with aU othei related
docum~~~.S~ch as gra~f&~qs, ~~~~iegreem~~fg;)~tc. must be delivered to the escrow either by
and to determine thei~$~annes

messenget)oyernight, expr~§$$~rvice;~~~;ertified mail.

Corresponde~~~~!th the escr:~Wj.ll be :~~kd to the acquisition parcel file as it is generated. The

escrow coordinat~f~!~\pbtain a sc{ledule of costs for escrow services for management review and
approval prior to
Eminent Domain

pro~~~~fugofri~2~ssary funds to close the escrow.

Suppa::;:~~~~ initiation of eminent domain proceedings, the laws governing

such proceedings shall control all further actions. Eminent Domain Support staff will assist the
legal department in gathering all pertinent appraisal and acquisition records for their use.
Acquisition and appraisal staff may be called upon to provide expert witness testimony in any
court or administrative proceedings.
Staff:
"

Senior Acquisition Agents
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Associate Acquisition Agents

2.3.5 Relocation and Property Management
Relocation Assistance and Advisory: Provide relocation assistance and advisory services where
necessary. Develop and implement the plan pursuant to state and federal law to establish
relocation assistance and benefits which the property owner and/or tenants may be entitled to
receive. Perform all relocation assistance services required under the Uniform Relocation and Real
Property Acquisition Policies Act;,the California Relocation assisjg'!i! and Real Property Acquisition
Guidelines; and the DWR policies and procedures, to be proyj~F'
...·· ... ,, .
~-:

inclu~lll;a~~~tpf

Property Management: Upon date of possession,
Possession, DCE may be
liable for any prorated taxes, penalties, and costs q~qi) property.f~!(:}(E is exempt or properties
are purchased in the name of the state of CalifPf:h!~, then a statem~Ht~Af.the exemption must be
sent to the county in which the property is loCat~d, DCE is not responsiBi~tor taxes on
properties in which it only has an easement. DCE~~r?sponsiqJ?.Jor coordirl~~!ng and
implementing moves according to th~relocation a.S~ist~pc~pl~k It is also r~¥~~i;!~ible for
coordinating the removal of unneces~~Cfip1provement\i.;tl#k~ep, and security ofthe property
until the start of construction. After 2~(npf¢t\§nof constrllctlqn, property management will
coordinate or manage the final dispositJoqpl~ff[qp~rational ~Wij("!xcess property.
:;·;:;~:::.

•

:~}::.;

.

Reloca~i4~)~~:~~~~•!vlanage~~ri}$~~~/~li~~;;

Staff:

•

. . ··::;::t\i~\'

>.

Senior
Associate Relocat~pp/PropertY Manage~9t Specialists

-·· t

2::I:6~ons~lt~~h~

Consul~~tlt~; Augment~t~~~fld ~~~P:n;:n speciflc ~gtivities related to their functional specialty.
There

will~'$!~)gnificant R:~)t~st fordJ~~~f:lcations process to find qualified firms with

specialized

kn~X'f~~ge in the vatiqJils real e~tate disciplines required on this program.
-.. \:1(t;:::._

The

n: ;·:=··>

Principal-in-Cha~g~~nd oth~t!key staff of consultant firms specifically selected to work on

this assignment must

have~p~if'i~ qualifications in their real estate services discipline and must

show experience on compar~ble projects of this size. The firm must have local project managers
who maintain appropriate state licenses where appropriate.
The following identifies consultants required for the project:

Geodetic Services
'"
•

Primary and Secondary Control Networks
Boundary Surveys/Record of Surveys
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•

Title review and encumbrance mapping
QA/OC Surveys

Environmental Site Assessment Firm
•
•

Phase I Site Assessment (inspection)
Phase II Site Assessment (testing)
Phase Ill Site Assessment (remediation)

Appraisal Specialists
•
•
•
•

Agriculture
Tunnel Valuation
Business
Fixtures and Equipment

Real Estate Services
•
•
•
•

Land Strategy based on
Acquisition Transaction
Relocation Assistance
Property

Escrow/Title

•
•

•
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RIGHT OF WAY ENGINEERING AND MAPPING

The right of way engineering efforts starts with the identification and ana lysis of properties
potentially impacted and continues through the preparation of appraisal maps, legal descriptions
and plats, and entry permit maps.

3.1

Property Identification

The following will be conducted along all potential or proposecL;jlignments.
-

IJ

...... _... _.

'•

3.1.1 Set Up the Geographic lnfqrmk~~n System (GIS)

Design, implement and maintain a project Geographicidtdf.~~tiPQ System/Land Information

tha~~~J~~~entuallybqi)l~ain all the data generated
by the land surveying, property acquisition, ge9~~~~hical, biological, h~~rtjat, environmental, and
other activities. Additionally will contain data ~tit&enerated by project difeqtiY but collected
·..·.;.·.-.·.··

System (GIS/LIS) based on ESRI's Arc platform

from reliable and verifiable sources.

•'·-···:>

3.1.2 Download c~ti_~~.Assessdi~~~rcel Layers
Download county assessor parcellaye~s~ttK~f~pfQ\Jgh co~~~~~tJve data sharing agreements or
outright purchase from the respective co@ties ~dbhg~S:.a~sesscif~~q::el polygons, ownership,
planning and zoning,

g~n~~~iti~M~·!?pment ~!~ps, apd qth~G?·§SO~~~~~H data.

3.1.3 av.~rlay Prgposed ~r~Ject Rout~s with Buffer
All alignment options wili~(-l;jyail(fbt¢
:int~e
GIS tbpverlay and analyze against any/all data
.......... .... . .
.·.. ··.-.
..-·.·:· :::-·

layers.

Identify all

·

;.,

·.-

-

·,.·.·-.··.

4

=:::~~~~::::;,~::cted Assessor Parcel Numbers
pa~~gls impactedfuy-;:.!ny ofH)~:prop~sed facilities and to what complexity.

~J~~i ~denti~~9ten~i:1 Problem Areas
Experience has shovJhthii!t

railro~~s, reclamation districts, jurisdictional waterways, restricted

roadway~;~iqng:bther real property interests, are often areas where the
impacts should be identifi;d~k early as possible to aid in the acquisition process.

airspace, and

project

3.1.6 Assign Right of Way Parcel Number Based on Ownership
Contiguous ownership parcel(s) are identified and right of way parcel numbers are assigned in
lieu of using assessor parcel numbers which are subject to change. Parcel numbers are assigned
in increments of ten in order to facilitate any possible changes or parcel splits prior to acquisition
ofthe parcel. Example BD1-10-100
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Property Analysis
3.2.1 Order and Review Preliminary Title Report (PTR)

Use established methods of acquiring PTRs using a purchase card process, it is anticipated the
DCE will have the ability to order and receive a minimum of 20 PTRs per month. Once PTRs are
received from title companies, an expert title staff will conduct a detailed review for
completeness and accuracy.

3.2.2 Collect Copies of All Record M~p~~Along Route
Counties, cities, local survey offices and historical archiveswjjJifj~ searched for copies of all
recorded maps and documents related to all

potential\y;\:IP~ttmq, parcels from all proposed
'·\:?~:::;:

alignments.

3.3

Mapping and Survey
3.3.1 Prepare Entry

Per~i~llePS

Using GIS data, prepare maps for inV:~~!M:~Jgeotechnit~~)~hc!honinvasive (land§tif:vey) entry to
critical parcels first and noncritical

3.3.2

p~W¢.¢1~~~qnd
.
.·.
.....·.
··.·...-.·.~::·.·

Pr~p~re Encu~~f~~~ilfl~s Ba~~qon PTRs

Prepare encumbrance ffi~~$b~~~d on PTRstbidentjfY~hV¢:fKUmbrahces that may adversely

affect the alignment ~t¢6~stru~fi&kof the

3.3.3

p~i;j~ctthihe a~~~~racquisition.

~~Jigw E;~m!Jra~~~~aps Prepared by Others

lndepen~T~~J~~i~~~~;Ih.~ Erib9~~;kg~~i#~i?t.?_nd~~s prepared by others to verify all have
been pl9fted within the~(#¥! of acq;g~?ition.

<
Identify

;/;~.3.4 ld:~~~~{R;~~~d Bo:ndary Surveys

bound~hli!iiJ,Jrveys bas~dor the ai~~s of fee and permanent easement acquisition.

3.,~:~~~fepar¢~onument Search Map

Prepare monument

se;Ft~ii'ffi~i\l%foreach survey based on previous research of record maps and

documents.

3.3.6 Prepare and Review Record of Surveys
Records of surveys are to be prepared for areas of fee and permanent easement acquisition.
Additionally, there will be independent review of the record of survey prior to submittal to the
respective county.
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3.3. 7 Prepare and Review American Land Title Association
(ALTA) Surveys
Unless the entire fee is to be retained in perpetuity an ALTA survey should be performed to
facilitate later disposition of the property in whole or in part. Additionally, perform independent
review as required prior to submittal to the Title insurer.

3.3.8 Prepare Deed Exhibit Map for Each Acquisition and
Remainder Area
Prepare Deed exhibit map for each acquisition to support

land:;iJ~~criptions and any legal action
: ....:··

including eminent domain. A Deed exhibit map for eac~ rel"#~lnder area will also need to be
prepared to support a remainder land description

tof~~llitate th~pwner of the remainder parcel

to apply for a Certificate of Compliance.

3.3.9 Prepare Court ExhlbJlMaps
leg~ll#£~ion relat~dQpfonly to land

Court exhibit maps are required by attorneys to ~b~8Rrt

acquisition but also other project rel?~~dactivities. th~v~~ybe prepared usit-lgihany different
types of software such as CAD, GIS,

3.4

~M~ A~g~~ Photoshd~~i~.

Land Description

3.4.1,p~k~~f~~~Jpsed ;~Jyg~i.bf~~~!;~~~isition Area

Prepare closed polygdft~pfeach abtjqisition are~€~~ed on theboundary survey for use in the
GIS.

remainder area to support any legal action including

Description for Each Acquisition and
Ke;m9•11l:«ler Area
Prepare land description

acquisition and remainder area as required by law under

(Statute of Frauds) and to support any legal action including eminent domain.

3.5

Geographic Information System
3.5.1 Combine Existing Geographic Information Systems

There currently exist several unconnected databases related to the Bay Delta (Delta). Under
DWR contract the engineering firm of Black & Veatch has been collecting data and supporting the
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------!?.-~_g__~_M_~---~-r~J?..~~!Y.~~-9~~-~~!!~~--M-~-~~-g-~I?:?.~-~-!_ ~I-~-~CM1 EIR/EIS effort for approximately six years. DWR has its own GIS team which has been
collecting data for since 1996 being used to support a wide variety of efforts that are Delta
related particularly involving science related analysis. The State Water Contractors have been
collecting data and providing analysis for approximately four years on all alignments and
restoration efforts related to the BDCP.
A concerted effort must be made to analyze all of the data from all the sources and determine
which data should be used, combined or removed from use so that everyone using or accessing
the data will be using the same sours:::e. Failure to take this steptnay result in adverse actions

related to the acquisition of property. Below is the information that will be incorporated into
the GIS for tracking the acquisition effort related to CM:[j

3.5.2 Track and Link All

T~~~;~rmatigt Data

Track and link all tax information data related t~;B~~ntially impacted~t~p~rtie~. This will
include tax assessor data, zoning, land use, ow~~.f~p!,o, parcel sbapes, et~:mr

3.5.3 Track and ~~~kAll Land.'$ytV~ys Performed
There is a symbiotic relationship bet~~~bq!$£!nd land ~;JN¢Ys in that they are both based on
geospatial information. Surveys are p~tf~r~~di@)pree di~~~~~~s to locate object(s) relative to
one another while the GIS.proyide a tool fotpnal~;ihg.agqdispl~~l~gthose relations.
Types of surJeys

that~tnb~;:~~i\J~re for a;,!ltSiJ.Jn.dud~~~cl~~~r~~::nvironmental, hazmat, as-

built, oil, gas, and

min~?alrJghts, a~~water rigHt$~ as they relat~ to surface and subsurface .

. :~:$I~ Tr:~~;~tj~tirl~i~UA~4,isition Related Documents

ir!~;IJ:d~ but a;~h~tJ!mitedt~prelimi~~~rY·~Itl~ ~eport, encumbrance maps, land
descrip1:\6~~·~nd deed exhibi~)nap~; ~~vironment~l site assessment data, appraisals, etc.

These

;t~~~i~5 Trac~itap L~~~AH Environmental/Regulatory Related

These include but ar;:hbtiimitedt.
.... ..
. o environmental site assessment data {one source of data but
returned based on

sear~H,~y~hrd or filter), sensitive resources, permits, etc.

3.5.6 Track and Link All Legal Related Documents
These include but are not limited to any document requiring confidentiality such as eminent
domain actions, appraisals, environmental documents, sensitive resources, etc.

3.5. 7 Track and Link All Science Related Documents
These include wide variety of documents too numerous to list.
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PROPERTY ACQUISITION PROCESS

The acquisition process and corresponding actions as described below are industry standards
derived from relevant California acquisition and eminent domain laws --Government Code§
7260-7277 and Code of Civil Procedure§ 1230.010-1273.050. In this Plan, the process is
organized into 8 clearly defined steps to assure necessary actions are carried out for the
successful acquisition of the project. The steps are: 1) Right of Way Project Requirements; 2}
Rights of Entry; 3} Environmental Site Assessment; 4) Appraisa!s;S) Offers to Purchase; 6}
Relocation Advisory and Assistance; 7) Eminent Domain;
The Right of Way Engineering and Mapping process

and?)~Ight of Way Project Certification.

de§8~~~~~nsection 3 is integral to the

acquisition process. The activities listed in Section} wfltb~ perf~~ffi~ed prior to the steps noted in
Section 4. Figure 4.1 illustrates the connection befWe~n Right of W~~f,ngineering and Mapping
and the Acquisition Team duriog the

acquisitiqb~fo~ess in chronolo~iE~H9rder.

show the functional step or process to be

The yellow boxes

perf~~rij¢gby specialists and th~~@Y boxes list specific

actions and deliverables.
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Figure 4.1- Steps of Property Acquisition Process

Property Acquisition Process
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Step 1: Project Requirements

Below are actions needed to proactively commence the right of way acquisition project. All,
except the public information center, meet statutory requirements and conditions precedent to
starting the acquisition of property. The public information center will help foster better
community relations.

4.1.1 Project Requirements
•

Public Information Center: When a substantial number pf persons will be displaced or
impacted by the project; and the acquisition and relo~a!io.k staff offices are not easily

accessible to those persons, DCE is encouraged to e~tablish at least one site office which is
accessible to residents who may be displaced of:itnP~ct$9:The offices should be staffed

with trained or experienced acquisition a nq~IP~;tion
scheduled to accommodate persons
hours.

Condition Precedent: Williamson Act
coordinate cancellation,
prior to or as part of the

p~f~~onel.

Office hours should be

u~i-~(~,fbvisit the offic~dyflrg normal business

Co~~~~(Ageri~~rve) DCE:~b:\.o/R will need to

terrriih~tipfl, or non-r~h~~~iibf agricultural pre~~fve contracts

acquiiit~bHp(q~?SS. TheC~@~partment of Conservation gives

the following instruction,
"An

agricuit~~lnr:~serve coh~~ct pl~;edidh!"Jnd ~~§~ficts the use of the

land tq~gfi~u!t~~~iijtppen

sp~teJJs~$6~Iy: W~§o there is a need for a
public ~~eey§y or oth¢teligib!e erl~~~\o acquire ~~-nd enrolled in a
Wil)iamso~Aifot'ltr~~~iQflocated-in·an agricultural preserve, the
:--~:.~}::.:c~·fit.ti~rl!!~t.DeP;~:~f;¢~ri{·~:ft::B~~~r~:~tid~il~blust be notified apart from the
A{

CEQA

~f6&~~§as ;~tJ{?rth in G~~~~~#hent Code §51291(b).

The conveyance

)< as a state vJai~fofacilit~ffi:q.y be exempt from location requirement under

~hJ~ provisionsd~~5129i?BP.wever, the notification requirements still

~~~J&..<1nd [DCEJ ~Allneed to~oordinate with the Department of
Co~s~~~tion. Th¢~-ontracts will not necessarily terminate when the

propertzytw)~<;quired. The. contracts will be terminated or voided when the
property i~~~~lred by eminent domain or "in lieu of eminent domain"

(Government Code §51295). If these requirements are not met, the
contract will remain in force and continue to restrict use ofthe land."
"In lieu of eminent domain" defined: For purposes of the California Department of
Conservation, an acquisition "in lieu" of eminent domain must follow eminent domain
law. The steps of the acquisition process described herein would meet this definition in
substantial part since they are practical applications developed directly from eminent
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domain law, in particular Government Codes§ 7260-7277 and Code of Civil Procedures
§ 1230.010-1273.050.

4.1.2 Document Development
The following documents will need to be in place prior to the commencement of acquisitions.
•

Relocation Plan developed during the acquisition planning phase for implementation
parallel to making offers to purchase. The Relocation Plan must be approved by the
governing board prior to the start of acquisition.

•

Project Fact Sheet to be given to residents and buslr)e~g~s along the alignment as part of
outreach to provide project information in

non~~~~~rire~tflnd clear terms.

Additional fact

sheets should be readily available in the publi<; iHfbrmatTohi~enter.

•

land Acquisition Procedures

Pamphie~4~~~lll~g land acq~;~

procedures and options available to

.

th~~tpperty owners and t~'H~~M- Additional
ce~i~R~>. .

pamphlets should be readily available in th~~t.lblic
information
·<:::::·::·:·..
. .· .:::-·
•

nd relocation

··:::t~::~:;

such~~PJ,![Chase and~~~~~gteements, escrowig!1ructions,
deeds, Right of Entry forms, sf~~~t6~h9tices, and iett~rs will be developed and
Transaction documents

standardized where practical.

· \;:;r::~::h

'it

·.:,··::r:r:?:\::::~:·

ilt

4.1.3 ijigJt~~(Way M~~p~ng· ;~ :>
Once the required pra~¢~v and A~~tof way (1;~; f~¢i~ase~~hf:temporary, etc.) are determined
per the explanations i~ Segtjpn 3 abgye, the Ged~~~ics team will deliver to Property Acquisition
Manager. Tp~frop~rty A~tl~i~itjqfifYt~~~g~rand'Atfluisition Agent will review right of way
mappin~~tjf:j~f~pd~i-.mH:;iimirlat~·fiesig~ ~t~d~~~pdcither pertinent information to develop a
plan fof~ij~~IJiring privat~~~fpperty~~~ree and ~~~~fof encumbrances and legal constraint as
practicaLT~~types of right&:fway ~~~~j.pg.. needed are:
··:··.·;:::·::
":::·:·

legal D~s~tiption and M~~.Exhibits to be attached to the deed.

• Appraisal ~~~~sbowingt6~ locations of encumbrances found in Schedule B of the
preliminary tit!~

These maps aid
•

f~P9rt~61il be prepared for each fee property and permanent easement.

th~'ap~;aiser's understanding and valuation

of the property.

Entry Permit Maps will be prepared by Geodetics team as exhibit to entry permit

4.2

Step 2: Rights of Entry

Provides the right for DCE to enter upon property to make photographs, studies, surveys,
examinations, tests, soundings, borings, samplings, appraisals, or to engage in similar activities
reasonably related to acquisition or use of the property for that use (CCP § 1245.010).
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Note: Land surveyors have a statutory "right of entry upon or to real property to investigate and
utilize boundary evidence, and to perform surveys ... not contingent upon the provision of prior
notice to the owner or tenant." (California Business and Professions Code§ 8774, California Civil
Code§ 846.5} Additionally, California Penal Code§ 608.2 provides for an exemption of trespass
for land surveyors.

4.2.1 Rights of Entry (Non-Invasive)
Before entering property owned by others, DCE will obtain:
•

' his/her tenant to
Written consent of the owner and

II

Order of Entry from the superior court in

upon the property; or

accorif~~c~ vilth·CCP Section 1245.030.

In addition:
•

Avoid repeated requests of the property dwner. To save time and[ijlirimize
inconveniences to property owner, the

entfVI)~~rmi~J§t~ should in~l\.id;~the nature and

scope of all anticipated pre-at~~i~jtion and prJ®d.~~ighinvestigations re~§6hab!y
necessary to be conducted

o~th~t~~pp~rty.

Date of expiration should be

in:i~~i~~~~~~~llow~ f~r~l-~~onable window of

opportunity foro¢g,~~?j;~h~ir agents i:~

perfofm'tiij~gctiviiV!\

Compensatio~~~~ermi~i!~~Will be p~~~~8~~:pe~~~!~erforthe temporary use of the
property. No

appt~~~§l is red'tiireq; fees ~r~ pased on

reasonable assessment of cost for

~fB~~~~~v:~rg~;;:~:~~~:~;~t~:~~~i~~;:::~:~, the court may determine the amount
f

Invasive
such as

·rf.2.2

Ri:~~9f;~~~·(Inv~;ive)

workfMV~Iving digging,r'~movalbf~oils, or the installation of temporary equipment,

ground\l\l~t~rmonitoringij~uipment, will require compensation. DCE will prepare a
~(~§ent th~pffer upon request to enter the property.

formal estimate and

4.3

Step 3: Eri~~~~nmental Site Assessment (ESA)

As part of due diligence, ESAs are ordered on each property considered for fee acquisition as part
of the initial contamination study to determine the environmental condition of the property (CCP
§ 1245.020). In all cases, the minimum ESA conducted will be Phase I and may advance to Phase
II and Ill. Properties found to contain hazardous materials during the ESA will be reported to the
DCE Program Manager to facilitate further investigations. Refer to the established policy for preacquisition inspection of proposed rea! property and improvements for ascertaining the existence
of hazardous substances.
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A walk-through of each property and review of the public record to determine if there are
hazardous materials on the property is required for all fee acquisitions. Properties found to
contain hazardous materials during the Environmental Site Assessment will be reported to the
DCE Program Manager to facilitate further investigations.

4.3.2 Phase II
DCE may conduct a more detailed investigation of potential hazards identified in the Phase I
report. This will involve the taking and testing of samples,

apSJp~tforming chemical analysis for
:::.··:·····:·

hazardous substances and/or petroleum hydrocarbons. Bas~d on the findings, the need for a
Phase Ill may be needed and is reported to DCE

· · · · · i) . .· .

4.3.3 Phase III
A thorough investigation will be conducted
remediation. Phase Ill is coordinated with

Progra~~a~ag~·k

to~~~~;mine the steps ne:d~f'Jor cleanup or

engi~~~el:~;~.g, the property own~tJ~od the DCE
:·:::·;:::·.:.~:·:.::.

Program Manager.

4.4

Step 4: Apprais~l~ /

remainder.

I;!~: fpndu~~~J~cl~t~~l®1be su~J~~property's fair market value .
.·. ·• -·• •· ~.~:rr:;~~Pr:i~Wt~~q~~~,t~~prmation

Appraisals will

.Staff ap~fa~~~r must

provid~~~fo116W!nginformati;n to the independent appraiser:

•

Proj:2~P@scriptio~
.

'"

Title Rep6h \.

"

Deed with.

"

Phase I Site Assessrrie.nt Report

'··:·:~.:

Le:~f~~scrlpti~~/Map Exhibits

" Tunnel Valuation Study
10

Vicinity Map
Statement of the rights to be acquired (fee, easement, etc.)
Property Profile (contact information, assessor information, etc.)
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DCE is responsible for providing the owner with written notice of its decision to appraise the real
property (Government Code§ 7267.1{b))_

•

DCE can opt to have appraiser give the notice. However, to ensure this statutory step is
completed, DCE should issue the written notice.

•

Provide the property owners or their representative the opportunity to accompany the
appraiser during the site inspection.

•

Copy of the Land Acquisition

Pro~edures must be inop~~ci¥package (CA HCD § 6188).

4.4.3 Appraisal Reports
All appraisals shall be prepared by appraisers licensedWiththe stat~?at(:alifornia and in accordance
with state, DWR, and Department of General

S7~~~~~(DGS) guidelin~~::(~~p?rts shall be prepared

according to the following Uniform Standards ofPtofessional Appraisal Pr~bii~~JUSPAP) standard:

•

The appraisal report shall be prepared in
USPAP is revised every two y~,~t$.) j,
The report contains the

........

...

. .....•.

concl~d~aJ!¥~~9fthe su~jectproperty and is disseminated to

appropriate agencies and clients.

• All

a~Edr(jg~nce 'klfh the lates~'~g~~()n of USPAP .

>

<j;;,.

documenta~~~~i~~~g~~ppraisa/~~st b~·fiiJj~~~~n~9I~~~upporting file and retained

tor a period

offl~~ years, J51~s the ap~t~!$~lis brougRt;lilto court; then it must be
;~;~appraisal is completed.

retained for tw~ ~~aro? aftertbe trial on

Repqrt~f!)~~~ppra ~sJ~t~pk~ ~J~~~~¢!~·pe: .,

;~~~ '~:~:~~:~,;;~~ress::;ii&~:ra ICounsel
o .bate of value ., .,. ··
0

o
o
o
o
o

s~~fril.rnent of purp¢'se and ?anction of the

report

De~fti.Rt)on of thJ~oposed project
Descrlpt~~tlof t~#~toperty involved
Propertyl6g$t!¢~frhap

Property o~A~if~hip history
Details, salient details such as the following:
-

Regional and neighborhood demographics and economics
Local area characteristics
Property description including onsite improvements, topography and street or
road frontage
Photographs of the subject property
Definition of relevant terms {i.e., fair market value, fee simple, leased fee)
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·-------------·--------------·-------------------------------------------------------------------!?.-~_g___~-~-!. ~!.<?P..~~-!¥...~-~9-~!-~_!_!!9._!!:_ ~-~~~g-~-~-~~-!.Y!~-~•

Analysis of the highest and best use of the subject property
-

•

Physically possible
Legally permissible
Economically feasible
Maximally productive

Discussion of proposed valuation techniques and approaches
- Cost approach
- Sales comparison approach
- ' Income approach
_.;:---

•

•
•

:,

Presentation, analysis, and reconciliatioqgtmat'ket data, include the following:
Market data detail sheets
Market data grid
Market data location map

The Valuation Analysis
The Value Conclusion

.······

-

Pertinent Report A~d~ri~~I
Limiting Conditions. ?.
..
Appropriate Extraordih~rv A.~§iliffiptions
Apprai~et'~$~~rtification
·.·.·.·.·.· ·

Fi.!gf~f~;2~~titten and~~bnjlt£~d appfij1$~{ the file will include:

Supporting
• A true

<::{:;

.•• {.

; .....

C!ti~~pf

the

P..~oto~dij~~m

:±- .:::~~~~({i~~~orl

~~~raisal

. •. [

... ·..·.·

·.·.·..·.·..·.·

'

~ ~e~~~~J~~i!!.corr&~~Q.odence ~gtj[~j;qing to the appraisal itself, such as, where
applicable~

\

··..·.···.·

. ,,,~1tli:'~;;~~:·~~s,
-

sJi-h~n~:~rv sta:t~~ent (for property purchase purposes)

" Zoning a~cf·g~ij~&l plan
"
II

"
II

•

"

infor~ation

for the subject property from subject
property's ju~isdiction
Brochures on the subject property
Sales comparables used
Broker opinions and conversations with brokers, buyers, sellers, and other market
players on the subject property and its com parables
Broker phone numbers
Seller phone numbers
Buyer phone numbers
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.!?.-~-~--~-~-!..~E-~.P.-~E!Y.~-~-9.-~~-~-~-t.!~!:--~-~~~-~-~I!l:~-~-!X!~-~•
•
•

Interview sheets
Calculations
Brochures

4.4.4 Determination of Just Compensation
Appraisals serve as the basis for the price offered for needed property or rights. It is the appraiser's
opinion ofthe property's value on a given date. In compliance with applicable statutes and
regulations, the Real Estate negotiators will rely on it as a basis of "just compensation" for acquiring
the propertyforthe project.

4.4.4.1 Fair Market Value
Definition of Fair Market Value: Appraiser shall use,~h~definittgQpf Fair Market Value per
California Code of Civil Procedure, Section 1263.3eq:j
(a) The fair market value of Property

ta~!~i;the highest pric~;b~•the date of

~~~~[.-,.being wiijjng to sell, 6&'tJJnder no
particular or urgent necessityJqr so doing, ria~p.l;).l[g~~b'sell, and a bG~~[!being
ready, willing, and able to bu~]~4tl!nder no p~ft~~tti~Fnecessity for so ddi~g, each
dealing with the other with fuii~~VJJ~~g~of all th~q~?. and purposes for which
.....
Property is reasonably adaptabl~~~fl a~~\fi\·~!~>
··:::~~WN):.
valuation that would be agreed to by a

··::.:~::-:::

(b) The fair

mark~tV~lU~q{Property~aken fqt~ht~htber~ijg?ho relevant market is

its value on tnijij~te of ~~~ij~tion as
just and equitable:;;,
.. .

· . r ,;i ! l

d~\~~~p~d by~i!f~rltff.ethod of valuation that is
.

...

;;··~~~:~~~·[, T~~~~iNJalv~l~~P Study

prqpp~~d conve\dRijjtlJnn~i~~ill pass ~~d~~~.s~ries of Assessor's Parcels. Easements are
typicall;~~lq~d based oniMtevel ~fiOOpf!ct to th~ property owner's right to use his/her

The

and~py impacts tol~prove~~bts! The tunnels will be constructed horizontally using a
tunnel boring ~~¢hiqe approxini.~tely lSOfeet underground. Except for parcels with surface
access through sha~~~tbe tunnelfy,till result in subsurface easements not typically impactful to
improvements above g,:ijijt:'Jp. xAi~nnel valuation impact study will be commissioned to
property,

determine any impacts t~~~g~~rty values as a result of the tunnel easement.

4.4.5 Review of Acquisition Appraisals
All appraisals must be reviewed and have written approval by a staff Appraiser prior to transmittal to
an Acquisition Agent. DGS must review and approve appraisals with fair market value greater
than $150,000. DWR and DGS standards and guidelines will be used in the development and
review of all appraisals.
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·-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_!?-~_g___~-~-~---~E-~P.~E.~¥.-.~-~_q-~-~-~-~-!~9.-~--~-~:n~.g~~~-~-~--Pla~
4.4.6 Owner Initiated Appraisals
Appraiser may be asked to review appraisals commissioned by property owner during negotiating
process. California Code of Civil Procedures § 1263.025 reads, in pertinent part:
"A public entity shall offer to pay the reasonable costs, not to exceed five
thousand dollars ($5,000), of an independent appraisal ordered by the owner of a
property that the public entity offers to purchase under a threat of eminent
domain, at the time the public entity makes the offer to purchase the property."
Since the code is silent regarding whether the owner must
agency for review, the appraiser may be asked to
with the property owner where the report can be
Specific procedures and standard forms will be

d.~t~~~hheir appraisal report to the

accomp~J~~j1~~ Acquisition Agent to a meeting
revi~W:I: j; ,
~:::;····

···:·\>

~:·

dei.teH:loe~d separat~l~tor
the
·::::::::::::::\..

review of all

appraisals.

4.5

Step 5: Offers to Purchase

Every effort shall be made to foster r@!}$;p(1able negotl~t~pq~arid to provide a~y~~location

and/~f~h~~t~~m:mts, as t~eV IT)ay be eligible to receive. The
objective shall be to work with propert~p)N~~~~th;;~cquire th~Q~cessary rights through
negotiated agreements. \A{qer~ no agree~tnt c~n~B~.f~.ched;~~~tle.ment proceedings will be
initiated through the ~n1l~eriia~ny;~in procJ~~pre~p[l~d~¥(!~lW.- ...·..
assistance to property owners

Pursuant to Gmre.rnmenttri~:e .•~ l?B~~?;gpyernrT1~rit agencies shall make an offer to the owner
of rea! prgp~dj¥~~fB!~i~:~:ft~gulre:d:!lh~:fc>"r·e· if{g.:;~iB~:QfY n1'~:~:::commence court proceedings.
•

~th6~~t: Th~ ~W~~(ous~~gihan am~Jri1:~6 l~ss than the concluded value within the

~~~rP.v.ed appraisaL iii
) '
• In w;it;~~Jf••The offer ril~$} be in SJ~tlng and mailed to the owner of record .
II

Summar~~l~~$t Compe~~tion: The offer package must contain a written statement
and summarV~fthe bas.jsfpr the amount established as just compensation. The written
statement and so@o;H:ltY shall contain detail sufficient to indicare clearly the basis for the
offer.
- ,....

" Appraisal Reimbursement: At the time DCE makes the offer to purchase the property, it
must offer to reimburse the property owner up to $5,000 to obtain an independent
appraisal (CCP § 1263.025).

4.5.2 Negotiations
The Acquisition Agent will answer questions and explain the basis of the offer related to the
project. The law requires that a property owner be given time to consider the offer and that
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .!?..~-~-:-~-~-!. .~E.0P.~~!Y.~~g~-~-~-!~i ~ ~---~-~~~g-~!?~?..!..?._1~-~there is a reasonable time to negotiate (CA HCD § 6182(i)(l), the duration of which shall be
established by DCE management. The duration of which shall be thirty (30) days; negotiations to
continue in parallel with eminent domain proceedings.

4.5.3 Negotiated Settlement Agreements
The DGS or their designate must review and approve negotiated settlement agreements greater
than $150,000.

•

Counter Offers: Property owners may submit counterof{~rs and owner initiated
appraisal for review and acceptance. The Acquisition Agent must present the counter and
any supporting documentation to the Property Apqqj~jtion Manager for review and
approval prior to final agreement with propertyb-vJhe;.

•

Purchase Agreement: Successful

negotia~W~~~ill result i~~ilityal understanding and

written Purchase and Sale Agreement a~~iJ~Int Escrow lnstrudil~h~JPurchase
Agreement) with a contingency period th~i~!Jows for.gHe diligen~~~ppe performed to
investigate the property's titlt:;.~nd environnfi~1et.F~~~Won. The
typically includes a propertvaB¢es~,-;lause for intij~igations.

•

Pu~2h~~@ Agreement

Certificate of Acceptance form: 9~i!edgQ~~r~nts coriti~¥1Cg any interest in or easement
upon real estate to~pplitical corpqtationdHIQ6y~rnmenf$lAgency for public purposes

shall not be ac~~At~ffti~r~cordatiok'%'.ithoytttl~eqp~ffltdtfhe grantee evidenced by its
certificate or r~b)ution of"ac)eptance~fta{\ped to or printed on the deed or grant. A
political corporatl~i),pr gov~,fomental aggb~y, by a general resolution, may authorize one
or mqr~.qffis~rs

o~H,~nt§J~~q~P~?nd coh,~ent to such deeds or grants. (cc § 27281).

• M~~~r~~c:IJffi~t.·S.~ttliffiJbt Pac~::~(N!QS): fransactions must be reviewed and
~~prpved prior t~b~~~~ of ~~d~yy. Settl~;i\~nt in excess of $150,000 must be reviewed by

Ttw Package shdq~q cont'~i~i!.
o ~~tti@ment Expl~~$tion

DGS]

o

Envi•?brimentai dodutnentation (authority to acquire)

o

Two Co~i~~pfH{Jf:'~~ase Agreement/Escrow Instructions (original signed R/W
contract)
Deed (signed and notarized)

o
o

Certificate of Acceptance
Warrant Request (request for funds)

o

Offer Letter

o
o

Exhibit Maps
Memorandum of Settlement Escrow and Closing Instruction Worksheet

o

Parcel Diary

o
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4.5.4 Escrow and Title
The executed Agreement of Purchase and Sale and Joint Escrow Instructions, together with all other
related documents such as grant deeds and lease agreements, must be delivered to an independent
escrow for opening individual escrows.
•

Escrow Period: The escrow may be for a period not to exceed 60 days. This period gives
time to clear contingencies and make all deposits of documents (deeds} and payments into
the escrow. The close of escrow shall result in recordation of the deed.

•

Title Clearan.ce: Before title to a property is accepted, ilHV!;ii'rors,•omissions, irregularities, or
other defects that the title search may have

uncover~dwill be cured. The title should be
ch~~~~rl~~s~q<:;onstruction and use of the

made as "clear" as possible to withstand legal

property. The Memorandum of Settlemen~~ E~§r~~ and Cld§ln&.lnstructions Worksheet will
give instructions for clearing title at clos~~f~~2~ow.

•

Policy ofTil:le Insurance: DCE obtains

;~~l~:qftitle insurance equ~fi~·the purchase price for

all fee and permanent easement acquisitioni:
Ill

Incidental Costs: DCE may

>

el~~~fdp~yall or a ~~~ipn~f incidental closing~~sts of the

transaction.
"

Schedule of Costs:.A~Fh~dule of co~l;stor es2~'Vf~trvice~tn9St be reviewed by DCE prior to
processing of rnqf:le;tar-V~ppsits to dd~th~.~4rB:W: ~t:;m~st authorize payments to
escrow.

4.6 ,. §ttr:P

6:<~~~~E~4~~.,~~ist:W~~1Advisory

DCE ackf1oWi~clg~s;W~~Q@§tlonsa~ea possrHit~~Ywlth~iiv public project and will adopt rules and

regulat~·h;f~ imple~~~rlt~~ymeriB~pd admi~l§t~rrelocation assistance in accordance with the
Ca!iforni~<~~location Assi;i~ij.¢~and R€~!Property Acquisition Guidelines pursuant to

Governmeni~~~ § 7267.8(ahPttifor~ ~~!pcation and Real Property Acquisition Policies Act;
and the DWR
II

p~f\~j¢;; and procet!ates.

Advisory

·.·..·

S;~~t~b$t: Rel~ation assistance and advisory services should be handled by a

relocation
No Global

speci~~~~~~~th~·t ~han the Acquisition Agent.

Settlem~~~~:

Benefits and payments to persons eligible for relocation are in

addition to and separate from the cost of the purchase of the property.

4.6.1 Initiation of Property Owner Interviews
As soon as practicable following the decision to appraise a parcel of real property, DCE relocation
specialist/advisor shall interview each eligible person occupying such property to obtain
information upon which to plan for housing and other accommodations, as well as counseling
and assistance needs. The interview shall be by direct, personal contact, except when repeated
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···················-··--····-···-··-·-··----···-··-··-···--·--··-··--·-·--·····-···-··-·-··---··P.·~-~---~-~.!..!~E.~e-~E~.Y.-.:.?:~.9-~-~-~!-~!~~--~-~~~_g_::~ ~-!:!-~--~~-~-~efforts indicate that such contact is not possible. DCE shall carefully explain and discuss fully with
each person interviewed the purpose of the interview and the nature and extent of relocation
assistance that will be made available. Persons eligible for relocation assistance are known as
displacees.
•

Displacees Defined: Displacees are property owners and/or their tenants that must move
or cease business operations as a result of the public project. Displacees may be entitled
to receive relocation benefits in cases where they are displaced as a result of an owner
participation ~greement in connection with a public p~~j~¥!-

4.6.2 Relocation Plan
DCE must prepare and approve a written

RelocationPI~~th;~~~~n:!sses the needs of

owners/tenants potentially displaced by project a.c:#vlhes.
be in accordance with Section 6038, Title 25

Prepa;~tl~n of a Relocation Plan shall

ofttl~d~lifornia
Administ;~ti~eCode
and Government
:;:;::::::: :-.· . . :.
...
~:~~::~t~f:·

' :m}

code§ 7261.6.

•

The Relocation Plan will includ~Jhe element~P~q!;!ired
and Regulations adopted by D"~}>,

~Yfhe Relocati~~~~j,stance Rules
. ·. . ·.·.·. ·.·. .. .
·.·.· ·.·.·

o

15 or more: Written
potential

R:~~p;,~;~~P!~grequi~ed Vl{here there are 15 or more

re}~iqential relocatflbns aid#g~~align~§h~,

Important: Failure to have

the Relw~~~~~h~limin place ~h~to 9f~~~t~~tq£~t:!Pn ~~@;stance could jeopardize
funding, could at~~ give riset8~ ~right to tilk!~f:khaiienge in condemnation

It

o
·
•

;;::~"' i~(i~~~rl~t::~'#fan

is required if there are fewer than 15

;~~id~Rf~l;displ~t~~s., or a sri;a1l)~moJfi~ of Business or farm

relocations.

~~~qrandum: ~2~-;~W p;!g~r~~ memo;:ndum of its determination that no Relocation
Pla~\~~Huired for thi§;ptoject.

'tij¢:.memorandum will provide documentation of DCE

efforts td!i!l~tgrmine if r~ldcation

Condition

a~~istance was required for the project.

;~~~~nt: Titi~25 of the California Code of Regulations§ 6002 (c) stipulates

that "A public

enti~vt:s":'itllfhot participate·in or undertake a project that will displace
th~'rfh~mes unless comparable replacement dwellings will be available

individuals from

within a reasonable period of time prior to displacement." DCE will prepare and approve
a relocation plan where there are more than 15 permanent residential relocations.

4.6.3 Residential Displacees
DCE shall provide displaced persons who move to temporary replacement housing with
relocation assistance, services and benefits designed to achieve permanent relocation of such
residents into comparable replacement dwellings. Guidelines and practices for such are
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-----·-·-----··----·-··-·-··-···----······-···-·--·-···········································.P.~.g-·~-~.!..~E-~_P._~~!¥...12~.9~.~-~-!.!!~.~--~-~~~-g-~.!E:~-~-!. ~l~-~complicated and require specialize knowledge and experience. Refer to DWR's Relocation Rules
and Regulations; and corresponding policy and procedures for specific guidance.

•

Comparable Dwelling: DCE will make every effort to find comparable replacement
dwellings for displaced owner/tenant occupants. Refer to DWR's detail procedures for
identifying comparable replacement dwellings.

•

Compensation Calculations: The specialist will also prepare compensation estimates
FCode § 7260}.

4.6.4 Business Displacees
Businesses displaced by the project may be eligible

fort~~~ofli!ry and permanent relocation

assistance. Compensation is typically expressed in t~rril~bf
Lo.SgbfGoodwill,
actual moving
·:·::.:;::::::·
··... ,::.::;.;::
expenses, actual loss of property, and search exP:¢n$ks
.
.··
.
:;:;:;.:~.:

• loss of Goodwill: consists of the beneflifhat accrue to a busi~~~~as a result of its
location, reputation for dependability,

sk;j~~~·:qualityf:!Gflany othe~flf{!ymstances

resulting in probable retentioqqfpld, or acqJ~~~~~~~f~~w patronage:

•

Go~d~~Jt;~~§Qon p;~;~~~~ple

Notice Re: Loss of
as
after the initiation of
negotiations, DCE shall ph)yid~Wtlih~l""l notifi21i~l~n to the owner of a business
conductedpg.tbe real prob~[ty to B~~cqy.ired ~ti~~~tre remainder concerning his

0

~~~e;.,~~~,~;~~l'~\~~i~~~:fet1~~~)3~~~~~·~~f,;~::i(l~o~~~;~~~~ili;~~c~~~r~ PY
Sectio~~t2Ei3.510-i'2~3.530 andth¢ DWR Rules~nd Regulations.
•

,[)!Ol!.~e of l~f~~~•lOi§t~t~gp~$ of G6~#will.

Prior to a business completing its

, (;:f~€lbC~~~Wn froi?t~Pf9P:€:rtY·~~it~QJt~:d. b.Y(;Q¢E, or prior to the date such business
)f .

disconi:lNU;~~,..the d~Q.~r of suC:hlliti~ipess shall notify DCE that he/she intends to
file a clai~f~f~pod~flf])Ihe busin~~s must also prove eligibility and meet certain
· }pJher conditi6H~~,s det~\l~~;Jn DWR's Rules and Regulations.

· · · '· · >
•

E~mpensation f~fhbss of ~~~dwill: The procedure for determining and offering

comp~nsation for-jg~s of goodwill in connection with DCE's acquisition of any
property$hi311 b~goterned by DWR's adopted Relocation rules and regulations.
Prior to cornp~p$ation a condition precedent must exist with respect to the owner
of a busines~dbhducted on property acquired by DCE, or on the remainder if such

property is part of a larger parcel. The amount of just compensation to be paid by
DCE may include consideration of loss of goodwill to the extent required by law.
DCE shall calculate the amount it believes to be the net amount of just
compensation for loss of goodwill to which the business is entitled.
'"

Notice to Owner; Written Offer. As soon as practicable after the net amount of
just compensation {if any) for loss of goodwill has been calculated, DCE shall make
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·-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_P.-~_g___~-~-!. .~E.?.P~E.!~.J:~.9~-~-~-~!!?._!l __~-~~~f5-~~~l!! ~-~-~-!!its written offer to the business owner/claimant to compensate the claimant in
such amount.
•

•

Eminent Domain. Notwithstanding any other provision of these Rules and
Regulations to the contrary, in the event an eminent domain proceeding is
brought by DCE to acquire any property, the owner of any business thereon may
seek compensation for loss of goodwill in connection with such proceeding, and
the failure to do so shall constitute a waiver of compensation for loss of goodwill.

Compensation for Actual Moving Expenses: A displacecjbusiness shall be compensated

movim~~rld related expenses as
busin~s~;iribuding moving personal property.
In all cases, the amount of a payment shall not~~¢~ditij~;.reasonable cost of
by DCE for the actual reasonable and necessary

determined by DCE incurred for moving the
accomplishing the activity in connection
II

•

w!tMwhi~h a cl~i~i~~~ been filed.

\J¥~~rl~~:r

acquisit;~~~f:real

Notice Re: Moving Expenses.
the
property used for a
business causes the business to MPV::€! from other real pro~~rtyupon which the
same business is conducted, or to lti~y~ its per$9pal propertyt.refrom, such
business shall receive.~~;yr11ents for mdVIqg~nd ~elated expens~§jp connection
with its move from suHK9th¢ueal propertV) ··
.

Actual Direct losses of Tangibl~:f!;gr~6H~J~;a:pperty. ·A ~i~placed business shall be
compensated

forth~ actual direc{ 1l§sses ~fti~"gip,l,e per~d~~Jproperty of the displaced

:~~::~t :~r~l~~~~:~~~;~:~ ~~a~:~j~~~~Bl~!:~!~~l~,.~n:::~er:::~~~ :::a~~: ~~:he

reas~n~~!? cost o(tnoving thJl~¢rsonal property, as determined by DCE, or the
in-usf?yiJI~ra (fair mi~~~}y~lg~~f~~gpersd~~~property for continued use at its location
m:i~i'tb di~J)I~c~ro~nt): hi·jD]~s any ~r68~~P.~frbfn a sale or trade-in of the property.

estimated

"

.&(~1:.1~1 Reasonabl~~penseslpSearchingfor a Replacement Business. An eligible

dis~~~~P business shk1!be co~~¢m~ated in an amount for actual reasonable expenses
incurr~di~li:~arching tdF~Jocatio~fbr a replacement business. DCE may apply a
reasonabl~1thbt to exceed;~ limitation on the amount.
II

Actual

Reaso~~~~~E')(~~~s to Reestablish a Displaced Business. Beestablishment

Expenses. In additi6ijtbmoving expense payments, a farm, nonprofit organization or
small business of not more than 500 employees, shall be entitled to actual and reasonable
reestablishment expenses, not to exceed $10,000.00. Reestablishment expenses shall be
only those expenses that are reasonable and necessary.
"

In lieu of Payment: A displaced business or farm operation which moves or discontinues
and which meets eligibility requirements in Sections 12301, 12405 or 12406 may elect to
receive and shall be paid, in lieu of the payments for which it is otherwise entitled, a fixed
relocation payment equal to the average annual net earnings of the business, except that
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-··----------------------·-·----------------·-----------------------------------------······-·.P-~.~---~-~-~--~E.~.P..~E!X._~-~.9~.!-~!.-~!?.12..~-~~~g-~~~-~~--~l~-~such payment shall not be less than $1,000 nor more than $20,000. This dollar limitation
shall apply to a single business regardl~ss of whether it is carried on under one or more
legal entities. For purposes of this paragraph, the term "average annual net earnings"
means one-half of any net earnings of the business before federal, state and local income
taxes during the two taxable years immediately preceding the taxable year in which the
business or farm operation moves from the real property being acquired, or during any
other period as DCE determines to be more equitable for establishing earnings.
•

A person whose sole business, at a displaced sil@;]~the rental of the property to

others sball not qualify forth is alternative P<rim~"Ht.

4.6.5 Farm Operations

Displa~¢ll i ~};

DCE shall provide relocation advisory assistance an4m~'ke reloc~tt~!1:Payments to a displaced
farm operation in accordance with the provisignf~hhese Rules and'~igcylations pertaining to
·::::1({::.

'tt;.

displaced businesses.
•

Williamson Act Agricultural Preserve Cont~~~s; Remiit¢ments of lo2~f:\~1yplic agency and
California Department of Cori~~Yl?:fion must be epmsiilted prior to the n~ttitation of farm
operations under a contract.

• Eligibility for In lieu of Paymen~.':·M9 al;~t%~~g.payme~t~pall be made to a displaced

:a;:a~~e::t;~~r:~~~~~~1~~~::~~~~~::~i~rl~~1fiil~;~:~~~:n~~~ynp~f~ ;;~~e

operation,
if;

I

farm

the6~$r?tors wi!(qe consid~~¢ti'fo have bee~displaced from a farm operation

"'fl~k:?~~~:~:~~~~;~fi,m

opecation pcioc to the Ming; and

The taki~~(~~ij~~d sJ~~?substa~~:~:;~hange in the nature of the existing farm
. •. rtpperation as t~,dQ.nstitJt~~ pisplacement.

;;. 'l

4.1.~P Outdoot;Advertlsing Business
...

.

.

A displaced perso~Weyq.fonduq$~ lawful activity primarily for assisting in the purchase, sale,
resale, manufacture, ~fd~§?if)ggi" marketing of products, commodities, personal property or
services by the erection a·Aa[~·~intenance of outdoor advertising displays is entitled to payment
for their reasonable costs in moving such displays or to replace that display, whichever is less.

4.6. 7 Relocation Moves
Property owners and tenants shall not be advised to move prior to close of escrow or Order of
Possession. Property owners will self-move all personal belongings and affects not purchased by
DWR and seek reimbursement of actual costs. The demolition and removal of structures and
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·-·--··-···-··--·--··-·-·-·---·-·--··-··---····--·----··-·---·--·--··---··-·--·--··--·-··-··-····P.·~-~---~-~-~---~E.?.P.~E~¥-.~-~9-~!-~i_!~?~--~-~-~~.S..~~::_~t ~}-~-~improvements purchased by DWR will be coordinated with engineering/construction teams. All
moves shall be coordinated through the Relocation Specialist and Property Acquisition Manager.

4.6.8 Claims
DCE must set up a claims and appeals board. All claims for relocation assistance and payments
filed with DCE shall be submitted within eighteen (18) months of the date on which the claimant
receives final payment for the property or the date on which the claimant moves, whichever is
later. DCE may extend this period upon a proper showing of gopd cause. A claimant must spend
to get monetary benefits.

4. 7

Step 7: Eminent Domain

DWR is authorized to exercise the power of eminen~pbfrl~in

f~f~grposes of constructing,
maintaining and operating both water facilitiesg~~~~~y and the Sf~t~\{'Jater Project ("SWP"),

in

particular. By state statute, its governing bodyf{)fpurposes of conderiiH~tion is the California
Water Commission.

4.7.1 Letters to

•

Qpy~rning ~~~~~~~~~ondemn:~6n Authority

DWR Authorization: DWR ha:
authorizations to condemn real
11588).
.
"

~~:~~~6~t<'i!Jand ~~~t~Mtrter Project (SWP}-specific

pr~Pl:rtviht¢tE!sts.
(W~:t~~{;ode
§§ 250-260, 11580. . . . ·.
. ··.···.
. , , , , , , , ,.

DWR:a~~i~~u~::a~R is gen~~~fbt~lfthori~~d~8~cquire by eminent domain "any

propertyrl~~essary fbfstate wat~t~~d dam purposes," so long as the project for
'Mb.ich the r~~~prop~~~nt~rest is~ing condemned has been authorized and

,.· •': furtdi!tL

,

, .·.·.·.·. .

.·. .·.

~~~:~iRr~.~~re;~;cig~tJoriz~;;~~~~~yYR

• • • •••

may acquire in fee or lesser estates, in
. connection\~itb its st1~~water and dam project efforts, real property desired for
things such as::(~Lrightsdf~g~y; (b) real property exchanges; (c) rock quarries,
'g$\vel pits, or s~~~or earthfforrow pits; (d) offices, shops, or storage yards; (e)
p~~k$[~djoining o~r\~ar any state dam or water facility; (f) the culture and support
of tr~~swpich b~nt'!fit any state dam or water facility by aiding in the maintenance
and pres~~~ygnof the facility; and (g) drainage in connection with any state dam
or water fa2h~~y: (Water Code § 253).

'"

However, under general authorizations, when DWR condemns property owned by
a railroad, public utility, or another state agency, it is subject to certain
substitution obligations and other limitations. (Water Code§ 259 referring to
Water Code Section 11590 et seq. language requiring the provision of substitute
facilities in the case of condemnations involving common carrier railroads, utilities
or state agencies).
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•

SWP: DWR also has SWP-specific authorizations and powers to acquire and condemn
land. In connection with the SWP, DWR has wide-ranging property acquisition powers.
DWR may condemn property only after negotiations for a voluntary acquisition have
failed and the SWP project work for which the land is needed has been authorized and
funded. {Water Code§ 11580).

•

legal Counsel: DWR may elect to use its staff attorneys, the Office of the Attorney
General (AG), or outside counsel. The AG must approve outside counsel.

California Water Commission Rules for the Adoption of a Resqboltion of Necessity: DWR must
·follow the condemnation·rules and procedures set forth in Titi,W~bfthe
Code of Civil Procedure
...............
·~-:··

{CCP § 1230.020). This includes in part the requirementJ!!Jt~h~ "governing body" of the

~~-~t'~ckh&~!~dged that the California
Water Commission (Commission) is the governing#J4v for the DCE~!rl]1e Commission has
discretion whether or not to adopt a Resolutiqcy~fN~cessity_ If the 26~mission declines to
condemning entity to adopt a resolution of necessity.

adopt a Resolution, DWR must negotiate an acqijj~ition with the proper~~~r; resolve the
Commission's concerns about adopting a

Resoluti8hAf·~eces~~~y and bringfh~i!tlatter back to

the Commission for a second consid~~;tign of adopting~~es6iution of Necessit\Wbr modify the
project to avoid the property.
Procedural Rules: The Commission, in

t~~~ta'd~~~f~~its own loc?llprocedural rules to implement

its statutory authority tg a~gptn~~olution~~f[lecesi!tY~t@fomrl;~~~ion meeting held on August

17, 2011. It later am~bQ~d
Appendix B)

~~d~~ti;lted thos~~!;'l~~~Iftd®fi~~~rv 2o, 2013 meeting.
·\;::~/:;:

(See

"'''

. . •····~~*~?i, . J1e:Jiu~,:~~§•••ar~~£~~·~·~J&.

Resolu~i.,~~fN~~~"~~rtVi Tile c6itltn iss ion ~dBPt~q a it.,o-meeting process for the adoption of

resolutibd~of necessity~1tfiqpti~n~l$ite visits ~ii~spections in between, if desired, by the

~::;~:::::~f~ission ;;t~~~n~~~=~!quest aresolution of necessity. DCE must prepare a
commission report:<

"

Commission

+

R:~6~~;·!P(;;~~ust prepare a staff report for Commission meeting that includes

detail of acquisitionp~ftel file:
II

"
II

..
"
II

CEQA documents
Correspondence and reports
Purchase documents
Maps/legal descriptions
Litigation guarantees
Property photographs (aerial}
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•

Notice of Public Hearing: DCE must give property owner reasonable prior notice of hearing,
contents:
•
•
•
•

Notify at least 21 calendar days prior to hearing
Statement of public use
Description of location of property
Findings: prerequisites met

Hearing: Commission will hear action on the proposed resolution of necessity.
•
•
•
•

..:;::·:

Public comment period during meeting.
r '
DCE staff will provide answers to questions i'itl4~*plain the staff report.
DCE will present evidence that the subjegtpt~PeQ:ies are needed for the project
and that there are no other viable alterR~i~~~s. ')!\,
Adoption of the Resolution of Nec~s}ity r;quires ~2Z~yote.

4.7.3 Order of Possessio~
Order of Possession: The Order of Possession

i~ th~·f.ourt ruling granting i~~gndemning agency
1
thro3g~qegod~lions. Servic~ h~t!;ie complaint in

the same rights as if the property wa?@~quired
court and the subsequent hearing

p~b~~~*~9,~P take app?d~iw;ately nine (9) months to complete.

The amount of expected compensation·m:o!J~tibgig.gpositedwiththe state controller. Upon
issuance of the Order of

•
•

Po~s~ssion, the

dlr. thfBbiJ!f?.~E coJid*~ert interim property

defi~~~g~ ofp;~;~!Jty acq~{}~q;f i
Apply for posses~id~.·~qy ti~~~fl~r the c~~plaint is filed .
Satisfies

i~~:~ Fina~ 6~~~~: :;·@~hde~H'ation

Final

O~~~t~f Condem~~i~an (Fot}: The last ~t~~:~~ the eminent domain process is the Final

Order of Cbh~~apmation.
construction. ·,· \

Th~f@c wil~~~9:t~ire time and may be granted during or after

4.~:~:B~port~lProperties in Possession

Possession signifies the ~nd.oH~e acquisition process for construction purposes. DCE must have
recorded deeds or Order~dfl~b~session of all properties identified for acquisition prior to
advertisement of any associated construction contracts.
•

Interim Property Management: DCE to initiate interim property management until the
start of construction.

•

Surplus: Surplus property procedures are one method of handling property that becomes
excess after construction and to operational needs of the facility. Criteria for identifying
surplus property and procedures for its disposal will be established by DCE Management
as construction nears completion. These procedures must conform to the provisions of
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.................................................................................................P..~-~--~·~-~---~E.?..P..~~!.Y...~~.9~-~-~-!t~9 ~--~-~n~_g_~~~~-~Y~-~-~Government Code Sections 54220 through 54224. DCE will transfer all real property
responsibilities related to operating and maintaining the constructed facilities to the then
responsible entity. That entity will make all decisions regarding the final disposition of
any excess property. All temporary easements or licenses will either terminate based on
the terms of the agreement or be quitclaimed to the underlying fee owner.

4.7.6 Right of Way Certification Form
Physical Relocations/Moves (if required}: The Property Acquisition Management Team manager
may be required to sign-off on final design plans, or develop~

~~bt of way certification repprt to

certify that all necessary properties and rights have beenacq9ited.

4.8

Step 8: Right of Way

Project~~~i~~~~~qp

4.8.1 Right of Way Certigf~tlon
The Property Acquisition Management Team m~h~sE:r may be required tb~!gn-off on final design
plans, or develop a right of way certification

repo;fi~&:trtifit:~~~t all necess~fYproperties and
..

·:::::::~.;~:::: ~~:.:

rights have been acquired

4.8.2 Final

Acco~~~;i'-~G~ge

At conclusion of propertyc:u:;ql,lisition
presented for DCE

(jf

:: :·:.:.~: ··:

f

'

proj~pt,a fi~~~~cp~~.ntingB~~~age must be prepared and

anq.()~~)ffi~@~~ement ~~~i~;:w. Jhe ¢~¢k~~~wirli~clude sufficient detail as to

allow tracking and pr6~r accounH~of all partt!i$-anc:l assod~ted costs. The final land
acquisition accounting

p~t~§.ge sha!fihclude a c~~ification

that all costs and records

by the Property Acquisition Manager

a;~;ttuea.hd2¢:ttect. Pr~ide a binder that includes:

$~r~~d~~!~td~tt~t@b~~~~~~rt li~~i~~~JtpwJ:rties and partial interests acquired.

~;!~~~t;:~d~::ss~P~fS~I N6:~1et£Perty O,;g~r Name, APN, Acreage, Purchase Price,

"

Parcel

;il~tpreach pro~~fty or pa~;:, interest acquired.

Included are: Acquisition

outf~ycosts (purchase price and associated costs}; Offer letter,
approved Me~bt~Muro6.fsettlement package; purchase agreement; e.scrow sand
breakdownbf@§.pital

closing

settlementst~~~;,ent; funding request; recorded deeds; if applicable, Order of

Possession and Final Order of Condemnation.

4.8.3 Disposition of Properties in Possession
Possession signifies the end of the acquisition process for construction purposes. DCE must have
recorded deeds or Orders of Possession of all properties identified for acquisition prior to
advertisement of any associated construction contracts.
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·······························-·····································----------------------------l?.-~_§___~-~-!. ~E'?.E~E!Y...~~_g-~-~-s-~_ti ?..~ -~~!!~t;t~~~~~ f!.~-~5.0

WORK PLAN

The work plan outlines real property related activities to acquire all fee property, easements, and
rights necessary to construct, operate, and maintain the CMl conveyance. Analysis was based on
the Modified Pipeline/Tunnel Option of the BDCP EIS/EIR and public maps and records.
The plan is based on a four-year acquisition process from planning (pre-acquisition) to
implementation (acquisition and possession). Focus areas and corresponding focus area teams
will be created to make the acquisition project more manageable. A general description of the
activities, time line and milestones has been included for reference. The actual timeline for
completing all actions in each focus area is to be determineq~~~ the actual-design and
construction schedules are finalized.
...(it. t

Prq~~~~~:;~-.11

5.1

Summary of Acquisition
The acquisition process as described in Section.?'~~f:lb~ universally~~p!jed to each fee or

easement purchase throughout the entire CM~f~l)gnment. The steps dfthe process will be
applied to each property either during acquisitidM~q;>ject develppment ~f~~~r the start of
discussions with each property owner; Due to the bQ~plexitygfthe tasks reQ~j!lgd, special
attention should be given to coordi~t1\ln pf the proces~)~hefefore, each focus~fka will have a
designated focus area team and eachf;l:fpp~ft?tJherein ~ill I;)~ assigned one acquisition agent.
Only the Acquisition Agent and Relocadd@Sp~ttl~ll§twill hav~~~q:ct contact with the property
owner during negotiation .. f>-11 others wilia~prdi~irl:@~ooschedi:d~ field visits through a Regional
Field Coordinator and te~ro~~~q;.To maintalryJhe pJ~~~~~rjtical path of the project, some
activities may be fasv~t~cked oP~~qormed ihP<ar?i.~J~ith'~at5~n.activities. The following critical
path actions should bJ$tifJ:rted as shh!:l as possi~ti~ince they ar~foundational to other actions:
Setup

.G!§Jrackin~ §~J;~m a~4·¢!~~tronic~~ff~l files

• l~%1!~:~:~~~i~~l~~~~~~£io;:~~~$!7ff"~~~~h

property- surface, subsurface, oii, gas,

o~a~ttltle reparts--~~~face,~66svrtace, oil, gas, and mineral rights
Cond:cii§~rtrol Surve~~iiong t~~~l\gnment
. Identify p~~~jiri!nary acquj~;~on areas and type (i.e., fee, permanent easement, temporary
•

easement)

· ·..:::~~::..

.

·•···

..· .:.:.':

Prepare forms and ij\~p~ for invasive and non-invasive entry permits

"
"

..

Prepare cost study and evaluation of ranges of property values
Identify potential residential and business relocations
Identify Williamson Act contracts that need to be terminated

" Develop Field Visit Notification Forms
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Strategy for Phasing Work to Acquire Properties

This section is based on the conveyance and utility alignments. These alignments were provided
for study purposes. Upon completion of the CEQA process and Record of Decision/Notice of
Decision (ROD/NOD), the alignments will be finalized and, at that time, these plans will be
updated accordingly.

5.2.1 Description of Focus Areas
For acquisition planning purposes, the conveyance and utility alignments will be converged
where there is a common property owner. They will also be segmented into seven (7)
manageable focus areas, numbered 1 through 7, covering di~;r~tfgeographic areas within the
Delta. These focus areas will make the acquisitions easiel'~~ltt~ck and control.

~11d~~~ ~fh~hproject

All transactions and their status will be tracked via a
management
software. There are hundreds of county assesso(?pfrceds (APNs)~!b varying ownerships and
land uses. The APNs have been organized intqgfgups known as Larggt·fl'i'lrcels. Larger Parcels
are defined as a property that has unity of owri~~pip, contiguity, and uMf&:gf use. In some
cases, contiguity is sometimes subordinated to uki~yqf use. There are appf~~imately 30 to 35
larger parcels per focus area or apprqx_jmately 120 td~~? lpq~efparcels alongt~entire
alignment.
1 •U .
.?

.Y;~abt..sAreas
The seven focus areas
"

=

Focus Area

are3:i¢~~rH;~ed as foil~~?:

} t

*~; ~G;.~ ;;dH~.the east!~td~'3¥ t~~ •s~c@mento

approximateh/~ wlJe inland)from ne~fie southwest~~n
village of Hood, ndt(:@~lusiv¢ qf,the Vii lag~ pfHood.

Fqt;~~.l~~i::2; . gun~\~i~~~(~'th~f(~~~t~i;j~

River, extending up to
Sacramento City Limits to the

rlfthe Sacramento River, extending up to

~ppr6ximately ~'-tn~!~ inl~~q~ including!~fi~, Village of Hood, south to Assessor's Parcel
N4rul;ler (APN) B2ifqg~o-os7)\;~.Qere Focu~ Area 3 intersects Focus Area 2, in the vicinity
of tH~~f.i!Jage of Courtt~t)q. It cdri~~j(ls the North Forebay.

Xf~~ . ~: Extend~<~9uth of~~N

•

Focus
132-0210-057, along the Lambert Road corridor,
inland to lrtt~tS;tate 5, ar)4.Ircludes the majority of the territory between the Sacramento
River and lnt~f~~'l.;e 5, eX\:~hding south to the Sacramento-San Joaquin County Line.

•

Focus Area 4:
the east side of the Sacramento River, extending up to
approximately a mile and a half inland, from the Sacramento-San Joaquin County Line to
the San Joaquin County/Contra Costa County line and extends into five APNs in Alameda
County south of Clifton Court (South) Fore bay.

~~~~ ~~~~g

Focus Area 5: Extends westerly from Focus Area 4, along Byron Highway, to the City of
Byron in Contra Costa County.
focus Area 6: Continues northwest from Byron City, along Byron Highway, to Sellers Ave
just before Brentwood City in Contra Costa County.
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•

··········································-·····················}2·~-~--~-~-~--~E.~-~-~E~Y.-A~_g-~-~-s~.!~<?-~ ~~?~-~-~~~-~-~--~~-~-~-

Focus Area 7: Extends along the Lambert Road corridor from Interstate 5, inclusive of
Interstate 5, to a point just west of California State Route 99, about seven miles east of
the Sacramento River.

focus Areal
f:ocu.s Area 2
Focu.~

Area 3

foc;us Area 4
f:OCU'\f:>:f(<,(!.5

FOW:>Areaf>

Focus Are& 7
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----------------------------------------------------------·------------------------------------p-~_§___~_~_!_ ~E-~P.-~~!Y_~~-q-~}~-~-!!~!1--~~~~g~!E_e_~_t ~!~-~5.2.2 Deployment of Staff
5.2.2.1 Focus Area Teams
Staff and consultants will be organized into focus area teams and assigned to Focus Areas along
the alignments to concentrate their efforts. Teams will be known as Focus Area Team 1 through
Focus Area Team 7. Each team will be grouped by specialty or function to perform their
specialized activities associated with the acquisition of that group of parcels within the given
focus area. There will be a team lead and at least one staff specialist to coordinate the work of
each corresponding consultant. For maximum efficiency, DCE ~t~ff shall have a coordination and
review role. While consultants perform specific tasks such
appraisals, and relocations,
staff will administer their contracts, review their delivera~l~sj~~d track progress. For example,
the appraisal lead will manage appraisal contracts and.tt,:il¢k~~Pt~isal milestones. Staff
appraisers will coordinate review and approval of ;;~ppr~i§~l rep6H~)}Jhe scope of work and
deliverables for each consultant will be writtenio¢Bntract agreemJh(si;~nd task orders. When
tasks are completed, team members may assis~~iher focus area team~:j i}

<!$liAs,

lnteg;df¢qStru<;~prejCo-~~~~t¥d

5.2.2.2 Fully
Staff
A fully integrated structure will be irg#t~mented whe~~~ll.tr~h~actions are co~ddEted, reviewed,
and approved internally by DCE staff~b~~~~Qegers to mgtdt~jn control and avoid unnecessary
delays to schedule. DCE shall seek to m1~imii@~~grnal revi;;W<Jnd approval requirements.

offi~~~?f:ili~;:~:~~~tthe p~6J~~t$ite.

All staff will be stationediQJt!&!(Jnal
Ideally, offices will be
established in three geggt~pH~b~pcations inth~ nor:ttiib@H~~~lAnd1dLth regions of the project
area. Outreach staffWht~lso be ~~t~blished atth~~¢6ffice~'td~oterface with local residents,
property owners, and6tJi~rstakehql4ers. A R~gj~h~l Field Coo~dinator will also be assigned to
each region to a_c;t as a liai~~~snd s$M~ct\ill~ field Vi~}!;,

. . ·. ·. · · g~~~'I;QMc;:iik~:;~~~! ;}. ·

()T"
The

si~~ ~·~~ Sc~:~:le and Dellverables

sequen~~l¢'l~JI acquisitiorl~~nd antiEi~~ted completion dates for possession of all properties

is tied directly t~f~~·design

andt~nstruction schedules. The target or milestone dates for
beginning appraisal~!~~il.laroundSO% design plans. At this point, decisions regarding the

rightt&twa~ ~quirements should be final. Also, Right of Way Engineering
be able to providel~~~~descriptions and maps to ESA and Tunnel Valuation consultants.

alignment and any
should

Acquisition project completion will synch to 100% design plans to allow the Property Acquisition
Manager to sign-off on the plans and certify that all rights of way for that component of CM1 has
been acquired. It is assumed the design of all project components will begin at the same time
and have the same time table and phasing. If the Program Manager elects to tie the acquisition
schedule to the construction of each component, negotiations with all relevant property owners
must begin at least 2-years prior to the award of the construction contract. This will allow
reasonable time for obtaining any necessary Orders of Possession.
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. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .P..~_g_ _~-~.!. ~T~E-~~!L~c_g~!~.!.~!?..~.~-~~~-K~!l:l ~~t -~-!-~-~Figure 5.2 is a sample timeline of the entire acquisition process. A detailed schedule will be
developed when the actual CMl schedule is developed by project management. For purposes of
this plan, the time line shows the typical tasks and approximate timeframes for completion in
approximately four years. Major tasks (functional steps) are balded and corresponding time lines
are shown in the bars. Important milestones are included throughout and explained in the
footnotes.
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DCE CM1
Figure 5.2 Right of Way Process Timeiine
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································································-·····----·············-······-··!?.-~.?....~-~!. ~!.9 E~E.!>.:...~~.9~-~-~-!.!~.?..!1 ..~-~!2~_g-~-~-~ ~!. P! ~!.1
5.2.3.2 Interdependency ofDeliverables
For all focus areas, interdependencies exist between most of the consultants. Figure 5.3 shows
the interdependencies of major deliverables and how the deliverable, a report for instance, flows
from one group of consultants to another (i.e., appraisers wait for study reports to use in their
analysis and acquisition negotiators wait for appraisals to use in making offers, and so on).
Figure 5.3 Flow of Deliverables (Steps 1 through 6)

Environmental
Site Assessment
Report (Phase 1)

Tunnel Valuation
Study Report
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··--·····--·-··-·-·-----·-··---··-·--·
Process

·-·---············-····-··-·--····-··--··---··-··-··-··-P-~.~---~-~-~--~E-0 P~!~.!.\~_g_~j~!.!!~-~-~-~~~g_e:!!.!_~-~-t -~1~~Deliverable

Responsible Party

Acquisition Management/Staff
DCE Management/Staff
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Focus Area 1

Focus Area 1: Runs along the east side of the Sacramento River, extending up to approximately a
mile inland, from near the southwestern Sacramento City Limits to the village of Hood, not
inclusive of the Village of Hood. It consists of 29 larger parcels. The primary land uses are singlefamily residential and family farms.

According to the California Department of Conservation, several properties within Focus Area 1
are subject to Williamson Act contracts.
Figure 5.4 Detail of Focus Area 1
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·-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------_!?.-~_g __~_~}___~E~P.-~E~Y...!.\.~.9-~.!-~_!_t~?..!!..~-~-~~-~-~!.!l:~~~ -~~-~~The primary objectives of Focus Area 1 are to (Anticipated Completion and Milestone dates
shown as TBD will be updated once the Construction Schedule is finalized):
Anticipated
Compietion<1l

Focus Area 1- Acquisition Objectives

Terminate all Williamson Act contracts

TBD

Acquire all temporary entry permits for geotechnical, archeological, engineering, land
survey, environmental site assessments, and land appraisals

TBD

Acquire all tee property for Intakes

TBD
....

Acquire all fee property for Intake Pump Plant

TBD

Acquire all fee property for Intermediate Forebay and OutiE)t~tructur~ ..

TBD

Acquire all permanent subsurface easements for North.]9qpel

TBD

Acquire all fee property for Tunnel Shafts and PowEtr.~~b~tations

TBD

Acquire all access easements along private roads fdt~~ul routes and access

; >

TBD

Acquire all temporary construction easements for Consfr~t.ion l~y.~ym (work ar~~.~).
Acquire all temporary Power and Utility~$§~rnents

'

lir\ ;;;

TBD

i

I TBD

Acquire all fee property for Tunnel Shafts a~~ ~~~~rsubstati;;M$'>.

TBD

:;:;;~;;,:':::~:~:~~~1:::~~::sch,;,"~'ry c='"'~i' b'"' oo 20XX ' " " '"' wHI
Focus Area Team 1

Staff and

· ..•·.• .• •····.•.•. · ·.•·-· .. ·

+L

.· .·• · ·

consultants~~ltted for F~~s Area 1~~~ }}

~~~~~jM!~~jfi~~:~~~~~~:~i!t~tfs.G;;~iities with no structures}
:
•
'"
•
•

~~~i[~;o~:~~~~~:~~l~~~s~=~~~f~;cialist ;
Relo2at49n Specialist
:: .
'l;). i·
Oil, Gas;~~~.Mineral Right$ SpeciaiT~t
Tunnel Vald~tihr Specialist

MiscellaneousR~yl~wMPtaiser

~~'~tis

The consultants working
Focus Area would work simultaneously, on properties affected
by both utility and conveyance alignments, and would be grouped together as a team of staff and
consultants whose sole purpose is acquisition goals and objectives for Focus Area 1 within 3-4
years' timeline.
Go to Appendix A: Focus Area 1 Properties Tabl~ to view properties by Assessor Parcel Numbers
(APNs)
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Acquisition Milestones/Critical Path
Milestones are expressed in time periods and responsible party. Exact dates will be inserted as
the DWR master schedule is developed. The milestones and critical path activities will be
repeated in succession for each focus area from north to south until the whole alignment and
ancillary properties needed for the project are acquired. Focus Area 1 time line is to be
determined (TBD).

TBD
TBD
TBD

TBD
TBD
TBD

uisition Manager

TBD
TBD

TBD

hase Ill- Remediation (where necessary)
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re and Send Notice of Decision to

TBD

ise to Property Owner
TBD

Parcel Appraisals.

TBD

•

Tunnel Valuation

•

Agriculture

TBD

•

Business

TBD

•

Residential

TBD
TBD

TBD

DCE Acquisition Staff

TBD

Acquisition Consultant

TBD

Relocation Consultant

TBD

Acquisition Consultant

TBD

location Consultant

TBD

uisition Agent

TBD

Management

TBD
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----------------------------------------------------------·----·-·-·---··--·---------·--------!?.-~-~--~-~-!-..~-~~p~rty_ J:.c~l~J.-~i_t~_9 ~--~-~-~~-g-~~~-~~!. ?.!.~~TBD

TBD
TBD
pare 1st Draft of Relocation Plan

TBD

of Draft Relocation Plan

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

TBD
...,,_!;t¥~'""'·,_,ion prior to

~~dtraiisfer deeds and files to

ible

entity~ff~r construction and close

TBD

project
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5.4

--··········-----------------------------·-····-----p-~_§___~-~-~--~!.-~E~E!Y A_~g-~!-~~-~~-~-~-1':1.-~~§-~-~-m-~-~~--~-!-~1!.

Focus Area 2

Focus Area 2: Runs along the east side of the Sacramento River, extending up to approximately a
mile inland, including the Village of Hood, south to Assessor's Parcel Number (APN) 132-0210057, where Focus Area 3 intersects Focus Area 2, in the vicinity of the village of Court Ia nd.
Contains the North Forebay. It consists of 311arger parcels. The primary land uses are different
from Focus Area 1, because Focus Area 2 contains a town, the Village of Hood. Because of the
latter, there is a trailer park and a commercial use, as well as single-family residences located on
small, non-rural lots. Elsewhere in Focus Area 2, there is an agribusiness. The rest of the
properties are similar to Focus Area 1, with single-family resideqs~s and family farms .
. . ::·:¥.::..::::'

According to the California Department of Conservation, sey¢rafproperties within Focus Area 2
are subject to Williamson Act contracts.
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The primary objectives of Focus Area 2 are to:
Anticipated
Completion<1)

Focus Area 2 - Acquisition Objectives
Coordinate all Williamson Act contracts

TBD

Acquire all temporary entry permits for geotechnical, archeological, engineering, land
survey, environmental site assessments, and land appraisals

TBD

Acquire all temporary easements for Fuel Station and Concrete Batch Station
.,.
Acquire all permanent subsurface easements for North Tunnel

TBD
TBD

~~=::::::::.:

Acquire all

per~anent easements property for Tunnel

Shafts

Acquire all access easements along private roads for haul

TBD

.ii'})':':.

TBD

~r7"'''''

_ , .,· .._\i

Acquire all fee property for Intake
Acqu:re all temporary construction

ang$~gf~tions
i

.,,,,,:t&
_.,•.,,...••.•. ;;,,.

TBD

__

~~sements for5(~~~r!.lct:o~ Lay~as)

TBD

Acqutre all temporary Power and Uttilty easemenM\T:ransmtssto.n Lrne)
Acquire all permanent Power and Utility easements (Tt~q$mission qp~)
on draft DWR DHCCP ~onstructionJJ~~.dule dated
change as the master schedule 1s developed, ? j

1 1
' Based

2clXX)

TBD

·.'\);';,,,,_

TBD

S\0Pir$ihn dates based cifft,~ start and will

it '

Focus Area Team 2

·.:·.··.·{.~j_:~,i-~,~j ;:;;;.,..
<

Staff and consultants neededtor,,Focus

;~:~~}::::_.

·.;",t;;;;J····

Ar~~2 are:

II

!~;:~~~:~ ~~~~~~:"'fl~'''·

•

Com mercia 1/1 ndust~l~f,Appf~}$@L{Non-farrrt..)

•

•

"
•

•

•

Resi~~nFi~f~;pPr~ ise?~~~r~~lhi}

' ;;;{,, .

•.. _. . . ·-· · .·.

5

s;,B~ :~;:i;!~,;=~!~
Relo2~t~~t;\ Specialist ;
?}
Oil, Gas:
fylineral Right~ Specialist
Tunnel Val~atl6f:l Specialist
Miscellaneous Rey;l~\N~~taiser •

an4

The consultants working on this Focus Area would work simultaneously, on properties affected
by both utility and conveyance alignments, and would be grouped together as a team of staff and
consultants whose sole purpose is acquisition goals and objectives for Focus Area 2 within 3-4
years' timeline.
Go to Appendix A: Focus Area 2 Properties Table to view properties by Assessor Parcel Numbers
{APNs)
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···············--·--·-··················-·······················································~-~-~---~-~-~--~E.?_PeE_!Y...~~.9..~.~-~~-t!?..~ ~-~~~-g-~1!1 e_~_!..~!-~-~Acquisition MilestonesjCritical Path
Milestones are expressed in time periods and responsible party. Exact dates will be inserted as
the DWR master schedule is developed. The milestones and critical path activities will be
repeated in succession for each focus area from north to south until the whole alignment and
ancillary properties needed for the project are acquired. Focus Area 2 time line is to be
determined (TBD).

TBD
TBD

TBD
TBD
Acquisition Staff

TBD

Acquisition Manager

TBD
TBD

TBD
TBD
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·------------------------------------------ --------------------------------------------------_!?.-~-~--~-~}___~E.?.P..~!.tY f!'._~q-~~-~-~!!9..~--~-~~~-g-~-~-~~-!-.~~-~-~
Process

Action
and Send Notice of Decision to Appraise to

Responsible Party
DCE Appraisal Staff

Parcel Appraisals

Appraisal Consultants

•

Tunnel Valuation

General Appraiser

•

Agriculture

•

Business

•

Residential

Milestone
Date
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

TBD

Acquisition Consultant

TBD

Relocation Consultant

TBD

Acquisition Consultant

TBD

Relocation Consultant
Acquisition Agent
DCE Management

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

Alignment design plans I analyze effect on

Is

DCE Relocation Staff
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····················-··-········-··--·-··-··-··--·-············--·······--····-·--··---··---··-··P.·~-~---~-~-~--?.T..~I?-~-~~~-~-cq~}-~~y~_!.!_ ~~~~g_e_~eE.~.Y~-~-~Process

Action

Identify Resources
Prepare 1st Draft of Relocation Plan
Review of Draft Relocation Plan

Responsible Party

Milestone
Date

DCE Management

TBD

DCE Staff Lead

TBD

DCE Management

TBD

Consultant Revise Draft Relocation Plan, as

TBD

necessary
Prepare Relocation Plan Package for Board Agenda

TBD

Board Adoption of Relocation Plan

TBD

Relocation Plan presented to affected

TBD
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Focus Area 3

Focus Area 3: Extends from just east of APN 132-0210-057, along the Lambert Road corridor,
inland to Interstate 5, and includes the majority of the territory between the Sacramento River
and Interstate 5, extending south to the Sacramento-San Joaquin County Line. It consists of 32
larger parcels. The primary land uses are single-family residential, family farms, and
agribusinesses.
According to the California Department of Conservation, several properties within Focus Area 3
are SJJbject to Williamson Act contracts.
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The primary objectives of Focus Area 3 are to:
Focus Area 3 - Acquisition Objectives

Anticipated
Completion<1)

Coordinate all Williamson Act contracts

TBD

Acquire all temporary entry permits for geotechnical, archeological, engineering, land
survey, environmental site assessments, and land appraisals

TBD

Acquire all permanent subsurface easements for North Tunnel
Acquire all permanent subsurface easements for Tunnel
Acquire all fee property for Tunnel Shafts
Acquire all fee property for Forebay and Spillway
Acquire all temporary construction easements for Constp;tctlbh Lay dti~bJwork areas)
'

.;.:;.:.::~·=·:·

Acquire all temporary Power and Utility easements(J~~smission Line)

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

Based on draft DWR DHCCP Construction
change as the master

schedyll!;i~~~~~!BP.ed.

Focus Area Team 3

Staff and consultants

ne~~~dforFod~s··~pei3 3

£.:~::f'~,''~~,f~,, ""'t'~w,~w

•
•
•
•
"
'"

Spe~i\JL Use PropertyA]pprais~f }
Envi?d'ijhlental Site A~~¢~sments·~~~ialist

Real P~dS~tt.y Acquisitio~Specialist'
Oil, Gas, andJM·jperal Right~ Specialist
Tunnel Valuaii3n~pecia1~~~
Miscellaneous R~Vi~wApp~aiser

The consultants working on this Focus Area would work simultaneously, on properties affected
by both utility and conveyance alignments, and would be grouped together as a team of staff and
consultants whose sole purpose is acquisition goals and objectives for Focus Area 3 within 3-4
years' timeline.
Go to Appendix A: focus Area 3 Properties Table to view properties by Assessor Parcel Numbers
(APNs)

Acquisition Milestones/Critical Path
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Milestones are expressed in time periods and responsible party. Exact dates will be inserted as
the DWR master schedule is developed. The milestones and critical path activities will be
repeated in succession for each focus area from north to south until the whole alignment and
ancillary properties needed for the project are acquired. Focus Area 3 time line is to be
determined (TBD).

TBD
TBD
TBD

TBD

TBD
TBD

TBD
TBD

e 11-lnvestigation/Testing (where

Ill- Remediation (where necessary)
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··-------------------------------------------------------------·------------------·--·---------p·~-~---~-~-~--~E-~P.~~!Y_~~-q-~-~~-!!~~~--~-~~~g-~~~-~-~--~-~-~~Process

Responsible Party
Prepare Appraisal Maps, Legal Descriptions
and Plats
Prepare and Send Notice of Decision to

Prepare Parcel Appraisals
Tunnel Valuation

•

Agriculture

•

Business

•

Residential

Appraisal Consultants
Gener-~I.Appraiser

..

TBD
TBD
TBD

:··

TBD

TBD

i\

Final Appraisal Reports Subtnit~¢dto DCE
· ·· ······ · ··

fA,cquisition staff

?~.~~~~iew Staff········
' '
5'¢e..staff

~ppraisal Coordinator for di~ttl~ufi~Q.~p

TBD

TBD

.)

Prepare all acq~jsition fotri}~, deeds, ppr¢hase

cdh~{~sts, etfT

•.•...

.. . . . . . . . . . . ..

DCE Legal Counsel

DCE ~!\cquisition Staff

< ~~t)edules Appoih~m~nt aH~;presents Offer
dQ~per
jRe lod~jpp Co nsu Ita nt~c(:o m pa

Acquisition Consultant

TBD
TBD
TBD

n\es Property

~cquisitld~l~~presentati~e to meeting with
property o,Zri~r,

TBD

TBD

Review and Comment on Appraisal

agreements,

DCE Geodetic Staff
DCE Appraisal Staff

~ppraise to Property Owner

•

Milestone Date

Relocation Consultant

TBD

..

Report and docOH;igpJation of Property
Owner/DCE agree;;;;nts to purchase
Relocation Assistance and Advice (new
location searches/estimates)

Acquisition Consultant
Relocation Consultant

TBD
TBD

Prepare Memorandum of Settlement Package !Acquisition Agent

TBD

Approval Purchase Contract/Relocation

TBD

!Estimates

DCE Management
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··-·········----··--·-····--·····---···-·-···---·--···--·--··----··--··---------------------p-~-~--~-~-!...~E.9P..~~!Y. -~-~-9-~-~~~ti ?..~--~-~~~B~!:!I:::!l~..~~-~~Responsible Party
nand Close Escrows and title

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

TBD

E Management/Staff
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5.6

~-~~~~-~!!.1 ~~.! ~~~~-

Focus Area 4

Focus Area 4: Runs along the east side of the Sacramento River, extending up to approximately a
mile and a half inland, from the Sacramento-San Joaquin County Line to the San Joaquin
County/Contra Costa County Line and extends into five APNs in Alameda County south of Clifton
Court (South) Fore bay. It consists of 43 larger parcels. The primary land uses are residential,
family farms, and agribusiness. There are also a couple of small marinas and boat docks.
According to the California Department of Conservation, several properties within Focus Area 4
are subject to Williamson Act contracts.
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·-··--··-··---·-··-··-··-·-·······-·····-·····-··-·--··-·-·-·------··--··---··-·-·-··-·--··-····_p·~-~S-~_!__~E-~.P~E!Y.. ~-~-9-~-~s-~_!!~~--~-~~~-g-~~~-!~-~ -~~-~-~The primary objectives of Focus Area 4 are to:
Anticipated
Completion<1)

Focus Area 4- Acquisition Objectives
Coordinate all Williamson Act contracts

TBD

Acquire all temporary entry permits for geotechnical, archeological, engineering, land
survey, environmental site assessments, and land appraisals

TBD

Acquire all permanent subsurface easements for all Tunnels

TBD

Acquire all fee property for Tunnel Shafts

... ·

_

...

TBD

Acquire all access easements along private roads for haul routes (Ro~d Interchange)
Acquire all temporary construction easements for Constructi.qn

TBD

l,.<ly c\lp)Nn (work areas)

Acquire all temporary Power and Utility easements (Trai}~Q11ssion Li~~}
Acquire all permanent Power and Utility easements(J"f~~~h;ission Line)
Acq.uire all permanent easements for Substations ~ij4J$haft Locations
Acquire all temporary easements for Reusable Tunn~tij~~frial An~~

t.

TBD
TBD

\..
)

TBD

?

TBD
{ .•

Bar~e.Unloading Fadl1~~~~.]F>
< ?
Acquire all permanent easements Oper~bl~aijrfi·rrs
\•)
Acquire all fee property for Cliffton Court Fofeb~VJE~t~pay Emb~n~'m.~nt areas, Forebay
Dredging Areas, Siphons, and Forebay Overffd~ ?tr~2ttit~$
< \i~ih

Acquire all temporary easements for

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

'"' Based on draft DWR Dijg(;p Constn.idi§o Schedule da~~q-?Cl_~X. Comple~i9n dates based on 20XX start and will
change as the master sch~dtiltl~ developEid::

Focus Area Team4

•

•
•

..

"

~~s~ry$§S Appraise;

· ;;....

· ·•••••••·· · · [:i!:b. .

~:~~~:~~~~~~::::~:~~·~~~ise

r

Environm~rit~)Site Asses$ment Specialist
Real PropertyA~qgisitiqh~pecialist

Relocation Speciail$~"f
.
Oil, Gas, and Miner~iRights Specialist
Tunnel Valuation Specialist
Miscellaneous Review Appraiser

The consultants working on this Focus Area would work simultaneously, on properties affected
by both utility and conveyance alignments, and would be grouped together as a team of staff and
consultants whose sole purpose is acquisition goals and objectives for Focus Area 4 within a 3-4
year timeline.
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Go to Appendix A: Focus Area 4 Properties Table to view properties by Assessor Parcel Numbers
(APNs)

Acquisition Milestones/Critical Path
Milestones are expressed in time periods and responsible party. Exact dates will be inserted as
the DWR master schedule is developed. The milestones and critical path activities will be
repeated in succession for each focus area from north to south until the whole alignment and
ancillary properties needed for the project are acquired.
4 time line is to be
determined (TBD}.

TBD
TBD
TBD

TBD
TBD
TBD
Permits in file

uisition Manager

TBD
TBD

1- Review of Records, Inspection
11-lnvestigation/Testing (where

d/Management/Cons
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·-·--·--··-··-·····--·······--··---··············--·-··················-·······················.P..~.g-··~-~-~---~E.:?.P._e~~¥-.A~.9.~.~-~-~-~~-~!.!:..~-~!.!:~.g-~~-~~~ ~-~~~Process

Responsible Party
hase Ill- Remediation (where necessary)

Milestone Date

nagement/Engineerin

re and Send Notice of Decision to

TBD
TBD

re Parcel Appraisals.

•

Tunnel Valuation

•

Agriculture

•

Business

TBD

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

•

TBD

TBD

DCE Legal Counsel
DCE Acquisition Staff

on searches/estimates)

TBD

Acquisition Consultant

TBD

Relocation Consultant

TBD

Acquisition Consultant

TBD

ocation Consultant
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_______________

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------p-~_g___~-~-!. ~E.'?.P._~rt,Y.__~_cg~_~_s_i!~-~ ~--~-~~~~-~IP:~-~t-~~-~-~Responsible Party

Process

Milestone Date

TBD
TBD
TBD

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

TBD

nstruction and transfer deeds and files to

TBD

ponsible entity after construction and dose
project
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Focus Area 5

focus Area 5: Extends westerly from Focus Area 4, along Byron Highway, to the City of Byron in
Contra Costa County. It consists of 24 larger parcels. The primary land uses are different from all
of the Focus Areas except Focus Area 2, because alone of all of the focus areas other than Focus
Area 2, Focus Area 5 contains part of a town, the Village of Byron. Because of the latter, there
are several commercial and industrial uses, along with vacant commercial or industrial land, as
well as single-family residences located on small, non-rural lots. Elsewhere in Focus Area 5, there
are agribusinesses. The rest ofthe properties are similar to

1, with single-family

residences and family farms. There are also special uses
pole lines.
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The primary objectives of Focus Area 5 are to:
Anticipated
Completion<1)

Focus Area 5 - Acquisition Objectives
Acquire all temporary entry permits for geotechnical, archeological, engineering, land
survey, environmental site assessments, and land appraisals

TBD

Acquire all temporary easements for Reusable Tunnel Material Areas

TBD

Acquire all temporary construction easements for Construction Lay down (work areas)

TBD

Acquire all temporary Power and Utility easements (Transmission
Acquire all permanent Power and Utility easements

.TBD

Liq~h

TBD

(Transmissiqrtq~~)

Based on draft DWR DHCCP Construction Schedule dated 20XX.
change as the master schedule is developed.

dates based on 20XX start and will

Focus Area Team 5

.
Staff and consultants needed for Focus Area 5

•
•

•
•
•
"

•
•

..

Business Appraiser
Agricultural Appraiser
Commercial/Industrial Apprai~~t{N~~bf§.rm)
Special Use Property Appraiser if•
q• ' •
Environmental Site.f\,s~.essment Spesialist r !;

.f .....

1~~~~~1itlS~~p:cial~st1 _ <.

Re aiGPropertdy
·
Oi,1 as, an ry!i!)era Rigtit$\;?pee~a 1st
Tunnel Valuatiof{$pecialist · ·
Miscellaneous ReJi~~ APPP~~( .

t··· .

\ . •.··• .-•.··.• ·.• •.•·. .

The con:til1~J1~~ w~rkl~~pf!thi~ F~~y,s Area;)J6tii-4w~;k simultaneously, on properties affected
by both ttt!litY and conve~~m¢galigri·hij~pts, and ~8~1d be grouped together as a team of staff and
consultant~~~ose sole purpb$~ns acqdt~~tjpn goals and objectives for Focus Area 5 within 3-4
years' timelinJ:. /
......•. ·
•••••••
Go to Appendix

~:~~~~.;~s Area 5 ~fbperties Table to view properties by Assessor Parcel Numbers

(APNs)

Acquisition

Mileston::;~ft~ical Path

Milestones are expressed in time periods and responsible party. Exact dates will be inserted as
the DWR master schedule is developed. The milestones and critical path activities will be
repeated in succession for each focus area from north to south until the whole alignment and
ancillary properties needed for the project are acquired. Focus Area 5 time line is to be
determined (TBD).
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TBD
TBD
TBD

TBD
TBD
TBD

TBD
TBD

TBD

TBD

are Appraisal Maps, Legal Descriptions
nd Plats
pare and Send Notice of Decision to
raise to Property Owner

Geodetic Staff
Appraisal Staff
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Responsible Partv

Process
re Parcel Appraisals
•

Tunnel Valuation

•

Agriculture

•

Business

•

Residential

Milestone Date

praisal Consultants

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

and Comment on Appraisal

TBD

TBD
TBD

TBD

Acquisition Consultant

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
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Responsible Party

Process

Milestone Date
TBD

pare 1st Draft of Relocation Plan
of Draft Relocation Plan
ltant Revise Draft Reloc(ltion Plan, as

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

TBD

TBD
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················-··········-···························-···········-·············-·············!?.·~-~ ~-~}-..~E-~ l?~E~~-~-~-9-~!-~.!.!!?_11__~-~~-~-g-~~~-~-!. ~-~~-~5.8

Focus Area 6

Focus Area 6: Continues northwest from Byron City, along Byron Highway, to Sellers Ave just
before Brentwood City in Contra Costa County. It consists of 311arger parcels. Focus Area
consists mainly of agricultural uses, single-family residences, and agricultural businesses. There is
one special use---Interstate 5, which Focus Area 6's Utility Alignment crosses. There is also a
special use---land containing communications equipment.
According to the California Department of Conservation, several properties within Focus Area 6
are subject to WUiiamson Act contracts.
--.
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· ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·- - - - - ·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -·- - - - _p_~g--~-~}_ _~E.?J?.~~!Y..~~-g_u~~-!t~ t?.~- ~~-~~-g-~!.11 ~-~-~-~I~-~The primary objectives of Focus Area 6 are to:
Anticipated
Completion< 1l

Focus Area 6- Acquisition Objectives
Coordinate all Williamson Act contracts

TBD

Acquire all temporary entry permits for geotechnical, archeological, engineering, land
survey, environmental site assessments, and land appraisals

TBD
TBD
TBD

Acquire all temporary Power and Utility easements (Transmission Line)
Acquire all permanent Power and Utility easements (Transmission
Based on draft DWR DHCCP Construction Schedule dated 20XX.

based on 20XX start and wfll

change as the master schedule is developed.

Focus Area Team 6
Staff and consultants needed for Focus Area

•

Business Appraiser
Agricultural Appraiser
Commercial/Industrial Apprai~~f(.t)lon-farm)
Special Use Property Apprais~fi: j .
Environmental Site AssessmentSp~2Mi~~j ,
Real Property Acquisition Speciali§~ ..
\i:

•
•

•
•

•

~~~~~:t~:~u~~a!l!~i~~~ •. ~pecialr~t)-

•
•

.·.

:\; }···

\:? .

• Miscellaneou~~~'it~I'!W Appf~i~Er

The

consult?Ht$•'1iMQ•f,k,[hg;~~~~§E6~&~•.AI~wouiJ~crk simultaneously, on properties affected

by both . ~d~i!V:::~::Ha·.::~ed~~~~Y?nc€<~lii~imentS:~::~~~)«j~~R.U:td/be grouped togethei as a team of staff and
consultants whose sole.pq[p.pse i~~~g+:Jisition gOaisand objectives for Focus Area 6 within 3-4

years'

·.·.·.·.·.·.. ·..

tim~JJPe-

·.·..·.·.·.·.·.·

Appe~~j~~}Focus Are~)~~Prope~i~~\Table to view properties by Assessor Parcel Numbers

Go to
(APNs)

<)\';:,

Miles:~~t~z~r~~~i Path
Milestones are expresse:;~:12: periods and responsible party. Exact dates will be inserted as

Acquisition

the DWR master schedule is developed. The milestones and critical path activities will be
repeated in succession for each focus area from north to south until the whole alignment and
ancillary properties needed for the project are acquired. Focus Area 6 time line is to be
determined (TBD).
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TBD
TBD
TBD

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

TBD

TBD

Geodetic Staff
Appraisal Staff
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·---------------------------------------------------··-----------------------·---- ------------~-~-~--~-~-!..~E.9..P..~E~~--~~-g ~-~-~-~-!~-~-~--~-~~~_g_e!.!.!:~-~~--~1-~-~Process
repare Parcel Appraisals
•

Tunnel Valuation

•

Agriculture

•

Business

•

Res"1dential

Responsible Party

Milestone Date

raisal Consultants

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

iew and Comment on Appraisal

TBD

TBD
TBD

TBD

Acquisition Consultant
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······················-···················---·---------····························-------------12-~_g___~-~-!. ~-~~p-~r~_ !!__~_g_~!-~-~-!~_?._~-~-~~!'lg_~~~~-!..~.!-~-~
Process

Responsible Party

Milestone Date

on parcels
Identify Resources

DCE Management

TBD

Prepare 1st Draft of Relocation Plan

DCE Staff Lead

TBD

Review of Draft Relocation Plan

DCE Management

TBD

Consultant Revise DraftRelocation Plan, as
necessary

Relooa'ti6h Col'lsultant

TBD

2E~~~-~~:ion Staff

TBD

P~::: Relocation Plan Package for Board

-·:;(:\.
=~·:::::::;;:;:--:-:·:

@(\

TBD
TBD

TBD
M~rj~ge all propertf.-~l'tposse§~jgp prior to

· on;t~~~i,P,~ an_d tra~~f.~Jdeed~~hd files to
DCE Management/Staff
respons1tl~§nt1ty afteq;pnstruct1on and close
of project

TBD

-:::~::::?·:::;.
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Focus Area 7

Focus Area 7: Extends along the Lambert Road corridor from Interstate 5, inclusive of Interstate
5, to a point just west of California State Route 99, about seven miles east of the Sacramento
River. It consists of 22 larger parcels. Focus Area consists mainly of agricultural uses, singlefamily residences, and agricultural businesses. There is one special use---Interstate 5, which
Focus Area 6's Utility Alignment crosses. There is also a special use---land containing
communications equipment.
According to the California Department of Conservation, severa
are subject to Williarvson Act contracts.

perties within Focus Area 7
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·-------------------------·----------·--·------------·--·----------------------------------------!J.-~§--~-~-!__ ~EO_P.~!.~Y.._:?-~g-~i~-~ti~!?:--~-~!?:~_g_~!E:~-~-!__?~-~-!1The primary objectives of Focus Area 7 are to:
Anticipated
Completion<1>

Focus Area 7 - Acquisition Objectives

Coordinate all Williamson Act contracts

TBD

Acquire all temporary entry permits for geotechnical, archeological, engineering, land
survey, environmental site assessments, and land appraisals

TBD

Acquire all temporary Power and Utility easements (Transmission Line)

TBD

Acquire all permanent Power and Utility easements (Transmissionl,jti~}>

TBD

\>)

.

Based on draft DWR DHCCP Construction Schedule dated 20XX. Completion dates based on 20XX start and Will

change as the master schedule is developed.

Focus Area Team 7

Staff and consuJtants needed for Focus Area
•
•
•
•
•
•
w

Business Appraiser
/
Agricultural Appraiser
Special Use Property Apprais~t
Environmental Site Assessmerit:Specl~~~~t
Real Property Acquisition Speciali~~ ·.·.· ..·.·.·.·~.·.·•·
Oil, Gas, and Mineca!Rlghts Speci~li~t
Tunnel Valuatip~$p~ti~~SI
·······
Miscellaneou~~~view ApSt~i~er

consultantsw.orki~gd~tnts Fq~~~Nea wo:l~~qrk simultaneously, on properties affected
~~!~~~~~i~~:~!~~f,~;;~~~~~::~~~~=~,~~;~1~~~~;:c~~v:: ~~~~~ce:sa~r::e;:i~:i~t~~:and

The

years' tWl'l.~~ine.

· · \i

Go to Ap~~Hd!~·A: Focus Ar~~ltProp~rf~is·.Jable to view properties by Assessor Parcel Numbers
(APNs)

Acquisition

Mil:;~~~~~/Crit~~~ Path

express:~i~tj~eperiods

Milestones are
and responsible party. Exact dates will be inserted as
the DWR master schedule isd~veloped. The milestones and critical path activities wit I be
repeated in succession for each focus area from north to south until the whole alignment and
ancillary properties needed for the project are acquired. Focus Area 7 timeline is to be
determined (TBD}.
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TBD
TBD
TBD

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

TBD

TBD

repare Appraisal Maps, Legal Descriptions
Plats
pare and Send Notice of Decision to
praise to Property Owner

E Appraisal Staff
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _________ ~-~-!::--~-~-!. .~E~P~~~Y. ~~q-~-~-~-~t~-~~--~-~ ~~-~-~-~~-~-!.Y!.~-~Process

Responsible Partv
repare Parcel Appraisals
•

Tunnel Valuation

•

Agriculture

•

Business

•

Residential

Milestone Date

raisal Consultants

TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD
TBD

TBD

TBD
TBD

iBD

Acquisition Consultant

TBD
TBD

TBD
TBD
TBD
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--------------------------------------------------------------p-~_g___~-~-!. .~E<?J?..~~!Y_~cq~~~~-!~~!.?:..~-~!.?:~.8.-~~-~~!_?l~-~-

Process

Responsible Party

Milestone Date

on parcels
Identify Resources

DCE Management

Prepare 1st Draft of Relocation Plan

DCE Staff Lead

Review of Draft Relocation Plan

DCE Management

TBD
TBD
TBD

·:·

Consultant Revise Draft Relocation Plan, as

TBD

Relocaiidh Consultant

necessary
Prepare Relocation Plan Package for Board

TBD

genda
DCE

Gove;g1~g§oard

TBD
TBD

TBD
TBD

TBD
rVIar\?.ge all properivtmposses;;;!po prior to

consf~~~~?_:,_n_
and tra~~f-~r_deed~~hd files to
. ,.•.,.•.,.-.,.,.,.__
.· ..,.

responslb!~~~.ptity aftercqnstruction and close

I

TBD

DCE Management Staff

of project

5.10 Overlap
It is important to reiterate that there will be overlap in work on the conveyance and utility
alignments. All Focus Areas except Focus Area 7 have many instances of overlap between the
conveyance and utility alignments. For those areas, property owners will be approached only
once for all the necessary rights we need from that parcel. The property owner contact in these
instances is to be determined.

=-~--~•WWWW•OOOO••o•o~0000000000-0000-0oonnooonoo•OOOOOUUOoooooooouooo••••••••••••••••••ooooonooooooooo•o••••o•n•ooooo••••-•-••oooooo
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··--···-··-··--···-·······-·····-······--·······-···-·······-········-······!?..~~--~-~-!...~E.~P-~~ry-~cq_~-~-~-~-~~~1_?:--~-~~~-g-~~~-~-~_y~-~~5.11 Staff and Consultants Needed for All Alignments

It is estimated the Property Acquisition Management team will need approximately a total of 115
to 160 individual staff and consultants to complete all acquisitions on these alignments. From this
total, approximately 44 to 60 are staff members and 71 to 100 are individual consultants. The
staff and consultants will take 48months to acquire all rights, easements, and fee properties
needed to construct and subsequently operate the CM1 conveyance project. This is an
aggressive timeline given the complexities of the acquisition process and the number of privatelyowned properties involved.
As indicated previously, <;;M1 will be divided into acquisition
share a resource mix of full-time staff and consultants as
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······································---------------------------···-························-··.!?.-~g--~-~-~-X~-~P.-~~~Y..~~q~}si_~~9.? --~-~-~~g_e!.?._~-~-~-y~-~-~Figure 5.11 Staff and Consultants Table

Number and Types of Staff Needed by Focus Area

Number and Types of individual
Cii>NSUt"TAt.rr1'1

~

Cq&i~~~i~nts Nee~~~fpr All Focus Areas

I

mrAt JNnMDUI!d. col\lsu.tTI!.liiT!l

l

CRITERIA
at the same time. The process to acquire all rights, easements, and fee properties
conveyance project will take 48 months.
nl Full-time staff will consist of 44 to
the right of way project. One Property Acquisition Manager will manage and
monitor the workflow and progress for
The alignment has seven focus areas in which each will have a Principal staff to act as a
Focus Area Lead. All alignments will have two to three Senior staff overseeing the following disciplines: Appraisal; Acquisition, Escrow & Eminent
Domain; and Relocation & Property Management. Each focus area will also hove between two to three Associate staff to support the consultants.
The Planning and Administration staff will consist of 8 to 10 individuals to assist all focus areas.

<'i There will be 71 to 100 individual consultants needed for all focus areas.
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. ....................................................................................... ....Q.~_?....~.!.:1.!. .~!.?.P..~~!Y...!.\~.9~.!.s!ti_?. 1?.--~-~!l~.g~rn ~ n_~ ~-~-~-~
6.0

PROPERTY MANAGEMENT

6.1
•

Inventory and Utilization Plan for Excess Real Property

Interim Property Management: DWR will provide interim property management until
the start of construction. DWR will also coordinate all physical relocation and clearing of
properties with DCE.

•

During/After Construction: DCE will control all properties during CM1 construction. DCE
will transfer all real property responsibilities related

topp~rating

and maintaining the

constructed facilities to the then responsible entityqfQVVR. All temporary easements or
licenses will either terminate based on the

term~·~f~h~~greement or be quitclaimed to

the underlying fee owner.

•

Surplus: DWR and DCE will make all

dec.l#§~~t~egarding thJftnaJ disposition of any excess

property. Criteria for identifying surpld~~t6perty and its

disp~~~~l?J!')II be established by·
DWR and DCE Management as constructibfi.!g~ars corqpJ(;!tion: Th~§~~tutes and
guidelines regarding surplus
property~~t!GP~_thfuent Code s~2ti~ns 54220
through 54224.

\;&i·:;:•:-:·:c.•
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·············································-············-·········-···-·····-··---·--·--·-·····P.-~~---~-~-!-~E.l?.P.~!:!Y.:_~~q~-~~-~-~!~!."':..~-~-~ag_~IE.~-~-~--!:.~-~-~
7.0

DCE LEGAL REQUIREMENTS [To be Incorporated by Legal]
7.1

Public Law

7.2

Authorities
7.2.1 Authority to Establish Amount~~Just Compensation
.J

;\;r

7.2.2 Authority to Approve PrqJi~!iY~.prchase Agreement
··::~~;:-·.·

.

:\%~~h~.

Ad~~~Ustrative Settl~l~nt
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.................................................................................................!.?~-~--~-~-~--~-~~P.-~~!Y.~-~.9-~!-~-~tio ~--~-~~~-~-~~~-~-~Y!.~-~APPENDIX A
Properties Tables for Individual Focus Area
Sorted by Focus Area and Assessor Parcel Numbers (APNs)
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BEHIND 132-

0010-013

N/A

Access blocked by road work

SFR

ACCESSIBLE

BY
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129 050 15

--····-··-································-····-········!?.·~-~--~-~-!..~E-~.P.~!.~Y-~-~.9-~-~-~~t!~!.!..~-~!!~_g_~~ ~-~t-~~-~-!:~.

NIA

Tunnel, Safe Haven Work Area
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screens at
California WaterFix would also advance the State's water supply goals by:
<'ll

Upgrading the S\VP/CVP water conveyance system in a manner that improves the ability
to capture water during wet years and store it for use during dry years

~~>

Protecting against water supply disruptions associated with catastrophic system failures
caused by earthquakesorfmled levees

~~>

Protecting against water supply disruptions associated with sea level rise caused by
climate change

Based on the foregoing benefits, the implementation of the California WaterFix would represent
an important step forward in efforts to reso)ve the longstanding conflicts within the Delta.
DWR and Reclamation look forward to providing additional
to support this
petition through
hearing process.
appreciate
that the State Water
Resources Control
has invested in the Bay Delta Conservation Plan/California WaterFix
programs and we look forward to successful completion
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State Water Resources Control Board
DiVISION OF WATER RIGHTS
P.O. Box 2000, Sacramento, CA 95812-2000
Tel: (916) 341-5300 Fax: (916) 341-5400
http://www. waterboards. ca. gov/waterrig hts

ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION FOR PETITIONS
This form is required for all petitions.
Before the State Water Resources Control Board (State Water Board) can approve a petition, the State Water
Board must consider the information contained in an environmental document prepared in compliance with the
California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA). This form is not a CEQA document. If a CEQA document has
not yet been prepared, a determination must be made of who is responsible for its preparation. As the
petitioner, you are responsible for all costs associated with the environmental evaluation and preparation of the
required CEQA documents. Please answer the following questions to the best of your ability and submit any
studies that have been conducted regarding the environmental evaluation of your project. If you need more
space to completely answer the questions, please number and attach additional sheets.

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED CHANGES OR WORK REMAINING TO BE COMPLETED
For a petition for change, provide a description of the proposed changes to your project including, but not limited
to, type of construction activity, structures existing or to be built, area to be graded or excavated, increase in
water diversion and use (up to the amount authorized by the permit), changes in land use, and project
operational changes, including changes in how the water will be used. For a petition for extension of time,
provide a description of what work has been completed and what remains to be done. Include in your
description any of the above elements that will occur during the requested extension period.
The intent of the Petition for Change is to add points of diversion and rediversion contained in water rights permits held by DWR and Reclamation to
allow SWP and CVP water to move through the intakes identified by Alternative 4A (California WaterFix) of the Bay Delta Conservation Plan/California
Water Fix Partiaiiy Recirculated Draft Environmental Impact Report I Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact Statement, if ultimately constructed.
Alternative 4A includes the construction of three fish-screened intakes on the east bank of the Sacramento River between Clarksburg and Courtland,
each with a capacity of 3,000 cfs. Each intake would be from 1,259 to 1,667 feet in length along the river bank, depending on location, and would
consist of a reinforced concrete structure subdivided into individual bays that can be isolated and managed separately.
Specific discussions of the components of Alternative 4A most relevant to the attached water rights change petition can be found within the Partially
Recirculated Draft EIR I Supplemental Draft EIS at sections 1.1; 1.1.4; 4.1; 4.1.2.2; 4.1.2.3; 4.1.2.4; 4.3. 7; 4.3.8; 11.1.5.2; Appendix A; Appendix 38
See Partially Recirculated Draft EIR I Supplemental Draft EIS for additional Information available at
http://baydeltaconservationplan. com/2015PublicReview/PublicReviewR DEl RSDEIS/PublicReviewRDEI RSDEIS_Links .aspx.
Links to sections:
http://baydeltaconservationplan.com/RDEIRS/4_New_Aiternatives.pdf (Section 4);
http://baydeltaconservationplan.com/RDEIRS/Ap_A_Rev_DEIR-S/11_Fish.pdf (Chapter 11 in Appendix A);
http://baydeltaconservationplan.com/RDEIRSf1_1ntroduction.pdf (~ection 1);
http://baydeltaconservationplan.com/RDEIRS/Ap_A_Rev_DEIR-SIApp_3B_EnvCommit.pdf (Appendix 38 in Appendix A)
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Has an archeological report been prepared for this project? If yes, provide a copy.

O Yes

Will another public agency be preparing an archeological report?
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Do you know of any archeological or historic sites in the area? If yes, explain below.
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QNo
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SUPPLEMENTAL INFORMATION
FOR
PETITION FOR CHANGE IN POINT OF DIVERSION

The California Department of Water Resources (DWR) and the United States
Department ofthe Interior, Bureau of Reclamation (Reclamation) Gointly Petitioners)
hereby petition the State Water Resources Control Board (State Water Board) to modify
DWR pern1its 16478, 16479, 16481, 16482 for the State Water Project (SWP) and
Reclamationpermits 11315,11316,12721,12722,12723,11967,11968,11969,11971,

11973, and 12364 for the Central Valley Project (CVP) Qointly Projects), as described in
this supplement and the required forms. This Petition is limited in scope. It proposes only
to add points of diversion and rediversion within the Sacramento/San Joaquin Delta
Estuary (Delta) of the permits listed above. This Petition does not propose to change any
other aspect of the existing SWP/CVP permits.
The intent of this Petition is to add points of diversion and rediversion contained in
water rights permits held by DWR and Reclamation to allow SWP and CVP water to move
through the intakes identified by Alternative 4A (California WaterFix) of the Bay Delta
Conservation Plan/California WaterFix Partially Recirculated Draft Environmental Impact
Report I Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact Statement (Draft EIR/EIS) 1, if
ultimately approved and constructed. Petitioners will file a final Environmental Impact
1
References to the Draft EIR/EIS include to the extent applicable the 2013 Draft Bay Delta Conservation Plan
Environmental Impact Report/Environmental Impact Statement.
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Report/Environmental Impact Statement with the State Water Board during the course of
the public hearing for this Petition. Subsequent filings and appearances before the State
Water Board will fully support approval of the request contained in this Petition and
demonstrate satisfaction of California Water Code section 85086.
The Petition is being submitted with the Draft EIR/EIS in order to allow the State
Water Board and the public the time and information needed to fully consider the proposed
changes. A final decision on this Petition is not requested until Petitioners provide final
environmental documents. The Draft EIR/EIS provides information well beyond that
which is sufficient to initiate consideration by the State Water Board and fully inform both
the State Water Board and the public for the purposes of the limited scope of any public
hearing associated with this Petition.

The California Water Fix Implements Longstanding State Water Policy
The key elements of the California WaterFix have long been an integral part of the
state's comprehensive vision for the Delta, which strives to improve upon the unreliable
manner in which water is conveyed through the Delta, reduce or eliminate costs to the
environment and the economy that are a result of an aging water infrastructure, better
prepare the state for the effects of climate change, and reduce impacts on aquatic species
caused by the physical, chemical, and biological changes that have occurred within the
Delta. The California WaterFix is consistent with the guidance stated in the Delta
Protection Act of 1992, the Safe, Clean, Reliable Water Supply Act (1996), and
Sacramento- San Joaquin Delta Reform Act of2009.
The legislature further finds and declares that the basic goals of
the state for the Delta are the following: (a) Achieve the two
coequal goals of providing a more reliable water supply for
California and protecting, restoring, and enhancing the Delta
ecosystem. Delta Protection Act of 1992
The Legislature hereby finds and declares all ofthe following: (a)
The state faces a water crisis that threatens our economy and
environment. (b) The state's growing population has increasing
Page 2 of 24
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needs for safe water supplies which are essential to the public
health, safety, and welfare .... (d) The state should plan to meet
the water supply needs of all beneficial uses of water, including
urban, agricultural, and environmental, utilizing a wide range of
strategies including ... improvements in the state's water storage
and delivery systems to meet the growing water needs of the state.
- Safe Clean Reliable Water Supply Act (1996)
It is the intent of the Legislature to provide for the sustainable
management of the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta ecosystem, to
provide for a more reliable water supply for the state, to protect
and enhance the quality of water supply from the Delta, and to
establish a governance structure that will direct effmts across state
agencies to develop a legally enforceable Delta Plan. Sacramento - San Joaquin Delta Reform Act of 2009
In~2006,

the Governor's Executive Order S-17-06 initiated the Delta Vision process

and established an independent Blue Ribbon Task Force to develop a plan for sustainable
management of the Delta, which was developed with input from leaders from all levels of
government, stakeholders, academia, and affected communities. The goal of Delta Vision
was to identify actions to:
... manag[e] the Delta over the long term to restore and maintain
identified functions and values that are determined to be important to
the environmental quality of the Delta and the economic and social
wellbeing of the people of the state.
One of the twelve integrated and linked Delta Vision recommendations was new SWPCVP conveyance. The Blue Ribbon Task Force Delta Vision report concluded that:
New facilities for conveyance and storage, and better linkage
between the two, are needed to better manage California's water
resources for both the estuary and exports.
The Delta Vision implementation plan also included the new conveyance as one of its
"fundamental actions."
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The State Water Board echoed this recommendation to pursue new SWP-CVP
conveyance in 2006. In its Revised Bay-Delta Water Quality Control Plan the State Water
Board supported further development of new conveyance recommending that:
... the DWR and USBR should continue their efforts to develop
alternative water conveyance and storage facilities in the Delta, and
should evaluate these alternatives and their feasibility and take action
as necessary to minimize impacts to fish.
A new conveyance project is also contemplated in the 2009 Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta
Reform Act and in the Governor's 2014 California Water Action Plan as part of the state's
plan to achieve its co-eqllaJ~oals of water supply reliability and Bay-Delta ec()~ystem
restoration.
New conveyance is one of the fundamental actions proposed for restoring the Delta
because it would minimize environmental impacts commonly associated with the SWPCVP, primarily salvage and entrainment resulting from through-Delta water conveyance
that can result in negative Old and Middle River flows. Negative Old and Middle River
flows affects Delta hydrodynamics and salinity gradients as Sacramento River water is
drmvn into the south and central Delta. During development of the 2010 Flow Report, a
UC Davis expert panel advised the State Water Board of its concerns associated with
through Delta conveyance.
Past changes in the Delta may influence migratory cues for some
fishes. These cues are further scrambled by a reveJSe salinity
gradient in the south Delta. It is important to establish seaward
gradients and create more slough networks and natural channel
geometry. Achieving a variable more complex estuary requires
establishing seasonal gradients in salinity and other water quality
variables and diverse habitats throughout the estuary. These goals in
tum encourage policies which establish internal Delta flows that
create a tidally-mixed upstream-downstream gradient (without crossDelta flows) in water quality. Continued through-Delta conveyance
is likely to continue the need for in-Delta flow requirements and
restrictions to protect fish within the Delta.
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And further:
Restoring environmental variability in the Delta is fundamentally
inconsistent with continuing to move large volumes of water through
the Delta for export. The drinking and agricultural water quality
requirements of through-Delta exports, and perhaps even some
current in-Delta uses, are at odds with the water quality and
variability needs of desirable Delta species.
The new conveyance project would reduce the need for through-Delta conveyance, likely
improving hydrodynamics and water quality gradients for migrating fishes by reduce
negative Old and Middle River flows.
The United StatesNatianaLMarine Fisheries Service (NMFS) has acknowlt:dged the
benefits that could be achieved with alternative conveyance, recommending as part of its
2009 biological opinion that the Petitioners pursue alternative conveyance. As a
conservation measure, NMFS recommended that:
Reclamation and DWR should continue to work with the BDCP
process to develop a scientifically-based, alternative conveyance
program for the Delta that conserves all ESA-listed anadromous fish
species in the Centrai VaHey. This effort should evaluate a new point
of diversion in the Sacramento River without adding new stressors to
+h.a~ .... r"P;+;.,....o 1 hnh;+o+
ll.:::tllj.,;\..1 .ll.:tll a.HU LU\..ill \..<1 U.l\..lc:l.J lU:tVl\.UL..

J;,..,+a...-1 .f"';....,k_ n....,..rJ

The California WaterFix was developed in cooperation with the California Department of
Fish and Wildlife (CDFW), United States Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) and
NMFS (jointly the Fishery Agencies). A goai was to avoid adding new stressors to listed
fish and their critical habitat.
The Public Policy Institute of California Water Policy Center (PPIC) has produced
analyses addressing challenges faced by the state in managing its water resources. The
challenges discussed in recent reports highlight the need for alternative conveyance in the
Delta. In 201 5 alone, the PPIC published four reports of this nature.
Conveyance investments are most critical to maintain water supplies
now drawn through the Delta, which could be disrupted by sea level
Page 5 of 24
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rise, seasonal flooding, and earthquakes. -California's Water, April
2015
Bay Area and Southern California cities get more than half their
water supplies from other regions. Some of this water - notably
imports from the Delta - will require major new investments to
remain reliable. -Water for Cities, April2015
Striking a balance between improving ecosystem health while
providing water supply, flood control, and hydropower - with a
changing climate and a growing population - is one of California's
great challenges. -,-Water for the Environment, April2015
These [local, state and federal water] agencies are considering the
construction of two tunnels to tap some water upstream on the
Sacramento River and move it underneath the Delta to the pumps.
This change COttld be~ood for the environment: fewer native fish
would be trapped in the pumps, and it would be easier to restore
more natural flows within the Delta. The state's economy could also
benefit from improved water quality and water supply reliability. California's Future, February 2015

I.

BACKGROUND
The Delta is a vitally important ecosystem that is home to hundreds of aquatic and
terrestrial species, many of which are endemic to the area and a number of which are

Sacramento and San Joaquin Rivers are at the core of California's water system, which
conveys water to millions of Californians throughout the San Francisco Bay Area, the
Central Valley, and southern California. Water conveyed through the Delta supports farms
and ranches from the north Delta to the Mexican border that are a source of financial
stability for the state and that produce roughly half the nation's domestically grown fresh
produce. These watersheds provide water that is used in the Delta, the Sacramento River
watershed, the San Joaquin watershed, the San Francisco Bay Area, the central coast
region, and Southern California.
Many factors have affected the Delta, of which the SWP and CVP are just two. In a
2010 report to the State Water Board, titled "Changing ecosystems: a brief ecological
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history of the Delta," a number of experts explained the breath of physical modification to
the Delta channels and biological/chemical alterations to the aquatic environment. The
experts stated:
Habitats for Delta native fishes have changed immensely from preEuropean settlement conditions because of extreme landscape
changes ... The estuary originally contained vast areas of seasonal
and permanent wetlands. The elimination of these wetlands reflected
massive human-caused changes to the landscape resulting from
alterations of hydrologic patterns by dams and diversions, upstream
land use changes, tidal marsh reclamation, and channelization of
rivers and tidal channels. As a result, the San Francisco Estuary is
one of the most highly modified and controlled estuaries in the
wot:l~.
The estuarine ec()syste111 has .. lost 111uch of its form~r.
variability and complexity as indicated by major deelines of many of
its native fishes. Contributing to declines have been continual
invasions of alien species and large changes in water quality from
pollution and upstream diversions of fresh water.
The requested additional points of diversionlrediversion are expected to provide
several important environmental benefits without creating new, or exacerbating existing,
environmental stressors. The requested additional points of diversion address one aspect of
the Delta, the manner in which Petitioners move water through the Delta.

A.

CALIFORNIA WATERFIX
This new diversion project was developed through a multiyear collaboration between

the State of California, Reclamation, public water agencies, Fishery Agencies,
nongovernmental organizations, agricultural interests, and the public.
Approval of this Petition would enable DWR to construct and operate new
conveyance facilities that improve conditions for endangered and threatened aquatic
species in the Delta while at the same time improving water supply reliability, consistent
with California Jaw. The new water diversions in the north Delta would minimize
SWP/CVP related entrainment as the new diversion facilities would be equipped with stateof-the-art fish screens, while also being located in an area outside of the primary habitat of
Page 7 of 24
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Delta Smelt and Longfin Smelt. The new diversions would further reduce species
entrainment by providing operational flexibility to cease diversions at a patticular intake
location when concern for entrainment of sensitive fish species is high at that intake
location.

Current Permitted State Water Project North Delta Diversion Point
DWR currently has an existing authorized point of diversion located on the
Sacramento River. This Petition requests net diversions from the north Delta at all points
of diversion, both existing and those proposed in the California WaterFix, to a rate of9,000
cfs.

Development of the California WaterFix
The California WaterFix represents the evolution of thinking in a planning process
that started in 2006 to implement a comprehensive strategy to advance the planning goal of
restoring ecological functions on the Delta and improving water supply reliability in
California.
The California WaterFix described in this Petition is described as Alternative 4A, the
preferred alternative, in the Draft EIRIEIS. Alternative 4A has been designed to achieve
ESA compliance through Section 7 of the ESA and achieve CESA compliance through
Section 208l(b) of the California Fish and Game Code. Alternative 4A is designed to avoid
jeopardizing the continued existence of listed species.

Description ofAlternative 4A
Under Alternative 4A, SWP and CVP in-Delta operations would allow some
SWP/CVP water to be conveyed from the north Delta to the south Delta through tunnels
and directly diverted in the south Delta at the existing SWP and CVP facilities. Water
diverted from the Sacramento River would occur through three fish-screened intakes on the
east bank of the Sacramento River between Clarksburg and Courtland, each with a capacity
of 3,000 cfs. Each intake would be from 1,259 to 1,667 feet in length along the river bank,
depending on location, and would consist of a reinforced concrete structure subdivided into
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individual bays that can be isolated and managed separately. Water would travel by gravity
to the south Delta where it would flow into the north cell of the redesigned Clifton Court
Forebay, which would be dredged and configured to isolate water flowing from the new
north Delta facilities from water entering Clifton Court Forebay from south Delta channels.
Clifton Court Forebay would be connected to Jones Pumping Plant to provide water to the
CVP. Alternative 4A would include dual conveyance providing for the continued use of
the existing SWP/CVP south Delta export facilities as well as the new diversions. Maps
attached to this Petition identify the extent and location of physical facilities included in
Alternative 4A.
Construction of the north Delta intakes will allow greater flexibility in operation of
both south and north Delta diversions, and better balancing of the associated water quality
and hydrodynamic benefits for fish, drinking water, agriculture, and other beneficial uses.
Diversions at the north Delta intake would be greatest in wetter years and lowest in drier
years, when south Delta diversions would provide the majority of the CVP and SWP south
of Delta exports.

B.

REGULATORYBACKGROUND
The scope of this Petition is both limited by the statutes and regulations governing

the petition process and constrained by the requested limited modification of the points of
diversion for the SWP and CVP. This Petition leaves intact all existing places of use,
manner of use, other existing points of diversion, quantities of diversion and other water
rights terms and conditions identified in Water Rights Decision 1641 (D-1641 ). The
instream flow issues under consideration in the State Water Board San Francisco
Bay/Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta Estuary Water Quality Control Plan (WQCP) update
process are separate from the issues germane to this Petition. The instream flow decisions
before the State Water Board in the WQCP update have had, and will continue to have,
appropriate public process suitable for debate and discussion of Delta flow issues. This
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Petition does not pre-ordain or preclude any outcomes in that separate proceeding.
Hearings focused on this Petition are limited in scope and procedurally incapable of
resolving many longstanding disputes that involve many parties other than the Petitioners
and those disputes therefore should be the subject of the broader planning process.
Importantly, the requested changes to points of diversionlrediversion identified in
Alternative 4A would not detract from the ability of the SWP/CVP to meet current or
'

future criteria or objectives. Rather, this Petition enhances the ability of the Projects to
adapt operations to changes in the future.

Petition Requirements
California Water Code section 1700 et seq. sets forth the necessary requirements for
approval of a change in point of diversion. This Petition for the change in point of
diversion fulfills these requirements, and the Draft EIR/EIS provides the necessary analysis
in order to support review of this petition.
Specifically, California Water Code section 1701.2 provides the substantive
requirement list for this Petition. It states:
A petition for change in a permit or license shall meet all of the
following requirements: (a) State the name and address of the
petitioner. (b) Be signed by the petitioner, or the petitioner's agent or
attorney. (c) Include all information reasonably available to the
petitioner, or that can be obtained from the Department of Fish and
[Wildlife], concerning the extent, if any, to which fish and wildlife
would be affected by the change, and a statement of any measures
proposed to be taken for the protection of fish and wildlife in
connection with the change. (d) Include sufficient information to
demonstrate a reasonable likelihood that the proposed change will
not injure any other legal user of water. (e) Contain other appropriate
information and be in the form required by applicable regulations.

Section 1701.3 allows the State Water Board to request additional information reasonably
necessary to process the Petition.
These requirements are assessed in relation to the existing Water Quality Control
Plan and D-1641. The WQCP was determined by the State Water Board to ensure
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reasonable protection of beneficial uses and the prevention ofnuisance. 2 The WQCP is not
self-enforcing, but instead requires the State Water Board issue orders implementing the
array of water quality objectives determined through that planning process. Thus the
WQCP and the water rights decisions stemming from implementation of the WQCP and
earlier water quality plans, including D-1641, are protective ofbeneficial uses until
replaced through the update process and constitute the standard for determining injury to
those beneficial uses when considering this Petition.
D-1641, adopted on December 29, 1999 and revised on March 15, 2000, describes
the Petitioners' responsibilities for implementing specifically determined water quality
objectives in the WQCP, as well as the responsibility of certain other Delta watershed users
to implement the objectives. D-1641 was the result of a comprehensive public hearing
conducted by the State Water Board that occurred over the course of over 80 days of
hearings. This Petition does not seek any modification to the requirements of D-1641.

Other Requirements
The Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta Reform Act of 2009 recognizes the possibility of
the California WaterFix in Water Code section 85086(c)(2):
Any order approving a change in the point of diversion of the State
Water Project or the federal Central Valley Project from the southern
Delta to a point on the Sacramento River shall include appropriate
Delta flow criteria and shall be informed by the analysis conducted
pursuant to this section. The flow criteria shall be subject to
modification over time based on a science-based adaptive
management program that integrates scientific and monitoring results,
including the contribution of habitat and other conservation measures,
into ongoing Delta water management.
Consideration of this Petition under Water Code §85086(c)(2) should occur within
the existing regulatory framework for the Delta provided by the WQCP and D-1641.

2

State Water Resources Control Board Resolution No. 2006-0098.
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Flows presented by Alternative 4A, beyond those required by D- 1641, satisfy the
appropriate Delta flow criteria to be considered by the Board under 85086(c)(2).
In addition to D-1641, the SWP and CVP currently operate in compliance with the
NMFS 2009 Salmon and FWS 2008 Delta Smelt Biological Opinions (BiOps) completed
under Section 7 of the ESA, and the SWP in compliance with the CDFW 2009long-fin
smelt Section 2081 Incidental Take Permit (ITP) and Consistency Determinations for Delta
Smelt and Salmon. THe CVP and SWP will continue to operate under these requirements
until new requirements are issued by NMFS, USFWS or CDFW. Under the California
WaterFix, the CVP and SWP would operate pursuant a new Section 7 consultation and ITP
for in-Delta operations.

II.

PETITION REQUEST
DWR and Reclamation petition the State Water Board to modify DWR permits
16478,16479,16481, 16482fortheSWPandReclamationpermits 11315,11316,
12721,12722,12723,11967,11968,11969,11971, 11973,and 12364fortheCVP,
as described in this Petition and attachments. This Petition does not propose to
change any aspect of the existing permits other than the points of diversion and
rediversion within the Delta.
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lf granted, the changes requested in this Petition would alter the points of
diversion/rediversion for both SWP and CVP water rights permits. SWP and CVP water
rights permits would reflect the addition of three new points of diversion/rediversion at the
locations specified in the California WaterFix. The proposed three new intakes on the
Sacramento River would be located on the East bank of the Sacramento River between
Clarksburg and Courtland, and each intake would divert a maximum of3,000 cfs for a total
north Delta diversion capacity of9,000 cfs. The source of water would remain unchanged •
from the existing permits - direct diversion of unappropriated Delta water and rediversion
of storage releases. The maximum annual diversion limits of the existing permits are
unchanged. These three intakes are located within the California Coordinate System at
North 6,700,800-East 1,909,831, North 6,699,289-East 1,901,310 and North 6,695,594East 1,889,835. The existing purposes of use, places of use, and all other aspects of the
existing permits remain unchanged.
Thus the requested additional points of diversion do not concern the 34 SWP storage
facilities (reservoirs and lakes), 4 pumping-generating plants, 5 hydroelectric power plants,
approximate 700 miles of open canals and pipelines. Likewise, the requested additional
points of diversion do not concern any CVP facilities, including 20 darns and reservoirs, 11
power plants, or approximate 500 miles of major canals, conduits, tunnels or related
facilities. While the larger California WaterFix conveyance project includes an additional
S.WP pumping station in the south Delta as part of the reconfigured Clifton Court Forebay,
water from the additional points of diversion is delivered to the new station through a
tunnel and that water is at all times isolated from, and not comingled with, any other
supplies. For this reason, the new SWP pumping station is not part of this petition, except
to the extent construction impacts of the California WaterFix are discussed.
Recognizing the appropriate Delta flow requirements in §85086 (c)(2), Alternative
4A proposes a range of spring outflows above D-1641. Also, consistent with Water Code
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section 85086 (c)(2), the exact flows proposed in Alternative 4(a) will be determined using
science based adaptive management process.

IV.

STATUTORY & REGULATORY INFORMATION
A.

PROTECTIONS OF FISH AND WILDLIFE
The new points of diversion presented in this Petition will allow for flows and

hydrodynamics that will reduce take of protected aquatic species, and will benefit
aquatic species by virtue of locating the intakes upstream of habitats most utilized by
certain protected species, including Longfin Smelt and Delta Smelt. The specific
intake locations, configuration, and state-of-the-art fish screens were developed in
collaboration with the Fishery Agencies.
To ensure the optimal design for the protection of fish in the Sacramento River, the
Fish Facility Technical Team recommended twenty-two studies to inform design and to
establish biological baseline conditions. This team adopted a work plan focusing on eleven
pre-construction studies and three biological baseline conditions studies. Once completed,
the results of these studies will be available for review by the State Water Board and others,
and will be used to further inform design and operation of the diversion structures.
Operations are constrained by Sacramento River bypass flow requirements and fish screen
velocity rules to minimize entrainment and impingement.

1.

Benefits to Fish Species

Approval of this Petition will enable DWR to construct and operate new
conveyance facilities that improve conditions for endangered and threatened aquatic
species in the Delta while at the same time improving water supply reliability, consistent
with California law. Implementing a dual conveyance system would align water operations
to better reflect natural seasonal flow patterns by creating new water diversions in the north
Delta equipped with State-of-the-art fish screens, thus reducing reliance on south Delta
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exports during times of the year when listed and other native at risk aquatic species are
present and most vulnerable.
The existing operation of the SWP and CVP pumps can affect flow patterns. The
changed hydrodynamics in the Delta can cause water in the Delta to flow in a north-south
direction (towards the south Delta pumps). FWS, NMFS, and CDFW have concluded that
these changed hydrodynamics can affect migration, entrainment, and predation of listed
fish species. The new system would reduce physical impacts associated with sole reliance
on the southern diversion facilities and allow for greater operational flexibility to better
protect fish. Reducing south Delta pumping would substantially reduce the north-south
flow pattern, likeJy favoring many nativeiish species.
Under the California WaterFix operations, south Delta entrainment of fish species is
expected to be reduced relative to existing conditions. Entrainment at the south Delta
facilities includes both direct entrainment at the SWP and CVP export facilities, as well as
pre-screen predation losses,

2.

Impacts to Fisheries and Aquatic Resources

For the species analyzed in the draft EIR/EIS, screening of the proposed intakes
would prevent entrainment of all but the smallest life stages that could be present in the
vicinity of the proposed new intakes. Juvenile Chinook salmon migrating past the proposed
new intakes would be lar&e enough to avoid entrainment, and Delta Smelt eggs and larvae
rarely occur in the area. Species with the greatest risk of entrainment are unlisted species
that include striped bass, American shad, and splittail because these species have the
potential to occur in the area of the proposed new intakes during early life stages.
Impingement may also occur for larger fish, and would be managed through approach and
sweeping velocity criteria for screen operation.
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Operational measures, combined with the state-of-the-art screen design, have been
devised to ensure that entrainment of migrating juvenile salmonids and other species will
be avoided or greatly minimized.

3.

Impacts to Terrestrial Resources

Construction Impacts
In addition to mitigated impacts to the aquatic environment, construction of new
north Delta intakes would include mitigation of any effects to valley/riparian and grassland
natural communities and terrestrial species habitats. Several species, including Swainson's
hawk, valley eklerberry longhorn beetle, least Bell's vireo, and white-tailed kite, have
suitable habitat within riparian areas near the intake sites. However, construction and
management associated with the California WaterFix would have no long-term adverse
effects on the habitats. In addition, impacts would be offset through mitigation that includes
the restoration and protection of valley/foothill riparian habitat.
White-tailed kite, northern harrier, and short-eared owl are three species associated
with grassland habitats that have the potential to occur near the intake sites. Mitigation will
offset any losses of grassland as result of construction activities including restoration and
protection of grassland habitat and protection of cultivated lands maintained in crop types
that provide similar habitat values for the species. For terrestrial species, protection and
restoration for the loss of valley/riparian and grassland habitats would be minimized
through specific requirements to minimize and avoid disturbances to species and habitats.
For example, a nondisturbance buffer will be established around each active white-tailed
kite and Swainson's hawk nest site. No entry for construction activity will be allowed in
the buffer while a nest site is occupied by white-tailed kite or Swainson's hawk during the
breeding season. In addition, to minimize near-term loss of habitats, a program to plant
mature trees will be implemented. Planting larger, mature trees, including transplanting
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trees scheduled for removal, and supplemented with additional saplings, is expected to
accelerate the development of potential replacement nesting habitat.

4.

Protective Measures for Construction and Operation

Construction and operation will include mitigation of the direct impacts to aquatic
and terrestrial resources. The mitigation is more fully described in the EIR/EIS. (See Draft
EIR/EIS section 4.1.2.3.) Where warranted, additional mitigation would further reduce
impacts from the construction of water conveyance facilities. Other mitigation to minimize
adverse effects to fish habitat address temporary increases in turbidity, hazardous material
and accidental spills,

andgi~tl.lrl:l_apce

of contaminated sediments. Finally, the in:-:wat~r

work window for construction (expected to be June 1 through October 31) would occur
during a time when most species are not expected to be present near intake construction
sites, thus limiting the potential for negative impacts.
Adaptive management and monitoring, as well as a real-time operational decisionmaking will minimize impacts to fish and terrestrial species and measure success of
applicable mitigation.

5.

Compliance with ESA, CESA and Fish and Wildlife Code

ESA Section 7 Compliance
Incidental take coverage under the federal Endangered Species Act for SWP and
CVP future operations will be obtained through Section 7 of the ESA. Reclamation, as the
federal lead action agency, will consult under ESA Section 7 on the California WaterFix,
which includes the modification and addition of points of diversion contemplated in this
Petition. Section 7 requires a federal agency to ensure that any action it authorizes, funds
or carries out does not jeopardize the continued existence of listed species or destroy or
adversely modify designated critical habitat.
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Reclamation, with DWR as an applicant, will initiate Section 7 consultation with
USFWS and NMFS. In cooperation with DWR, Reclamation will prepare a biological
assessment for submission to USFWS and NMFS requesting formal consultation under
ESA Section 7. It is expected that USFWS and NMFS will ultimately prepare a biological
opinion analyzing the effects of the California WaterFix, including the modification and
addition sought in this Petition, on listed species and designated critical habitats and an
Incidental Take Statement authorizing any incidental take of federally listed species.
As described in the Draft EIRJEIS, impacts to federally listed species would be
. _. __ .. reduced or avoided throughimplementation of mitigation on listed fish species habitat.
Acquisition of all lands to be used for habitat protection and restoration, and construction
of such habitat, will be completed by the time the proposed intake and conveyance facilities
become operational, approximately 14 years after proposed action approval.
As a component ofthe California WaterFix, an adaptive management and
monitoring program would be developed and implemented to use new information and
insight gained during the course of construction and operation of water conveyance
facilities.

CESA Section 2081(b) Compliance
DWR will comply with State endangered species laws will be through a permit
request for authorization of the incidental take of species listed under CESA, pursuant to
CA Fish & Game Code Section 2081(b) and issued by CDFW. The permit would ensure
that take of California listed species is minimized and fully mitigated.
As a component of the California WaterFix, an adaptive management and
monitoring program would be implemented to use new information and insight gained
during the course of construction and operation of water conveyance facilities.
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B.

NO INJURY TO LEGAL USERS OF WATER
The SWP and CVP are inter-basin water storage and delivery systems. These

existing operations are permitted by the State Water Board and are operated consistent
with California water rights and water quality laws. Under the California WaterFix
existing obligations will continue to be met and beneficial uses in the Delta will not be
negatively impacted by operations with the new point of diversion.
Petitioners maintain an accounting system "to ensure that their diversions to storage
occur at times when sufficient unregulated flow is available to satisfy senior downstream
or Area of Origin uses. For this reason, operations both now

~nd

in the future will not

impact the quantity of water available for water users in the watershed because these
demands are accounted for prior to diversions to storage or export. As water users
without a contract with either DWR or Reclamation do not have a right to stored water
supplies, the quantity of water available for diversion by in-basin water users will not be
impacted by any changes in stored water releases that occur as a result of the California
WaterFix.
This Petition only requests a change to the points of diversion/rediversion for the
Delta contained in existing SWP and CVP water rights permits listed in this Petition. As
such, there are no requested changes to the SWP or CVP quantity or timing of diversion,
place of use, return flows, or consumptive uses of water. Furthermore, this Petition does
not request any modification ofD-1641 obligations. Therefore as detaileg in the Draft
EIRIEIS, all protective thresholds for beneficial uses currently enacted by the State Water
Board will be met if this Petition is granted.
1.

Water Quality

Salinity Impacts
The modeling of the proposed operations of new intakes indicates only very minor
impacts to Delta salinity, which can and will be avoided in real time operations that will
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remain controlled by the Board's regulatory requirements, thus resulting in no injury to
legal water users. Although the modeling analysis conducted for the Draft EIRJEIS
showed minor impacts, real time Project operations are managed to meet existing
regulatory requirements. DWR has analyzed through models the potential adverse effects
of the north Delta intakes upon West Delta objectives of 150 mg/L and 250 mg/L in the
2006 WQCP, and for Suisun Marsh. Two modeling approaches were used to address
complexities presented by the chloride ion. Data from the more conservative of the two
approaches formed the basis for the assessment of impacts; therefore actual effects are
likely less than the conservative modeling outcomes.

Modeling Artifacts
Some modeling results reflect uncertainties in the modeling for electrical conductivity.
Modeled exceedances will be avoided by adjustments to reservoir storage, flows, and/or
exports with continuous adjustments to respond to reservoir storage, river flows, in-Delta
demands, tides, and other factors. A detailed description of the modeling tools and
approach is provided Draft EIR/EIS Appendix SA.

2.

Regulatory Effects Upon Non-project Water Rights
The Draft EIR/EIS considers the impacts of the north Delta intakes on water

rights holders and finds that there are no regulatory actions that would affect nonproject water rights holders. In addition to the priority system, water rights that are
in the Area of Origin are protected by existing state law which provides that the
CVP and SWP can only export water that is surplus to the legitimate water needs of
the Bay-Delta watershed. The Petitioners operate the Projects consistent with the
priority system and Area of Origin protections.
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Other water rights holders in the watershed are likewise not harmed by the
proposed north Delta intakes during times of "balanced" conditions. During
"balanced" conditions, project (CVP and/or SWP) storage withdrawals are made to
meet both regulatory and project needs. Non CVP and SWP water rights holders
are not entitled to divert project storage withdrawals, therefore their water rights are
not harmed by project operations in "balanced" conditions.
Deliveries to the CVP Settlement, Refuge, and Exchange Contractors, and SWP
Feather River Service Area (FRSA) Contractors and Delta contracts will continue to be
made under the terms of those agreements. This Petition does not propose any changes to
- any contractual obligations.

3.

Water Levels
The water level in the Delta is expected to be unaffected by the proposed

north Delta intakes, with the exception of a small section of Sacramento River
immediately downstream of the new proposed North Delta intakes. The drop in
water level ranges between no change and 0.8 feet during high flow events in
Winter and Spring. These are typically times when there is major concern with
flood water levels being too high. At low flow periods, the change in water levels is
negligible.
C.

COMPLIANCE WITH CEQA
A final environmental document will be completed within the time this

Petition is fully considered. DWR and Reclamation have provided the State Water
Board two administrative versions, a public draft and a partially recirculated I
supplemental Draft EIRIEIS, the latest version of which was released to the public on
July 10, 2015. The Draft EIRIEIS contains a wide range of alternatives and
anticipated to be sufficient for the purposes of the State Water Board in analyzing
this Petition.
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Additional information about the California WaterFix may be found at its
public website: http://www.californiawaterfix.com/ and prior efforts of the Bay Delta
Conservation Plan at: http://www.baydeltaconservationplan.com.

SWRCB Involvement in EIR/s Development
The State Water Board has been working with DWR to analyze an alternative that

.

in reduced south of Delta diversions. Preliminary model results show that this
results
.
alternative would result in increases to mean annual Delta outflow of approximately 1.6
million acre-feet per year for the February through June period at a cost of approximately
LS million acre-feet perye.ar on average reduction in south of Delta diversions relative to
the no action alternative. This alternative will allow DWR and other lead agencies, and the
State Water Board to evaluate a sufficiently broad range of alternatives to inform their
respective processes.

CEQA NEPA Alternatives
The CEQA prefened alternative and over a dozen action alternatives, and the No
Action I No Project alternative described and analyzed in the Draft EIR/EIS were
developed over a 8-year period in collaboration and outreach with DWR, Reclamation,
Fishery Agencies, state and federal water contractors, nongovernmental organizations,
agricultural interests, Delta communities and public agencies, and the general public. The
project alternatives described in the Draft EIR!EIS we:e selected using a multi-step
screening selection process including consideration of comments submitted by the State
Water Board and other responsible and cooperating agencies during the scoping and
comment periods of the draft documents. Alternatives were also screened against the
Sacramento-San Joaquin 2009 Delta Reform Act requirements to ensure compliance with
Water Code Section 85320. Alternative 4A, developed in response to public and agency
input, is the CEQA prefened alternative, and the NEPA prefened alternative. Prior
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alternatives explored during the drafting of the Draft EIRIEIS did not designate a NEPA
preferred alternative.

NOP, NOI, and Scoping Activities
The Notice of Preparation and Notice of Intent were first issued in 2008. Additional
information was developed, and subsequent scoping activities were initiated on February
13, 2009 with the publication of a revised NOP and a revised NO I.
A Draft EIRIEIS was released for review on December 13, 2013, for a 120-day
public review period. The review period was extended in April 2014 for an additional 60
days. In June 2014, the Lead Agencies decided to further extend the review period to July
29, 2014, for a total review period of approximately 7Y2 months. Public hearings were held
after release of the public draft throughout the state in twelve locations in January and
February 2014, accepting verbal comments via court reporter and written comments.
Subsequent to close of public comment and as part of reviewing comments received,
DWR decided that certain portions of the proposed conservation strategy should be revised
and modified to reduce environmental impacts, to increase the effectiveness of the
proposed conservation strategy, and to improve the feasibility of conveyance facilities.
Based largely on these comments, DWR and Reclamation have added alternatives to
achieve the project objectives without preparation of a broad scale habitat conservation
plan. On July 10, 2015 the Lead Agencies issued the Draft EIRIEIS to provide the public
and inter;ested agencies with updated environmental analysis to address certain revisions to
the proposed alternatives, to introduce new sub-alternatives (Alternative 2D, 4A and 5A),
and to address certain issues raised in comments received on the Draft EIRIEIS. The
comment period for the Draft EIRIEIS ends October 30, 2015.

V.

PROCESSING OF PETITION
DWR and the Bureau submit this Petition to change the point of diversion with the
objective of the State Water Board noticing this matter for any necessary hearing as soon as
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possible, but not later than seven months after receipt of this Petition because of the
importance ofthis Petition to help solve California's water crisis.

This Petition is filed at

the present time to allow the consideration of adding north Delta intakes as points of
diversion/rediversion to the SWP/CVP water rights permits.
Should the State Water Board determine a hearing is necessary, DWR and
Reclamation intend to present further evidence to the State Water Board demonstrating that
the change in points of diversion requested for the California WaterFix meet the legal
requirements of the Water Code.
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Secretary John Laird and Deputy Secretary Karla
Nemeth discuss Cal Water Fix. the Coordinated
Operating Agreement and federal legislation
On August zih, Natural Resources
Secretary John Laird spoke to the

TA &STATEWIDE
PlANNING PROCESSES

Imported Water Committee of the
San Diego County Water Authority.
On hand to answer questions also
was Deputy Secretary for Water
Policy Karla Nemeth.

CALIFORNIA'S
WATER
CTURE

Committee Chair Mark Watton
began by noting that the San Diego County Water Authority
does support a Delta fix. " The question for this board is what is
the appropriate fix that has the wif!;~ B'JifJ8(Jrt is affordable,
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and has the best chance to be implemented? What is the
implication to our rate payers? How much water will we get
and at what price?." he said.

Help fill up Maven's glass!
I
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He then handed the floor over to Secretary Johh Laird, who
gave a high-level update on the California Water Fix project.
"There are always complexities, so lin going to try and do this

remains only hatf.funded ·
for the year : ..

Click here to

how you can help

simply" he said. " We were doing a Delta project that met the
dual goats in the 2009 legislation, and we were doing it with a
/jCJ.p(f.CJ..f..f.CJ.!!-?..C!.O!.CJ.t!P..eP..lCJ.!! that was over 50 years. and that
presented some issues. Nine years of work went into that ... I

SiGN UP FOR :JIMLV
EMAIL SERViCE

think after nine years of study we understand the limits of our
knowledge and the issue is basically there's uncertainty"
"We were convinced that you could manage the uncertainty"

he continued. "With climate change and other things coming,
we thought you could have _a ffj3mel)(/ork thafsays if this,. then
this happens over the 50 years. but I think for some agencies.
that was just hard So basically If's been split into two projects.

Sign up for daily
email service and
receive a single email
with all the
Notebook's content
by gam: Breaking
news alerts. too!
Ente1· your email a<

and each one represents one of the dual goals. so we are

Sign me upl

being true to the dual goats."
"It's an entirety different framework for permitting then it would
be under a /jCJ.p(f.CJ.U::..CJ.'!.?.t!CV..CJ.t/()_.rJ.l::J..fCJ.ty where you had to have a
higher !eve! of assurances from many agencies," he said. "By
doing two 30-mi!e tunnels and by doing habitat restoration, If
lowers the amount of approval that needs to be done, and you
can move ahead with the habitat ... We ·ve appointed a point
person who was a county employee in the Delta to make sure
that everything moves ahead on that Then there's a different
!eve! ofpermitting, and we have revised the EIR it's out there.
and we want to move ahead with the project"
" The State Water Project has always been unfim'shed and this
finishes it" Secretary Laird said. " This really does what

Want your news
sooner than gam?
Enter your email
address for this list
and you'll receive an
ema1l instantly. every
time there's a new
post!
Enter your email add
Sign me up!

probably should have been done in the initial project About
goJt of If was done and everybody's been fighting over the last
10% for the subsequent 40 years. but it reverses the current

situation, it reverses the flows in the Delta, the water qualify is
not as good and we're subject to biological opinions that with
this current configuration makes it difficult and so this is a way
to deaf with the reverse flows, deaf with the water quaflty and
deal with the issue of seismic safety in the event of a seismic
event in the region. It gives more reliability and assurance
when that happens."
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He acknowledged that a question they might have is why. "I
think it goes back to what I said a 50-year plan, given cfimate
change, is hard to do," he said "This allows us to move into a
permitting scheme where the government agencies are

Enter your search
term here to search

basically the operators and we have more controL it's current

all posts:

configurations, and we can move."

He noted that many might question if the project is still needed
and the answer is yes for many reasons. "One is that we just
passed a water bond fast year that has $2.7 btl/ion for storage,
and storage south of the Delta does not work without

Browse posts,

conveyance," he said "In the fast wet year, 2010-11. after you

filtering by category

took what was needed for the water contracts, and what was

and/or tag:

needed for the flows. there was Boo,ooo acre-feet of water
that could have been used above that but there was no
mechanism to take it If there had been conveyance, that could

Submit

··have been moved into the systemfor storage: without
conveyance, tf flows through to the ocean, so this makes
storage work"

MAVEN'S TROPHY CASE

It is still necessary for reliability, he said "Ifyou look at
Southern California and the three imported water sources: the
Owens Valley goes to the city of LA but the Colorado River.
which has been in drought for over a decade, and the Delta those are realty necessary as a reliable portion of the portfolio
to make other things work Unless you have a reliable part of
your water portfolio, recycling and conservation don't work ...
If you have an 'a/1-of-the.:above 'strategy, that t's a very
important part of it But you can't conserve to notht!?g Ifyou
have no reliable underlying source, conservation doesn't' work
Itt's the same with recycling, so tf's ve!J!tlnportant to have a

f

reliable part of the portfolio to make ce!tatn other parts of the
portfolio work"

in

"I shouldjust say that the Governor is very commtfted to do;ng
this," he said. "He wants to get tf done. One of the interesting
things tn work;ng for h;m is that he is fearless. He says what he
really th;nks: it doesn't matter how unpopular it is. if he thinks
If's in the long-term ;nterest he is determined to spend

Latest Posts

whatever capita! it takes to get tf done, and this is on that fist
forh1m."

The cost of not doing something must also be considered he
said. "If the Delta continues to crash with sea !eve! rise and
maybe the climate being drier anfi:,"tff\W'T(~:?d the different
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continue
sat the

things that happen, ;t's not going to be a reliable source over
time unless we can adapt and finish the water project and get
this done," he said. " There will be a cost of doing nothing. If the
Delta crashes and we get a significant less amount of water.
then were probably going to pay more for the less water. Our
job is to take the project make it reliable, try to make tf
affordable and spread it out over time in a way that tf is a
reliable source that doesn't diminish and that can be paid for

Delta Stewardship
Council on Delta
conveyance. storage,
and water operations
principles
Septernber g, c-:015

News
Worth
Noting:
Reclamat

reasonably"

Secretary Laird recalled how when he wrote his
undergraduate thesis in college on the history of water
development, one of the interesting things was that when the
State Water Project was constructed. there was a lot of
resistance in Kern County as they thought they couldn't afford

it. "History has proven those concerns very, very wrong in Kern
County," he said. "Overthet!feottheSWP,they haveaohe
very welL It is very affordable. It was a risk at a time, but tf was
one that has returned to them, and I think in the era of cfimate
change. our challenge is to make existing water reliable and to
work then w;th conservation and recyc!ing other things to try
and handle the growth and so it's diversify but make sure we
have a reliable source, and so that's in essence why were
doing this."

ion to Release
Additional Water to
Supplement Flows in
the Lower Klamath
River: Peather -River
fish hatchery ladder
to open Sept 14:
Central Contra Costa
Sanitary District
Receives 2015
"WuHoo" Pollution
Prevention Award
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" That was a briefpresentation to try and frame the issue for
you, and I'd be happy to answer questions." he said.

Committee Chair Mark Watton asks when updated financial
information will be available.
Deputy Secretary for Water Policy Karla Nemeth replied, "/just
want to say vety dearly that no water agencies, including the
San Diego County Water Authonty is going to be asked to
support a project when If does not yet have a financing a plan
and a complete understanding of the cost, so I want to make
that dear up front In terms ofputting together the financing
plan, we are continuing to work on the State Water Project side
... we are stiff sorting out in particular with the Central Valley
Project contractors the benefits of this project to them. That's a
key piece that we need to sort out as state and federal
partners in the project I think before we can have a!! the
information that's going to get to the granular level of detail
that I know you all are expecting before the Board chooses
whether or not to support the prcg~fi!lt to

Daily

) •.D..!LY Di' Digest
Lack of
support
in DC hampers watelmcycling efforts;
Purified wastewater
triggers release of
arsenic within aquifer.
study finds: As
drought persists.
habitat questions are
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more ...
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"Were not there yet but I would add that I think we've

state be crippled by

accomplished significant amount in the fast 6 months," she

drought?: Don't seize

said. "I think separating the project from 50-year ambition

farmers water Let

allowed us to take a closer look at the prqject as Jt exists with

them trade it

specific operating criteria and start to understand the cost
benefit of that project including consideration of this prqiect
really as the drought points out as part of the risk
management strategy for this particular set ofsupplies."
Ms. Nemeth acknowledged there are important questions

California is Flooding
with Water ... Issues,
Lawsuits. Rules and
Legislation; and more
Septerr;ber 8. 2015

about agriculture and their ability and willingness to pay. " What

Secretar

we're starting to see is how this project is interconnected with

y Laird

the other elements of the Ca!tfornia Water Action Plan.

talks Cat

including new rules that require groundwater basins to be

Water Fix

managed sustainabfy into the future, and new dollars that are
available for storage, and the effectiveness of those dollars

·with or w1thout conveyancefixfn theDe!ta," she said..

to San Diego County
Water Authority's
· tmpurtedWater- ·

"Obviously with the significant money available for recycled

Committee

water, we want to support those kinds ofprojects and in fact

SGpternDer 8, 2015

the state is there with a cost share on those prqiects but those
prqjects are more effective in terms of overall water supply
security for California ;f they are connected to a bigger picture

MAV!i:t>!'S PHOTO LIBRARY

ON FUCK!(

which includes a fix a decade sought after fix for the SWP and
CVP and the Delta."
"A!! of those factors are affecting how we look at the potential
cost benefit of the project" she continued. "I think everyone in
this room knows very weft that the value of water in California
is not going down. d's really only going up, and d's how do we
make those strategic investments across a multitude of
options. How do we do that with the sensttivity to rates ... and
the concerns that local governments have and they should
have and they need to have. As we continue to put together
the bigger picture cost benefit on the project particularly in
these big user groups ifyou wilL we will have more refined
data I think/'!! end where I started which is we absolutely do

Click here to visit
Maven's photo library
on flickr.

not expect that water agencies need to be in a position to
support a project without the detailed information on cost and
how Jt would fit into your own portfolio and how if would affect
your own ratepayers."
o

Committee member Fern Steiner asks: "I do know that the

Wet and dry times

at the Fremont Weir

Bureau of Reclamation and the Department of Water

'"

Resources are looking at the operations agreement between

the Delta ... random

the two projects and there has been)'S!Jfri'i:Pif:derence that

shots
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Babel Slough

might affect the tunnels and the allocation of water or of the

o

cost Do you have any thoughts about that?"

one of my favorite
corners of the Delta

" The question about the Coordinated Operating Agreement

" Traveling along
the Sonoma Coast
o
Road trip Drought

between the state and federal prqjects is certainly to the point
of how complex a/! of this is, so I'm going to give you a
complex answer." she said. " The project itself would be
constructed by DWR andjointly operated between the Bureau

in the San Joaquin
Valley A farmer's

and DWR, and in fact just yesterday, DWR and the Bureau

perspective

submitted a petition to the State Board as part of their
requirements to change the point of diversion. That is an
acfjudicatory process: it takes many, many monthS, so we
wanted to get that in because we are cognizant of being in
year 9 of this planning process."

Everything
Featured Articles

" What we're finding in the modeling information that is part of
the? recirculated EIR/_f_!~ \X/I]fr;_[i_j_s21_[a monthly time step, that

Daily Digest
OtheLNews _..

that time step isn't detailed enough to get to a more granular

Weekly Features

!eve! on how the state and federal projects mightjointly
operate a facility." she continued. "So there's a lot of discussion

Meetings and
Seminars

and interest amongst the Centra! Va!!ey Project contractors to

Science

open what's called the Coordinated Operating Agreement
between the total SWP and CVP and that involves interactions
between Shasta and Oroville. It's a bigger set of issueS,· that is
actually an agreement that was ratified by Congress so it's a
fairly complex and lengthy thing to open up that agreement in
total and try and work it into this particular process."
" We acknowledge that kind of the 'crudeness' of the modeling
and what tt's demonstrating with this monthly time step," she
said. "I think operators across the board for the State and
Central Valley Project believe that with more detailed
modeling information, we can dig into the project how tf would
be operated and the benefits a little bit better. and that's wh2t
we want to get at and that's what we need to get at really over
the course ofprobably the next four to six months."
Secretary Laird notes that there have been some attempts at
federal legislation to get at that issue. "One of the state's big
concerns t's that tfyou are dealing with a fixed pie of water and
you relax certain things on the federal stde but they are not
relaxed on the state side, a!! it does 1's move a little water to
federal contractors at the expense ofstate contractorS, and we
have vehemently opposed any !egl'slation that would do that."
he said.
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"The bottom fine is that 1fanything does anything to create
new water. rather than just realign what the existing is ... On
behalf of the administration I made some nice comments
about the Feinstein Boxer effort is they are looking at
Cal!fomia, and they see we have a Water Action Plan and the
water bond was built on 1t" he said. "It puts money in all these
pots for recycling, conservation storage, integrated regional
watershed management and 1f passed the legislature with
only two no voteS, 1f passed w!fh 67% of Californians, so if the
federal government could rea fly do something that would help
California, it would be to augment a!! the different pieces of
the bond where the voters and the legislature in a bipartisan
way have weighed in and said that's what we want to do in
water policy in Cafifomia, Ifyou can add to the storage or add
money for recycling or add money for conservation, we're
going to love it becausell7epeopleC1reonrec_ordit's a .
bipartisan thing. Don't mess with reallocating a fixed pie of
water, but do something that might help us in a broader !eve!
and might even help us with new water."
Director Lewinger asks about the Delta and the negotiations,
both with the state contractors and the CVP contractors. Will
individual agencies have the ability to opt out?
"Everybody has to dec1de to opt-in for there to be a project
and in opting in the question iS, do enough people opt-in that
make if the project the happen and then you go the question
... then what happens to individual people wdhin larger
configurations when that happenS," he said." One thing I meant
to mention in the opening comments ... one of the
permutations of switching is that the governance that would
have existed in the prior project doesn't exist in this one. When
you are getting permitted at a higher !eve{ there were actually
certain things that we were creating to have seats at the table
for people that were doing it and now that 1f is in fact a
government run and operated and permitted thing, that
governance went away There's not the same battle that
exists."
"It's presented an issue for us with the Delta countieS, because
the five Delta counties believe this is being done in their
backyard" he said. "They have special interestS, and they
wanted to be at the table, and we were just in the process of
reaching an agreement before we pivoted to give them a seat
at the tables ... and now we're hfwllrfj te fffj&re out if in fact it's
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being constructed in their backyard how do we make sure
that they have a seat at whatever the discussions are, so that
nothing that's going on with construction and other things is
without it being vetted with them and they are aware and
integrated with things We are still working on that"
" Then to get back to the central part ofyour question, I think
then it is stiff a discussion within the larger groups and there
are some places where ;fin fact some people want the water
that aren't in right now; and ;f there is a way that somebody
wants to opt-out to figure out a way to balance that out and
that is in many ways an internal decision to the different
people that contract for the water, but I am acutely aware of
your concerns and we w!lfjust see where that will go,"
Secretary Laird said.
Note: Other issues. includln_g!'2_~c:Jr()L!9htthe urban water
conservation regulations as they pertain to San Diego. as well
as desalination were also discussed. but not covered. Refer to
the meeting audio for the entire meeting.

For more information ...
Access the board agenda and listen to the meeting by
clicking here.
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Under the Corps' Regulatory Program, a public notice is the pnmary method for advising all interested parties of a proposed activity for which a permit is
sought. Soliciting comments and information necessary to evaluate the probable impacts on the public interest. Public notices are also published to
inform the public about new or proposed regulations, policies, guidance or permit procedures.
Public Notices published by the Sacramento District under the Regulatory Program are posted on this page. Once a public notice is available on-line. an
email notification is sent to individuals on the appropriate mailing list.
Comments are due by the expiration date of the public notice. Only comments submitted by email or in hard copy format through a delivery service. such
as the U.S. Postal Service. can be accepted. Comments must be submitted to the address listed in the public notice.
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Mailing lists are categorized by county
and state. Please see attached form for
list names. Send email to :;~~~"'Kwith the name(s) of the list(s) you would
like to receive notification
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/'

SPK-2008-00861, camornia WaterFil4 project- 9/9/2015: The Public Notice comment period for this Public
Notice has been extended until November 9, 2015. The California Department of Water Resources has
(
applied for a permit to place fill material in approximately 775.02 acres of waters of the United States to
construct and operate a new water conveyance facility consisting of three intakes along the Sacramento River
\
and duel tunnels conveying up to 9,000 cubic feet per second of water to the existing Clifton Court Forebay.
\
The approximately 45-mile long project site is located within the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta, within
"'-Sacramento, San Joaquin, Contra Costa, and Alameda Counties, California.
~tiendate: 11/9/2015
/.

I

fi.TT~·.CHiV!C:NTS·

Yuba ;:;o;.m.t'"· C,A- 8/12/2015: The Three Rivers Levee Improvement Authority has
applied for a permit to place fill material in approximately 1.35 acres of waters of the United States to
implement the Western Pacific Interceptor Canai200-Year Standard project. The approximately 100-acre and
5.9-mile long project site is located along the Western Pacific Interceptor Canal, from its intersection with the
Bear River North Levee to its terminus on the east side of State Ro~te 70, Latitude 39.0166725", Longitude
-121.538953", Yuba County, California, and can be seen on theCA-NICOLAUS USGS Topographic
Quadrangle.
Expiration date: 911112015

ATTA.CHMENTS:

Costa County, C!l.- 8/12/2015: The City of Antioch has applied for a
permit to place dredged or fill material and work in approximately 7.45 acres of waters of the United States to
improve fiood water conveyance and reduce fiood risk in urban areas adjacent to West Antioch Creek. This
project is located on West Antioch Creek in Section 18, Township 2 North, Range 2 East, Antioch, Contra
Costa County, California.
Expiration date: 812712015
SPK-2:JC8-01 Ti2· PN

-8/6/2015: The Telluride Medical
Center has applied for a permit to place fill material in approximately 0.45 acre of waters of the United States
to construct a medical facility. This project is located in the Town of Mountain Village, north of The Town Hall
Market and south of the Gondola Parking Gafage, at Lot I003r-l, Latitude 37.9329"', Longitude -i 07.8559",
Town of Mountain Village, San Miguel County, Colorado, and can be seen on the CO-TELLURIDE USGS
Topographic Quadrangle.
Expiration date: 91712015

Plan area- 7/30/2015: The Corps is evaluating 14 permit
applications for construction of 13 properties (collectively known as the participating parcels) on
approximately 563 acres within the Elverta Specific Plan Area (Elverta SPA) project, as well as on-site and
off-site infrastructure, which would result in impacts to approximately 27.57 acres of waters of the United
States, including wetlands. This notice is to inform interested parties of the publishing of the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement for the Elverta SPA project; the location, date and time of the public
meeting; and to solicit comments of the proposed activities. The approximately 1745-acre Elverta SPA project
is located near Elverta Road and 16th Street, at Latitude 38.7146" North, Longitude 121.4330" West,
Sacramento County, California.
Expiration date: 813112015
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Under the Corps' Regulatory Program, a public notice is the pnmary method for advising all interested parties of a proposed activity for which a permit is
sought. Soliciting comments and information necessary to evaluate the probable impacts on the public interest Public notices are also published to
inform the public about new or proposed regulations. policies. guidance or permit procedures.
Public Notices published by the Sacramento District under the Regulatory Program are posted on this page. Once a public notice is available on-line. an
email notification is sent to individuals on the appropriate mailing list
Comments are due by the expiration date of the public notice. Only comments submitted by email or in hard copy format through a delivery service. such
as the U.S. Postal Service, can be accepted. Comments must be submitted to the address listed in the public notice.

Posted: 91912015

2013 i62)

Expiration date. 111912015

2012 148)
Sacramento District
Comments Period: September 9, 2015- November 9, 2015
Mailing lists are categorized by county
for
and state. Please see attached
list names. Send email to CESP~:with the name(s) of the list(s) you would
like to receive notification.

SUBJECT: The U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, Sacramento District, (Corps) is evaluating a permit
application to construct the California WaterFix project, which would result in permanent impacts to
approximately 775.02 acres and temporary impact to approximately 1,930.16 acres of waters of the United
States (WOUS), including wetlands, in or adjacent to the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta. The permanent
impacts consist of 284.03 acres of wetlands and 490.98 acres of non-wetland waters while the temporary
impacts are only to non-wetland waters. The applicant proposes to restore approximately 179 acres of
permanent impacts to pre-project conditions upon the completion of construction. Although these impact sites
will eventually be restored to pre-project conditions, the impacts are treated as permanent due to the duration
of effect. The largest single permanent impact (257.87 acres) is to Clifton Court Forebay, which is a manmade feature with limited habitat function. The second largest permanent impact (139.60 acres) is to
seasonal wetlands, which occur within farmed agricultural fields. Impacts also include approximately 52 acres
of man-made pond and lake habitat which are proposed for conversion from open water to a mosaic of
wetland types (e.g. seasonal wetland, scrub-shrub, riparian, emergent marsh). This conversion is both a part
of the project construction and the applicant's proposed compensatory mitigation. Impacts to navigation
include the construction of three intake structures on the Sacramento River, construction of tunnels beneath
navigable waterways, operations of the three new intakes at up to 3,000 cfs, re-operations of the intake gate
to Clifton Court Forebay, and construction of a permanent barrier at the head of Old River.
This notice is to inform interested parties of the proposed activity and to solicit comments.
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AUTHORITY: This application is being evaluated under Section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 for
structures or work in or affecting navigable waters of the United States and Section 404 of the Clean Water
Act for the discharge of dredged or fill material in waters of the United States.
APPLICANT: California Department of Water Resources, Attn: Mr. Mike Bradbury, 901 P Street, Suite 411 B,
Sacramento, California 95814-6431
LOCATION: The approximately 45-mile long project site is located within the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta,
between Latitude 38.419685°, Longitude -121,509515 o, Sacramento County, and Latitude 37.799232°,
Longitude -121.582113", Alameda County, California, and can be seen on the Clarksburg, Courtland,
Bruceville, Isleton, Thornton, Bouldin Island, Tenninous, Woodward Island, and Clifton Court Forebay, USGS
Topographic Quadrangles.
PROJECT DESCRIPTION: The California Department of Water Resources (DWR) (applicant) is proposing to
construct key components of the State's California WaterFix program. Specifically, DWR is seeking
authorization to construct and operate a new water conveyance facility that will be part of the State Water
Project (SWP) and operated in coordination with the U.S. Bureau of Reclamation's operation of the Central
Valley Project (CVP).
The proposed project would include:
1) Three Intake Facilities along the Sacramento River, near the communities of Clarksburg and Hood,
with fish-screened, on-bank intake structures.
2) Two gravity-fiow water conveyance tunnels (North Tunnels) would connect the intakes to an
Intermediate Forebay, located northeast of Snodgrass Slough and Twin Cities Road.
3) The Intermediate Forebay (IF) would receive water from the North Tunnels, equalize pressure, and
·· pass the water-to. the dllal.gmvity-flow Main Tllnnels,
4) The dual main tunnels would connect the IF to the existing Clifton Court Forebay (CCF). A Pumping
Plant would be located at the northeast corner of CCF to pump the water from the tunnels into the
forebay.
5) Clifton Court Forebay would be expanded and divided into two parts, North Clifton Court Forebay
(NCCF) and South Clifton Court Forebay (SCCF).
6) Eleven disposal sites are proposed for tunnel material excavated from both the north tunnels and the
dual main tunr1els.
7) The proposed project would also iflciOde a permanent operable barrier at the head of Old River.
B) Operations of the three new intakes at up to 3,000 cubic feet per second each
9) Re-operation of the intake at the Clifton Court Forebay
The proposed project is designed to deliver up to 9,000 cubic feet per second (cfs) of water from the
Sacramento River to the south Delta export pumping plants. The tunnels would be gravity-fed and deliver the
water to the SWP and CVP export pumping plants' intake channels downstream of their respective fish
collection facilities. The project is also designed to withstand a 200-year fiood event, taking into a=unt the
sea level rise predicted from climate change.
PROJECT PURPOSE: The applicant's stated overall project purpose is construct and operate facilities and/or
improvements for the movement of water entering the Delta from the Sacramento Valley watershed to the
existing SWP and CVP pumping plants located in the southern Delta; to construct and operate the project in a
manner that minimizes or avoids adverse effects to listed species, and allows for the protection, restoration
and enhancement of aquatic, riparian and associated terrestrial natural communities and ecosystems; and to
restore and protect the ability of the SWP and CVP to deliver up to full contract amounts, when hydrologic
conditions result in the availability of sufficient water, consistent with the requirements of state and federal law
and ttle terms and conditions of water delivery contracts held by SWP contractors and certain members of
San Luis Delta Mendota Water Authority, and other existing applicable agreements.
The applicant has stated that improvements to the conveyance system are needed to respond to increased
demands and risks to water supply reliability, water quality, and the aquatic ecosystem. The attached
drawings provide additional project details.
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Environmental Setting. The project area consists primarily of agricultural fields and tidal channels within
the legal delta. Several types of waters of the United States were identified within the project area consisting
of approximately 123.72 acres of perennial wetlands, 160.31 acres of seasonal wetlands, 122.43 acres of
non-tidal waters, and 2,298.71 acres of tidal waters. The project area is defined as the footprint of the
proposed suriace impacts.
Alternatives. The applicant is in the process of developing information to support the analysis of
alternatives pursuant to the Section 404(b){1) Guidelines. All reasonable project alternatives, in particular
those which may be less damaging to the aquatic environment, will be considered.
In December 2013 DWR, Reclamation, USFWS, and NMFS, acting as joint lead agencies, published a
draft of the BDCP and an associated Draft Environmental Impact Report/ Environmental Impact Statement
(Draft EIRJEIS). The Draft EIR/EIS analyzed a total of 15 action alternatives, including Alternative 4, which
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was identified as DWR's preferred alternative. Following the Draft EIRIEIS, Alternative 4 was substantially
modified and three new sub-alternatives {2D, 4A, 5A) were added. These sub-alternatives would secure take
authorization under Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act, instead of the development of a Habitat
Conservation Plan. A Partially Recirculated Draft EIR!Supplemental Draft EtS {RDEIRISDEIS) was released
for public review and comment in July 2015, ending on October 30, 2015.

Mitigation. The Corps requires that applicants consider and use all reasonable and practical measures to
avoid and minimize impacts to aquatic resources. If the applicant is unable to avoid or minimize all impacts,
the Corps may require compensatory mitigation. The applicant has proposed several measures to avoid and
minimize impacts to aquatic resources and is in the process of developing a Conceptual Mitigation Plan to
compensate for all unavoidable impacts to waters and wetlands. Compensatory mitigation shall be
accomplished by the purchase of mitigation bank or in-lieu fee program credits, on-site restoration,
rehabilitation and/or creation, off-site restoration, rehabilitation and/or creation, or a combination thereof.
The purchase of mitigation bank credits or payment into the Sacramento District In-Lieu Fee Program would
be utilized for habitat types that would be difficult to restore or create within the Delta. An example is vernal
pool habitat, which requires an intact hardpan or other impervious layer and very specific soil types. Banks
utilized for compensatory mitigation would be agency-approved and have a service area which includes the
area of the impacted habitat type. It is anticipated that only a small amount of compensatory mitigation will fall
into these categories.
On-site restoration, rehabilitation and/or creation would be sought where it could successfully occur
immediately adjacent to the project footprint. It is anticipated that some of the compensatory mitigation will fall
into this category.
Off-site restoration, rehabilitation and/or creation would occur within the immediate vicinity of the project area
.wherelamibas been subject toagriculturaLpractices or otberland useswhichnavedegradecLor converted.
wetlands that existed historically. ·sites within the Delta will be evaluated for their restoration, rehabilitation,
and/or creation potential. It is anticipated that most of the compensatory mitigation will fall into this category.
OTHER GOVERNMENTAL AUTHORIZATIONS:
1) Water quality certification or a waiver, as required under Section 401 of the Clean Water Act, from the
State Water Resource Control Board is required for this project. The applicant has indicated they are
preparing an application for certification.
2) Permission pursuant to Section 14 of the Rivers and Harbors Act (Section 408) to alter a federally
authorized project is required for portions of the proposed activity. The applicant has not yet submitted a
written request for permission.
HISTORIC PROPERTIES: The Corps is the lead federal agency for the purposes of ensuring compliance with
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act, and as such, has initiated consultation with the State
Historic Preservation Officer. The Corps is developing a Programmatic Agreement (PA) for the identification
of historic properties within the Area of Potential Effect (APE). Avoidance, protection, or mitigation measures
will be developed for identified historic properties that could be adversely affected by the Project. Treatment
plans will also be prepared for these resources, as appropriate. The PA will also ensure full involvement of
federally-recognized tribes at a government-to-government level throughout the Section 106 process.
Similarly, the PA delegates responsibility for consultation with tribes and individuals without federal
recognition to DWR.
ENDANGERED SPECIES: The proposed activity may affect Federally-listed endangered or threatened
species or their critical habitat The U.S. Bureau of Reclamation (USSR) has initiated consultation with the
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and the National Marine Fisheries Service, as the lead federal agency,
pursuant to Section 7 of the Endangered Species Act The Corps is coordinating with the USBR on these
consultations.
ESSENTIAL FISH HABITAT: The proposed project may adversely affect Essential Fish Habitat. The USBR
will initiate consultation with the National Marine Fisheries Service, pursuant to Magnuson-Stevens Fishery
Conservation and Management Act, as part of the Section 7 consultation.
The above determinations are based on information provided by the applicant and our preliminary review.
EVALUATION FACTORS: The decision whether to issue a permit will be based on an evaluation of the
probable impacts, including cumulative impacts, of the described activity on the public interest. That decision
will reflect the national concern for both protection and utilization of important resources. The benefit, which
reasonably may be expected to accrue from the described activity, must be balanced against its reasonably
foreseeable detriments. All factors which may be relevant to the described activity will be considered,
including the cumulative effects thereof; among those are conservation, economics, aesthetics, general
environmental concerns, wetlands, historic properties, fish and wildlife values, flood hazards, floodplain
values, land use, navigation, shoreline erosion and accretion, recreation, water supply and conservation,
water quality, energy needs, safety, food and fiber production, mineral needs, consideration of property
ownership and, in general, the needs and welfare of the people. The activity's impact on the public interest
will include application of the Section 404{b)(1) guidelines promulgated by the Administrator, Environmental
Protection Agency (40 CFR Part 230).
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The decision whether to issue permission pursuant to Section 408 will be based on an evaluation of whether
the project will impair the usefulness of the project works or is injurious to the public interest. The benefits,
which reasonably may be expected to accrue from the proposed alteration, must be balanced against its
reasonably foreseeable detriments.
The Corps is soliciting comments from the public, Federal, State, and local agencies and officials, Indian
tribes, and other interested parties in order to consider and evaluate the impacts of this proposed activity. Any
comments received will be considered by the Corps to determine whether to issue, modify, condition, or deny
a permit for this proposaL To make this decision, comments are used to assess impacts on endangered
species, historic properties, water quality, general environmental effects, and other public interest factors
listed above. Comments are used in the preparation of an Environmental Assessment and/or an
Environmental Impact Statement pursuant to the National Environmental Policy Act. Comments are also used
to determine tile need for a public hearing and to determine the overall public interest of the proposed activity.
SUBMITTING COMMENTS: Written comments, referencing Public Notice SPK-2008-00861 must be
submitted to the office listed below on or before November 9, 2015.
Zachary Simmons, Project Manager
US Army Corps of Engineers, Sacramento District
1325,J Street, Room 1350
Sacramento, California 95814-2922
Email: Z:achc'?!r'y' _\:,:! .s:nn'ict'"is,'@usace.army .mii
The Corps is particularly interested in receiving comments related to the proposal's probable impact~ on the
affected aquatic environment and the secondary and cumulative effects. Anyone may request, in writing, that
a public hearing be held to consider this application. Requests shall specifically state, with particularity, the
reason(s)Jar_halding a pubJicnearing:,_lfJhe_ Corps determines that the information re.ceivecUn cespqnse_tq
this notice is inadequate for thorough evaluation, a public hearing-may be warranted. If a public hearing is
warranted, interested parties will be notified of the time, date, and location. Please note that all comment
letters received are subject to release to the public through the Freedom of Information Act. If you have
questions or need additional information please contact the applicant or the Corps' project manager Zachary
Simmons, 916-557-6746,
Attachments: drawings
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RECIRC2322.
From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:
Attachments:

Nomellini, Grilli & McDaniel PLCs <ngmplcs@pacbell.net>
Monday, October 26, 2015 2:45 PM
BDCPcomments
ngmplcs@pacbell.net
BDCP/California Water Fix RDEIR/SDEIS CDWA Part One Exhibits 10-2, 10-3 and 10-4
CDWA BDCP-Water Fix tr Ex 10-2 10-3 10-4 10-26-15.pdf; CDWA BDCP-Water-Fix
10-26-15 Ex 10-3.pdf; CDWA BDCP-Water Fix 10-26-15 Ex 10-4.pdf; CDWA BDCP-Water
Fix 10-26-15 Ex 10-2.pdf

See attached. DJN Sr
Nomellini, Grilli & McDaniel
Professional Law Corporations
235 East Weber Avenue
Stockton, CA 95202
Mailing address:
P.O. Box 1461
Stockton, CA 95201-J46L_
Telephone: (209) 465-5883
Facsimile: (209) 465-3956
Email: ngmplcs@pacbell.net

CONFIDENTIALITY NOTICE: This communication with its contents may contain confidential and/or legally privileged
information. It is solely for the use of the intended recipient(s). Unauthorized interception, review, use or disclosure is
prohibited and may violate appiicable laws including the Electronic Communications Privacy Act. If you are not the
intended recipient, please contact the sender and destroy all copies of the communication.

RECIRC2323.

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

drewhoward@sbcglobal.net
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 9:43 AM
BDCPcomments
Delta Tunnels EIR

The long term effect oftwo tunnels has been studies by people far more qualified than myself to address, but what
comes out to me is that by not allowing the freshwater flow into the bay delta will increase the salinity of the area even
more than currently and combined with the future rise of sea levels, will result in a bay delta devoid of the commercial
and tourist industry it currently supports.
This project is just a bad idea.
Andrew Howard
196 Kenwood Way
San Francisco CA 94127

RECIRC2324.

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Kathleen Faith <kathawow@gmail.com>
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 11:12 AM
BDCPcomments
info@aqualliance.net

CA WATER "FIX"

To whom is may concern:
I live in the Sacramento River watershed and strongly oppose the California Water Fix, which
sounds very much like the same project as the peripheral canal, which California voters rejected
in 1982 by a 62.7% majority, as you know.
This aggressive and relentless stance against any sane approach to California's water needs
is unsustainable and unconscionable. The plan seems primarily beholden to
corporate agricultural interests rather than the health of our region which includes far
Northern California waters and the fragile and essential waters of the Delta area.
Our homes, businesses, farms, and wildlands depend on healthy groundwater, creeks, and
streams. I will fight this water grab in every way I can to prevent turning the Sacramento Valley
into an echo of the Owens and San Joaquin valleys.
vVe absolutely reject the Twin Tunnels.
Kathleen Faith

RECIRC2325.

From:

Sent:
To:

Cc:
Subject:

Carolyn Dorn < briar2@att.net>
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 10:19 AM
BDCPcomments
'info@aqualliance.net.'
letter

"The BDCP/WaterFix and its related EIRIEIS do not comply with State water law and
inadequately assess the environmental and socioeconomic impacts. The actions of the
BDCP/WaterFix would damage the region's economy, environment and communities. For
these reasons, the Butte County Board of Supervisors remains opposed to the
BDCP/WaterFix. The state and federal agencies are assuming enormous liability for the harm
that the BDCP/WaterFix will cause. Butte County will consider taking appropriate measures to
protect the County's economy, environment and communities.
Copy submitted from Butte County by:
Carolyn Darn
1687 Park View Lane
Chico, CA 95926

!live in Chico, Butte County, CA and I oppose the BDCP WaterFix.-Carolyn Darn

RECIRC2326.

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:

Miles Jordan < boogiewoogie@pcichico.com >
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 10:03 AM
BDCPcomments
info@aqualliance.net
Gov. Brown's Delta Tunnels Project

To Whom It May Concern:
As residents of Chico we oppose the Governor's Delta Tunnels "WaterFix" plan for the
following reasons .

.. the BDCP/WaterFix and its related EIRIEIS do not comply with State water law and
inadequately assess the environmental and socioeconomic impacts. The actions of the
BDCP/WaterFix would damage the region's economy, environment and communities. For
these reasons, the Butte County Board of Supervisors remains opposed to the
BDCP/WaterFix. The state and federal agencies are assuming enormous liability for the harm
that the BDCP/WaterFix will cause. Butte County will consider taking appropriate measures to
protect the County's economy, environment and communities.
We stand in support of the Butte County Board of Supervisors' response to this unwise plan.
Sincerely yours,
Miles & Marilee Jordan
Chico CA

RECIRC2327.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Royce Rollzae <xroycerollzae@gmail.com>
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 10:17 AM
BDCPcomments
not spam

I saw Kristin recently at a stan state university event, and I recommend for her to work with adam gray on this
"delta water project".

RECIRC2328.

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Wayne Gibb <wdgibb@hotmail.com>
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 12:13 PM
BDCPcomments
Twin Delta Tunnels

Hello,
I'm writing to oppose, in the strongest possible terms, the latest Peripheral Canal scheme, aka the twin delta
tunnels, that would send half of the Sacramento River's flow to Southern California to grow almonds and hay
for export.
Too much saltwater is already creeping east into the Bay Delta estuary, the largest on the west coast of the
Americas, endangering natural habitat and drinking water supplies and the $5.2 billion delta farm
economy. The tunnels will only exacerbate this process of degradation by removing the essential freshwater
that keeps saltwater at bay.
The Delta Independent Science Board recently found the tunnel project's Environmental Impact Report
inadequate: "The Current Draft ... lacks completeness and clarity in applying science to far-reaching policy
decisions."
Once cannot hope to maintain a healthy estuary by taking more freshwater out of an already struggling
habitat. With the effects of climate change increasing each year, we should protect the many benefits
provided by the Bay Delta estuary for humans and the environment.
Draining the Bay Delta of water--and life--is not the way to do it.
Do NOT move forward with this lunatic twin tunneis scheme.
Wayne D. Gibb
8425 Spring Drive
Forestville, CA

RECIRC2329.

From:

Sent:
To:
Cc:

Subject:

MP <mpnowack@googlemail.com>
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 11:44 AM
BDCPcomments
info@aqualliance.net
Stop the Twin Tunnels Project

I live in the Sacramento River watershed and strongly oppose the California Water Fix, the
Governor's latest plan to drain the vitality from the NorthState. Our homes, businesses, farms,
and wildlands depend on healthy groundwater, creeks, and streams. I will fight this water grab
in every way I can to prevent turning the Sacramento Valley into an echo of the Owens and San
Joaquin valleys. Please, no Twin Tunnels!
Mary Pat Nowack
Chico, CA

RECIRC2330.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

0. J. McMillan <ojgamc@pacbell.net>
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 10:09 AM
BDCPcomments
No Twin Tunnels

We live in Chico and strongly oppose the "California Water Fix." We must find a sustainable
solution for California's water problems, one that does not sacrifice the groundwater, creeks,
and streams of one region for another. This is a simple water grab, and we must not turn the
Sacramento Valley into an echo of the Owens and San Joaquin valleys. No Twin Tunnels!
OJ and Gene Anna McMillan
2040 Vallombrosa Ave
Chico, CA 95926

RECIRC2331.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Elizabeth Devereaux < edevero@devglas.com >
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 10:04 AM
BDCPcomments
Twin Tunnels

I live in Butte County, in the Sacramento River watershed, and strongly oppose the Governor's latest plan to drain the
vitality from the NorthState. With the pumping of our groundwater to be delivered through the Twin Tunnels to points
south, our vibrant communities, farms, creeks, and streams will be sucked disastrously dry like the Owens and San
Joaquin Valleys. I will fight this water grab in every way I can. No Twin Tunnels!
Elizabeth Devereaux
Sent from my iPhone

RECIRC2332.

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Cindy Wagner <cindywagner68@hotmail.com>
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 11:07 AM
BDCPcomments
Twin Tunnel Opposition

My family has lived in the Sacramento River watershed four generations. We have watched for years as political
expediency and moneyed agricultural interests at the other end of the state have driven water proposal after water
proposal. Often, these schemes exploit public opinion during times of crises.
Never has the northstate come out of these deals in an equitable state.
My family and all of its members are voting citizens who greatly oppose the twin tunnels projects. We will work to
educate and rally dissent against this egregious plan to diminish the natural resources of the lands we have called home
for over one hundred years. We will fight to save our local environment and the local economies that depend on them!
We love the natural beauty of our home. It should be considered a valuable aspect for all of California, not a natural
resource to be unlawfully used regardless of the devastating consequences to rightful land owners and healthy local
economies.
I implore you to respect logical arguments and eschew moneyed interests.
Do not support the twin tunnels!
Sincerely,
Cindy Cannoy
Sent from my Verizon Wireless 4G LTE Tablet

RECIRC2333.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:
Attachments:

Peter Corsun < pcorsun@comcast.net>
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 9:58 AM
BDCPcomments
No Tunnels in the Delta
No Tunnels in the Delta.pdf

I am opposed to the construction of two huge 40 foot diameter tunnels in the Delta. This
proposed project will have serious devastating impacts on:
Hundreds of wildlife and plant species, the fisheries in both the Delta and West Coast,
the agricultural economy in the Delta, the recreation and tourism economy, and the
public health of cities and communities.
The tunnels would take close to 2/3 of the flow of the Sacramento River, the Delta's
main water source. About 30% of this water goes to supply cities in the Bay Area, the
South Coast, and Southern California. In contrast, 70% of the water goes to Big Ag on
the west and south side of the San Joaquin Valley, down to Bakersfield. Most of this
water goes to grow almonds and pistachios on desert soils for lucrative overseas
exports. The Big Ag users contribute only 0.3% to California's economy while using 70%
of the Delta water.
As a tax payer, citizen, user of the Delta for recreation, I agree with others that the Delta
needs restored water flows and levee upgrades, increased reliance upon local water
supply and to improve the storage capabilties.

RECIRC2334.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Donald Dodge <dondodgesf@hotmail.com>
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 10:19 AM
BDCPcomments
Two tunnels

Please don't agree to this mis-guided plan to take up to 50% of the greatly reduced flow (by drought) of the Sacramento
river and divert it from SF Bay and the estuary. So many wild life and fish depend upon this fresh water in the estuary.
And the health of the bay depends upon a continuous flow of fresh water.
Thank you for doing the right thing.
Don Dodge

RECIRC2335.

From:

Sent:
To:

Subject:

Claudia Rawlins <clbrdr@icloud.com>
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 10:53 AM
BDCPcomments; news@aqualliance.net
Twin tunnel project

Before the Delta water project is approved, I wish every member ofthe board would visit Butte County and then stop by
the Owens Valley on the way back to LA. I wish I weren't so cynical, but the only reason I can think of to explain why
anyone would actively choose to destroy the last of California's natural recharging aquifers is political. The large
corporate farmers who have decided it is a good idea to plant fruit trees in the selenium-polluted desert soil of the west
side of the San Joaquin are big campaign contributors.
Vast amounts of additional water aren't needed for the citizens of Southern California-- over the last few decades, they
have learned to reduce and think carefully about how to use water thoughtfully. All over California in this ongoing
drought, citizens have cut back.
But desert farmers were not required to cut back. Now they want to destroy a part of the state which is not yet a desert.
There is no logic in creating a new desert to water crops in a desert with poor quality soil. And once the recharge water
tension is broken by over-pulling the aquifer, it will be gone forever. As it is, we are right now pulling up water that filled
the aquifer 10,000 years ago. We are not living within our means.
At least one purpose of an effective government is to save limited resources for future citizens. There is no more
important resource than water. It is more important than agricultural jobs, than exporting agricultural products, than tax
revenue, dare I say, even more important than political alliances. STOP the twin tunnel project. It will be a catastrophe.
Thank you for thinking long term. I look forward to hearing that common sense and science have prevailed. Claudia
Rawlins.

RECIRC2336.

From:

Sent:
To:
Subject:

Chemical Compounding <sales@chemicalcompounding.com>
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 11:53 AM
BDCPcomments
Twin Tunnel project

Sending more water around the delta to save it is not the solution ..
Please put me down as opposed to this project and will support anyone
who is against this one.

Fred G Paxton

Tel :
510-612-2426

RECIRC2337.

Subject:

Judy Kirk <edina72@astound.net>
Tuesday, October 27, 2015 11:20 AM
BDCPcomments
Please protect the Delta

Importance:

High

From:
Sent:
To:

The Delta Independent Science Board recently found the tunnel project's EIR inadequate, saying "The current
draft ... lacks completeness and clarity in applying science to far-reaching policy decisions." The tunnels will ship half the
Sacramento River water south to growers for almonds, hay and other crops for export. The delta estuary will be ruined
by salt water, wild life will perish, and delta farmers will lose their farms. The bay delta supports the largest nursery for
CA fisheries, and the largest Pacific Coast stop for migrating waterfowl. 500,000 acres of prime CA farmland will be
ruined by salt water.
Already, large SoCal water districts are buying up islands in our SF Bay Delta so they can pave the way for the tunnels,
buying out people who have farmed the delta islands for generations. This is about money to large water districts with
the power to get what they want. Please do not allow such greed to ruin the largest estuary on the west coast of
America. With climate change already happening, we should be protecting the benefits we receive from this priceless
natural resource.
Please stop the tunnels. The delta means life for the Bay Area and Northern CA.
Thank you and sincerely.
judith S. Kirk
edina72@astound.net
272 Nevada St., Redwood City, CA 94062

